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PREFACE 

Most of the Arabic words used in the text, chiefly place names, 

have been transliterated according to the system used in the U.S. 

Department of the Interior Office of Geography gazetteer for Syria. 

There are two exceptions to this. Familiar place names such as Damascus 

and Baghdad are spelled as they usually appear in English works. The 

spelling of the names, both real and pseudonymous, of villages studied 

by other authors follows the work cited. 

I must offer profuse thanks to the many Syrians who expedited 

the research and without whose aid its completion would have been im-

possible. Dr. Afif Bahnassi, Director General of the Department of 

Antiquities and Museums of. the Syrian Arab Republic, and Dr. Kassim 

Toueir, Director of Excavations in Damascus, provided insightful advice 

and obtained official permissions for us. Dr. As'ad Mahmud, Director 

of the Dayr az Zawr National Museum, was extremely helpful in overseeing , 

our work while we were in 'Ashara and Darnaj. Mr. Souheil Chabot of 

the Syrian Ministry of Information supplied census information, maps, 

and many useful suggestions. In Damascus, Samir Toueir and Pat 

McDonnell, friends from a previous journey to Syria, provided hospi-

tality, and the Toueir family welcomed us to Dayr az Zawr. 

In the villages of 'Ashara and Darnaj, where my husband and I 

lived and worked during the field research, the aptness of adages about 
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Arab hospitality was repeatedly demonstrated. The Mehsin al Ubayd al 

Ways family with whom we resided acted as surrogate parents and sib

lings. The villagers of Darnaj were exceedingly friendly and coopera

tive about allowing us to photograph and inventory their homes. We 

frequently commented that a similar study would have been much more 

difficult, if not impossible, in the U.S. 
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Many thanks also go to the excellent field team with whom I 

worked. My husband, John Whittaker, also an archaeologist, helped with 

mapping, photography, and moral support, in addition to acting as a 

sounding board for many of the ideas presented in the dissertation and 

proofreading the final copy. Ahmed Salih a1 Toufiq was an efficient 

interpreter and an excellent friend. Two friends of his, and now ours, 

Qassim al Sraih and Ghassan a1 Hasan, also aided us, and provided a 

valuable service by distributing the photographs we sent back to the 

villagers of Darnaj. 

Giorgio Buccellati and Marilyn Kelly-Buccellati first introduced 

me to this area of Syria during a field season at Tall al 'Ashara. 

Patty Jo Watson and Carol Kramer helped inspire the study with their 

previous work. 

A note of gratitude is due to my dissertation committee members, 

Norman Yoffee, Constance Cronin, and William Longacre. Norm Yoffee 

provided me with a long historic perspective on Western Asia and con

stant demands for perfection. Connie Cronin, drawing on her extensive 

ethnographic experience and sociological insights, spent many hours with 

me discussing the modern Middle East, and Bill Longacre guided me in 

the ethnoarchaeological aspects of the endeavor. William Dever and 
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Michael Schiffer were members of a slightly larger prelim committee and 

provided input to the project at an early stage in its development. 

These and many others too numerous to name individually both in 

The University of Arizona Department of Anthropology and at Western 

Archeological and Conservation Center provided friendship, intellectual 

stimulation, and made my years in Tucson enjoyable. Special thanks go 

to Kay Simpson, my graduate student colleague in West Asian studies, 

and Phil Chase, who initially helped me decipher the mysteries of the 

computer. 

My moth~Ttlnez Kamp, gave moral support, many relaxing Sunday 

afternoons, and helped with typing portions of the rough draft. Hazel 

Gillie did an excellent job on the final copy. 

The field research was partly funded by a University of Arizona 

Graduate Student Research Development Fund grant. A scholarship from 

the graduate school at The University of Arizona supported a year of 

analysis and write-up, and computer money was provided by the Anthro

pology Department of The University of Arizona. 
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ABSTRACT 

If archaeologists are to discern social facts from the material 

remains of extinct societies, they must develop explicit methodologies 

for relating material culture to social behavior. Ethnoarchaeological 

research is one means of generating and testing such analytic prin

ciples. The Syrian village of Darnaj in the context of comparative 

materials from elsewhere in Western Asia is used as a case study for 

examining the relationships be~~een domestic architecture and three 

socioeconomic household attributes: household size, number of co

residing conjugal family units, and household wealth. To allow an 

assessment of the relative effectiveness of architecture for predicting 

socioeconomic variability, data on some household belongings were col

lected and analyzed as well. In all cases, domestic architecture proves 

at least as accurate as movable possessions for predicting the socio

economic attributes tested. 

In Darnaj the total area of rooms designed for people is the 

best indicator of household size. The number of sitting and goods 

storage rooms and the presence of redundant dowry sets are the most 

accurate predictors of the number of co-residing conjugal family units, 

and wealth is most highly correlated with total compound area. These 

and other compound features are discussed and probable reasons for the 

association or lack of association of each attribute with the socio

economic characteristics are presented. 

xix 



xx 

In conclusion, some statements about (1) the nature of the rules 

relating domestic architecture to household socioeconomic characteris

tics, (2) ways that domestic architecture can be used to discern socio

economic variability in the archaeological record, and (3) means of 

excavating, recording, and publishing architectural data to maximize 

its utility as a socioeconomie indieator are offered. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Despite the fact that domestic architecture is a commonly exca

vated remnant of past communities, the analysis of personal residences 

has seldom exceeded description. In Western Asia an understanding of 

domestic architecture, independent of the artifacts associated with it, 

is important for two different reasons. First, in some archaeological 

reports, particularly those from excavations conducted in the 1950s and 

before, it is impossible to determine the provenience of artifacts. 

Unfortunately, it is precisely these early excavations that cleared 

large areas and have thereby provided us with extensive floor plans, 

sometimes of domestic as well as public architectureo In order to most 

effectively use reports from early excavations, such as Ur (Woolley and 

Mallowan 1976), which provide plans of large residential areas, it is 

necessary to employ methods for analyzing domestic architecture that 

are independent of the detailed investigation of room contents. Second, 

at some sites the room floors have been cleared and swept clean before 

abandonment and few artifacts are actually associated with the domestic 

structures unearthed (Cohen and Dever 1979). Again, a means of analyz

ing domestic architecture independent of its artifactual associations 

is indicated. 

The dwellings of traditional societies are usually designed and 

built by the owner, rather than by an architect or profeesional builder, 

1 
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and as such are termed "vernacular architecture." When an architect 

designs a home, he may not be completely aware of the social and cu1-

tura1 needs and behavior patterns of its future inhabitants. For this 

reason an architect's designs may not be well suited to the requirements 

of his clientele and the actual use of the building may differ signifi-

cantly from his prior notions (Edwards 1974). Vernacular architecture 

on the other hand is based upon a traditional model to which adjustments 

based on the local microenvironment and the owner's wealth, hcuseho1d 

size, and personal taste are made (Rapoport 1969). The basic house plan 

physically expresses the cultural stereotype of the ideal environment. 

Thus ?~~n~cu1ar buildings are the result of the interaction of: 

Man-his l~ature, aspirations, social organization, world view, 
way of life, social and psychological needs, individual 
and group needs, economic resources, attitudes to nature, 
personality, fashions 

-his physical needs, i.e., the "functional" program 
-the technique available 

Nature-physical aspects, such as climate, site materials, 
structural laws, and so on 

-visual, such as landscape (Rapoport 1969:13). 

Theoretically, the close relationship between humans and their 

architectural forms implies that the archaeological remains of domestic 

architecture provide a potentially rich source for the interpretation of 

past cultures. Before the archaeological data can be used as a key to 

understanding social and economic organization it is necessary to em-

pirica11y determine the extent and nature of the man-architecture 

relationship. 

Previous studies of vernacular architecture conducted by arch i-

tects and art historians have viewed primitive architecture as ingenious 

and interesting, but have been superficial, tending to emphasize the 
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deterministic role of climate to the exclusion of other factors (Guidoni 

1978). Recently, however, both architects (Guidoni 1978; Saile 1977, 

1980) and anthropologists (Douglas 1972; Rohn 1965; Kramer 1979; and 

others) have begun to appreciate the value of studies of domestic archi

tecture which recognize a wider range of variables. These recent 

studies have emphasized the importance of architecture for revealing 

either the psychological (Douglas 1972; Robbins 1966a, 1966b; Marc 

1977) or sociological aspects of a culture. Psychological theorists 

tend to deal with the manner in which architecture reflects the values, 

beliefs and psychodynamics of entire cultures. Those interested in the 

sociological aspects of domestic architecture may discuss either how 

cross-cultural variability in dwellings relates to inter-societal dif

ferences in social organization (Flannery 1972; Whiting and Ayres 1968; 

Divale 1977; Ember 1973; Hunter-Anderson 1977; and others) or how intra

cultural variability in dwellings relates to inter-household differences 

in demography, wealth and other sociological attributes (Watson 1966, 

1977, 1978; Kramer 1979; Nissen 1968; Jacobs 1979; Horne 1980, 1981, 

n.d.). The latter interest has been chiefly the concern of a relatively 

recent subdivision of archaeological research and theory, ethnoarchae

ology. Ethnoarchaeologists systematically study the relationship 

between material culture and human behavior with the expressed goal of 

obtaining information and formulating generalizations of utility for 

archaeological analyses. 

The Ethnoarchaeological Approach 

Since the archaeologist's entire corpus of data about any 

extinct culture consists of the natural and social setting and the 



material residues it has left behind, any inferences he wishes to make 

about the lifl!ways of that culture must rest upon an attempt to trans

late information about material objects and their distributions into 

knowledge about past human behavior. Ultimately analogical comparisons 

of extinct societies with extant ones are the only means by which 

archaeologists can traverse the interlace between material culture and 

behavior. All archaeological interpretations are based on assumptions 

about the way people behave. 
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As Graves (1981) points out, some analogies are so obvious that 

they are never questioned, while others are considerably less self

evident. Thus, validity of the assertion that quantities of butchered 

sheep bones at West Asian Neolithic sites imply that sheep were consumed 

by their residents seems so certain in light of common knowledge about 

patterns of human behavior that most archaeologists will (and probably 

should) be willing to accept it without further discussion. On the 

other hand, using the size of water jars found in domestic structures 

as an index of relative family size or the non-random distribution of 

painted pottery designs as an indication of matrilocal residence pat

terns requires accepting less obvious generalizations about the rela

tionship between human behavior and material culture, and studies based 

on assumptions such as these are likely to be widely questioned. There 

is, in addition, a third general category of hypotheses about the way 

behaviors affect the distribution of material items, assumptions that 

seem to the modern Western mind so logical and obvious that they are 

accepted almost as fact. Thus archaeologists can base their analyses 

on the assumption that rare goods, "luxury items," indicate a wealth 



differential with scarcely a demur from the archaeological community. 

Closer analyses of modern socie~ies suggest, however, that a direct 

correlation between luxury goods and wealth is not nbiquitous (see 

Hayden 1981; Kaw~ 1981). It is not enough to base analytic rules on 

common sense perceptions; the archaeologist must demonstrate that the 

assumptions underlying his models are justified in light of those rela

tionships between behavior and material culture that are relevant to 

the investigation at hand. The role of ethnoarchaeology, then, is to 

examine the assumptions archaeologists make, and traditionally have 

made, about the way material culture reflects behaviors. 

5 

The task of formulating generalizations about the relationship 

between material culture and behavior is by no means simple. To date, 

ethnoarchaeological studies have been single-community or single-area 

projects. This is logical in light of both the youth of the subdisci

pline and the length of time required to gain the requisite ethnographic 

as well as material culture data. Any study dealing with only a small 

area and a single culture, yet aspiring to generate conclusions of a 

wider applicability, is open to criticism. Until comparable studies 

can be undertaken in numerous areas, there is no completely satisfactory 

solution for the ethnoarchaeologist. 

For the moment the best alternative seems to be to: (1) choose 

study areas most applicable to the specific problem being studied; and 

(2) to the extent possible, attempt to determine which environmental, 

social, cultural and economic variables have a significant influence on 

the patterns being studied and which have a minor or negligible in

fluence. This is described later as the tolerance of the generalization 
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with respect to relevant variables. A more detailed discussion of these 

two prerequisites for an adequate research design follows. 

The selection of a study area is of crucial importance. All 

analogies are based on the premise that, since two things are similar 

in some known ways, they should be similar in other ways. The ~roblem 

for the ethnoarchaeologist is to determine not only ~ similar two 

cultures must be for an analogy to be valid but with respect to what 

variables they must be similar. 

Since ethnoarchaeological generalization deals only with a 

limited scope, it is probable that while some societal attributes will 

affect the relevant material culture-behavior relationship significantly, 

others will not. Thus, the selection of a study area must take care to 

minimize the disparity between the modern and archaeological cultures 

with respect to those attributes deemed most important to the research 

problem. 

The first steps in a research design are the specification of 

the types of material culture-behavior relationships to be investigated, 

the postulation of the social, cul "tural and environmental variables 

most likely to significantly influence this relationship, and the desig

nation of the archaeological situations to which the researcher hopes 

to apply his results. The study area is then selected to match the 

modern and archaeological variables as closely as possible. This need 

not in,ply historic continuity. 

Longacre (1970, 1981) has a long-standing interest in the 

possibility of discerning post-marital residence patterns, through an 

analysis of intrasite pottery distribution, and has recently conducted 
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an ethnoarchaeological investigation of the topic. He notes that, 

although modern pueblos may in many respects be similar to prehistoric 

pueblos, the non-traditional market-orientation of their ceramic pro

duction makes them non-comparable. Hence, instead of conducting his 

ethnoarchaeological research among the modern Hopi, he chose the Kalinga 

of the Philippines. While in other aspects very different from prehis

toric Southwestern pueblo societies, the Kalinga are a society still 

engaging in the domestic production of locally-used ceramics by female 

potters and, therefore, hypothetically correspond to the prehistoric 

pueblos on that variable felt by Longacre to be most vital to his re

search interests. Differences in subsistence, social structure, and 

technology are considered irrelevant to the particular problem of dis

cerning the learning patterns among groups of female potters. 

The objective of the ethnoarchaeological research project 

described here is to formulate generalizations that will be of use in 

interpreting the prehistoric and early historic architecture of Weste~n 

Asia. The study area, Darnaj, Syria, was deem~d appropriate for this 

project because of its traditional mudbrick vernacular architecture and 

generally conservative rural lifestyle. - Obviously for any specific pre

historic case there are many potentially relevant variables that cannot 

be matched by a modem analog. Modern technology, wide international 

contacts, and the mere vicissitudes of time have made it impossible to 

find villages still relying on stone tools or using the precursors of 

domesticated animals. Other variables cannot be matched with certainty 

simply because we do not yet have the necessary knowledge of the extinct 

culture being studied to accurately specify the pertinent conditions. 
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In the process of selecting a study area the ethnoarchaeologist 

has already acted on the hypothesis that certain sociocultural attri

butes are of special import for the material culture-behavior relation

ships being investigated. In so doing he has implied that other 

attributes which he has not matched are of little or no importance for 

the study questions. This assertion must be justified. Potentially a 

generalization has a relationship to all of the variables in the cul

tural system, and most sociocultural generalizations will be true under 

some conditions and not under others. The strength of the link between 

a given generalization and different social, cultural, and environmental 

attributes will vary. Thus for the generalization to hold true it is 

necessary that some variables be at a specific state; others can vary 

at will, while still others must remain within a certain range of values. 

The extent to which a generalization will allow variability in an attri

bute is termed its "tolerance" with respect to that variable. A 

generalization with a low tolerance with respect to a certain attribute 

will be invalid unless that attribute has a specific value, while a 

generi?lization with a very high tolerance will be true no matter what 

the value of the attribute. One task of the ethnoarchaeologist is to 

attempt to specify the tolerance of his generalizations with respect to 

as many social, cultural, economic and environmental variables as 

possible. 

Ideally the ethnoarchaeologist could design his research with 

numerous samples controlling for all the major relevant variables. In 

reality this is both impractical and impossible. Since many environ

mental, social, and economic variables have a potential impact on most 
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material culture-behavior relationships, the number of requisite samples 

simply becomes too large for practical research. Furthermore, many of 

the desired sa~ple conditions may not exist in the real world. For 

example, a study of the relationship between domestic architecture and 

social behavior should take into account the social variables of wealth, 

degree of Western and other outside influence, religion, and attitudes 

toward familial privacy; the economic variables of SUbsistence strate

gies, labor costs, building material expenses, and land prices; and the 

environmental variables of rainfall, temperature, wind, and the avail

ability of building materials to name only the more obvious ones. To 

control for all these variables within a single area is not feasible. 

Clearly, a single village cannot have both warm and cold winters, high 

and low labor costs. Hence, in order to control all the relevant vari

ables the ethnoarchaeologist must compare similar data from a variety 

of areas. 

Perhaps in the future systematically collected, comparable data 

from numerous regions will allow the ethnoarchaeologist to assess the 

relative influence of the variahles with ~hich he is concerned. At 

present, lacking this ideal corpus of data, the ethnoarchaeologist is 

forced to rely on those ethnoarchaeological studies that are available 

in conjunction with ethnographies, travelers' accounts and other sources. 

Unfortunately, most of the latter have only tangential relevance, but 

frequently give valuable, if provisional, insights. 

This discussion of the behavioral correlates of domestic archi

tecture relies chiefly on the ethnoarchaeological study of a Syrian 

village, Darnaj (Fig. 1). Supplementary sources dealing with the 
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traditional domestic architecture of Western Asia, encompassing the 

territory from Iran west through Iraq and Syria, and south down the 

Mediterranean through Jordan to Israel (Fig. 2), are utilized to aid 

in ascertaining the tolerance of the proposed generalizations with 

respect to variables such as climate, religion, and labor prices which 

are not contro+1ed for in the field study_ The rationale behind this 

argument of relevance is as follows. Throughout Western Asia there are 

basic similarities in rural architecture, subsistence patterns and cul

ture. These uniformities make spatially disparate areas amenable to 

comparison. Nevertheless, while exhibiting many fundamental similari

ties, the areas of Western Asia from which source materials on domestic 

architecture are examined display considerable variation in their en

vironmental, social, cultural, and economic characteristics. Despite 

this variability, it will be shown (albeit tentatively because of the 

quality 'of much of the comparative data) that many of the generaliza

tions demonstrated for the Syrian case study are also valid for other 

areas in Western Asia. Since similar types of disparity may occur 

betwp.e~ pi'ehistoric and early historic and modern villages, the exis

tence of this margin of tolerance is comforting at the least. 

~he Comparative Data 

Several ethnoarchaeological studies have been conducted in 

Western Asia: those published include Kramer (1979), Watson (1966, 1977, 

1978,1979), Horne (1980a, 198ob, 1981, n.d.), Hole U978 , 1979), and 

Digard (1975). Although Hole and Digard deal with nomads, the rest are 

all village studies, dealing at least in part with domestic architec-

ture. 
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To date only Watson's d:,',·t ~e available in final report form 

(Watson 1979). Although this pioneering research was conducted in 1959-

1960, it was not published until 1979. Three Iranian villages were 

studied, Hasanabad in some depth and Ain Ali and Shirdasht briefly. 

Watson's 1979 monograph includes information on kinship, subsistence 

patterns, architecture, domestic technology, dress, tatooing, local 

crafts, daily life and local belie! systems. Maps of the villages, 

plans of selected households and drawings of artifacts are also pre

sented. Thus, the study is essentially a basic ethnography which 

emphasizes material culture. There is no specific research design or 

problem orientation, but this is understandable in light of the ethno

archaeological theory prevalent at the time the field research was con

ducted. This theory assumed that a complete inventory of material 

objects in their cultural setting would lead to an inductive understand

ing of the relationships between social facts and material culture. 

Current ethnoarchaeological research concentrates more on attacking 

specific research problems in detail and on the collection of quanti

tative data. Nevertheless, Watson's study is of great import not only 

because it represents a vast corpus of sociocultural and material data, 

but also because it has acted as an impetus and a preliminary standard 

of comparison for subsequent ethnoarchaeological studies of rural 

Western Asia. 

Kramer (1979), Jacobs (1979)and Horne (1980a, 1980b, 1981, n.d.) 

have also conducted ethnoarchaeological research in Iranian villages. 

To date their projects are hard to eValuate since all are currently 

published only in articles. However, the results of the available 
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preliminary reports are intriguing since all three attempt to deal with 

the relationships between architectural and social variables. Likewise 

encouraging is the fact that all three have collected quantifiable data 

on some of the same parameters and their research is hence amenable to 

comparison. The statistical treatment of the data, however, is regret

tably minimal. Jacobs (1979) relies totally on very simple descriptive 

statistics. Horne (1980a, 198ob, 1981, n.d.) presents no numerical data 

at all, but this omission may well be because neither Expedition (Horne 

1980a, 1980b) nor Archaeology (Horne n.d.) normally prints highly tech

nical or mathematical articles. Presumably Horn's forthcoming disser

tation will supply the desired statistical analysis. Kramer (1979) 

provides a much more useful statistical treatment of her data, and more 

may be expected in her forttcoming monograph. 

The Darnaj, Syria Research Project 

The research presented here is the result of an ethnoarcnaeo1og

ical project conducted in a small agricultural village in Eastern Syria 

(Fig. 1). The objective of the research was to determine the relation

ships of household demography, wealth and behavior patterns to domestic 

architecture. These relationships were then analyzed with the aim of 

providing generalizations which would allow a more rigorous interpreta

tion of the socioeconomic characteristics of households from the 

archaeological remains of their domestic architecture. Hence, much of 

the emphasis in the data collection was on ascertaining basic socio

economic facts about the household being studied and on detailed mapping, 

photographing and description of the dwelling itself. Nevertheless, if 
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the ability of archaeologists to discern household behavior patterns and 

socioeconomics using domestic architecture alone is to be evaluated, it 

should be both with respect to unbiased statistical criteria of signifi

cance and with rQspect to the archaeologists' ability to discern these 

same behavioral and socioeconomic attributes using artifacts and 

domestic architecture in conjunction with one another. For this reason 

household belongings were inventoried and their proveniences within the 

compound were recorded. A detailed description of the research design 

is presented in Appendix A. Both the project design and the data analy

sis are based on the following premises about behavior and the nature 

of the relationships between household demography and socioeconomic 

standing and material culture: 

1. Every household has specific material needs and desires. 

2. The exact nature of these needs and desires is conditioned, in 

part, by the household demography and socioeconomic status. 

3. Some needs are explicitly specified by the culture of which the 

household is a part, while others are only implicit. 

4. There can be considerable inter-household variability in the 

nature of the response to any material need or desire. 

5. The degree of variability will depend on the cultural importance 

of that material need or desire and on the ability of individual house

holds to respond to it. 

6. While some material needs or desires are generated by, or co

incident with a single behavioral or socioeconomic fact, others can be 

caused by anyone of several situations • 

.. 



Thus, while the primary emphasis was on the collection of in

formation about the material possessions and socioeconomic status of a 

sample of Darnaj households, I also attempted to ascertain: 

a. culturally ~xplicit rules specifying desirable relationships 

between household demography and/or economic status and material cul

ture; 
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b. behavioral norms that might generate socioeconomically dependent 

material needs or desires; 

c. the financial ability of village households to respond to these 

needs or desires; 

d. the number and type of social, demographic,economic or idio

syncratic factors that might lead to anyone material need or desire. 

In future interpretations of the data, only those material culture

socioeconomic relationships for which both a clear statistical and 

cultural correlation can be discerned are considered meaningful. 

The Darnaj project thus attempts to answer several questions of 

importance to archae~logists concerned with interpreting the remains of 

domestic architecture: 

1. In on-going behavio~al systems, are there statistically sig

nificant relationships between household behavior patterns and/or 

socioeconomic attributes and the material culture associated with the 

household? 

2. If so, why do these relationships exist? 

3. How much inter-household variability is there in the relation

ships between socioeconomic variables and material culture? To what 

factors is the inter-household variability due? 
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4. Are the relationships betwe~n material culture and socioeconomic 

variables of a strength and nature to allow the prediction of the socio

economic variables from material culture? 

5. What is the tolerance of these relationships with respect to 

environmental, social, cultural and economic factors that are not 

directly specified? 

Organization of the Thesis 

Chapter 2 provides a basic socioeconomic and physical descrip

tion of Darnaj. This description is intended to orient the reader, 

allow a basis for judging comparisons with other regions in Western 

Asia, and provide a basic background for understanding subsequent tex

tual references. It does not attempt to provide the archaeologist with 

interpretive insights. 

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 deal in detail 1:/ith the compound plan, the 

structural attributes of room units, and the features, furnishings and 

contents of the compound, respectively. Statistical techniques are 

used to eValuate the possible relationships of compound attributes to 

the socioeconomic characteristics of the household and to the types of 

behavior occurring in specific room types. These relationships are 

then discussed with respect to the social, cultural and economic charac

teristics of the study village. Finally, comparative sources from other 

Western Asian locales are utilized to show the general validity of these 

relationships (or lack of it) and their degree of tolerance for 

extraneous variables. 

Chapters 6, 7, and 8 discuss the possible archaeological appli

cations of the material culture-behavior relationships treated in 
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Chapters 3, 4, and 5. The use of compound features for assigning room 

function is the topic of Chapter 6. Chapter 7 reviews previous archae

ological analyses of the demographics of extinct societies, evaluates 

them in the light of the Darnaj material, and suggests alternative 

means of dealing with this variable archaeologically. Finally, the 

household wealth-material culture relationship is examined in Chapter 8. 

Chapter 9, in conclusion, summarizes the results of the project 

and ends with comments about what the archaeologist can and cannot 

expect ethnoarchaeology to contribute to archaeological analysis. 



CHAPTER 2 

DARNAJ, SYRIA: THE STUDY VILLAGE 

Darnaj is a village of approximately 1500 persons located in 

eastern Syria on the east bank of the Euphrates River (Fig. 1). It was 

chosen for ethnoarchaeological study because of its proximity to a 

currently excavated site, Tall a1 'Asharah (ancient Terqa). Eventually 

the excavations of residential areas there will provide information on 

the temporal continuity of domestic activities and architecture in the 

area from the third millennium B.C. to the present. Darnaj was also an 

ideal locale for study as it is one of the rapidly dwindling number of 

Syrian villages not located on a major road and lacking telephones, 

electricity and running water. 

The history of Darnaj is not well documented. None of the 

available travelers' accounts of the region (Charles 1939; Blunt 1879; 

Bell 1924; Musil 1927; Chesney 1969) mentions the village. This omis

sion does not preclude the possibility of a reasonably long settlement 

history for Darnaj since travelers' accounts do not tend to be very 

detailed or accurate about recording small villages. There is no real 

accord among local informants as to the length of time since Darnaj's 

establishment. Estimates ranged from 50-300 years. One villager even 

suggested that it was founded by Malik Ibn Tawk, the founder of R~bah 

(Honigmann 1936), a historic ruin llear Mayadin, which was built circa 

A.D. 813-833. 

19 
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Natural Environment and Cultural Setting 

The Middle Euphrates in the Darnaj area is bounded to the south 

by the Syrian desert and to the north by the JazIrah, a desertic region 
. 

between the Tigris and the Euphrates. The vegetation of these deserts 

consists chiefly of herbacious and dwarf scrub communities and is 

species poor (Zohary 1940); around Darnaj itself the desert is prac-

tically devoid of vegetative cover during much of the year. The flood 

plain of the river i t~)elf is occupied mainly by planted trees such as 

poplar, fig and apricot and by farmers' fields. 

The sparse natural vegetation of the Darnaj area can be attrib-

uted partly to a lack of rainfall, although overgrazing has undoubtedly 

caused some degradation of the landscape. The average annual precipi-

tat ion is well below the 250 millimeter level required for rainfall 

agriculture (Census of the Syrian Arab Republic 1970) (Fig. 3). Most 

rainfall occurs during the winter months and precipitation is virtually 

non-existent in the summer. Despite the minimal rainfall, irrigation 

agl:'iculture is possible in the floodplain. Currently numerous pumping 

stations located along the banks of the Euphrates raise water from the 

Euphrates to irrigation canals serving Darnaj and similar villages. 

The annual temperature cycle consists of cool to cold winters 

and extremely hot summers. In 1973, for example, the coldest day was 

January 7 with a temperature of -7.2°C and the hottest day was July 22 

with a temperature of 43.5°C (Syrian Arab Republic Statistical Abstract 

1974). 

Pr~sently Darnaj is not on a paved road. The nearest market and 

- - 'I" service centers are I Asharah, Mayadl.n, and Dayr az Zawr, all on the 



<200 mm 

Figure 3. Rainfall distribution for Syria. -- Modified from 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
1955, Map 3. 
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opposite side of the Euphrates. ~sharah, located immediately across the 

river, is accessible by a government operated ferry boat. ~A~~arah 

provides coffee houses, some shops and a police station. MayadIn, some 

16 kilometers northwest cf 'Asharah on the paved road can be reached by 

going through 'Asharah cr by taking a dirt road along the north side of the 

river, then crossing on the MayadIn bridge. Dayr az Zawr, the district 

capital of the region, lies another 50 kilometers to the northwest along 

the road. Partially because of its location on the less developed side 

of the Euphrates, Darnaj has not yet been modernized with the installa-

tion of water, electric or telephone lines. All of these conveniences 

are available across the river in 'Asharah, however, and the villagers 

are both aware and desirous of them. Thus, while Darnaj is not within 

the mainstream of commerce, communications or modernization, neither is 

it totally isolated. In fact it is likely that the isolated village, 

if it ever existed, is a relic of the past in modern Syria. 

The People 

Darnaj is inhabited by Muslim Arabs of a tribe ~f the 'Agaydat 

confederation, the Bu Hasan. Two villages to the south, Suwaydan al . 
JazIrah and Suwaydan ShamIyyah (Fig. 4), are also Bu Ijasan. The history 

of the Bu ~asan in the Middle Euphrates, as reported by travelers' 

accounts, is somewhat confused. Musil (1927) states that in the early 

part of the 20th century the 'Agaydat controlled the Middle Euphrates 

from Dayr az Zawr to near the Iraqi border, but does not list the Bu 

Hasan as 'Agaydat. A section of the Jabur, a tribal confederation con-. 
trolling the upper Khabur at that time, are called Bu ~asan, however. 
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Figure 4. Villages in the immediate vicinity of Darnaj. -
Positioning of houses is schamatic, showing approximate 
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At about the same time, Bell (1924) says that these same Jabur, rather 

than the 'Agaydat, inhabit the area around 'Asharah. 

24 

By the 1930s Charles (1939) reports Bu Hasan of 'Agaydat affili-• 
ation living in the Darnaj area. While he does not mention Darnaj, he 

does include the still-extant village of Suwaydan al Jazirah on his 

maps. At that time the tribe was partly nomadic and partly sedentary, 

relying on a subsistence strategy of mixed herding and farming. This 

is still true today, although it is likely that the ratio of nomad to 

sedentary has changed. According to Darnaj informants, about ten per-

cent of the Bu Hasan are currently nomadic. Several of the Darnaj resi-
• 

dents interviewed stated that they had brothers or cousins who were 

nomadic, and three said that they themselves had once been full-time 

pastoralists. 

The Bu Hasan tribe is organized with a hierarchy of tribal 
• 

leaders called shaykhs. Each village has a shaykh, but over him is a 

pan-tribal shaykh who resides in 'Asharah. The tribal shaykh is also 

a member of the People's Council, the Syrian national legislative body. 

The shaykhs may be used as intermediaries when dealing with the govern-

ment, to adjudicate minor disputes, and to lend money. For some 

requests the individual will go to the village shaykh and for others to 

the tribal shaykh. Alternatively the village shaykh may act as an 

intermediary between the villager and the tribal shaykh. The channels 

utilized seem to depend upon the connections and personality of the 

petitioner and the nature and magnitude of the request. For example 

one informant explained that when his brother killed a man from another 

tribe and a considerable amount of blood money was needed to settle the 
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dispute, the family went directly to the tribal shaykh, presented their 

case, and were given the requisite funds. In addition to the village 

shaykh, Darnaj has a mukhtar, the official representative of the govern

ment, and some villagers indicated that they no longer went to the 

village shaykh but used the services of the mukhtar instead. 

For discussing variability in the composition of Darnaj house

holds I will use a version of a classificatory scheme developed by 

Laslett (1972), slightly modified to include polygynous households. 

According to this system, the sample includes: (1) solitaries (a widow 

or widower); (2) simple family households (a married couple, a married 

couple with unmarried children, or a widow or widower with unmarried 

children); (3) extended family households (a simple family household 

incorporating additional unmarried relatives); (4) multiple family 

households (more than one co-residing married couple with or without 

children); and (5) polygynous households (a man with two or more wives 

and their offspring). 

Within all households except solitaries there are subunits 

called conjugal units, comprised of a husband and wife or widow or 

widower with unmarried children. Simple and extended family households 

include only a single conjugal family unit, while multiple family and 

polygynous households include two or more. In Figure 5 diagrammatic 

depictions of each household type with conjugal subunits circled 

illustrate this. 

The predominant household type in Darnaj is the simple family 

household, accounting for over half the households in the sample (Table 

1) • Post-marital residence is ei ther patrilocal or neolocal. The 
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Figure 5. Typology of households. -- This schematizes the classifi
catory system used in the text. Co-residing conjugal 
units are circled. 
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Table 1. Summary of household composition for the Darnaj sample. -- Hu = husband, Wi = wife, 
Ch = child, So = son, Si = sister, Mo = mother, Br = brother, Da = daugbter. 

No. of 
House Household Household Conjugal 

No. Size Type Units List of Household Ilfembers 

1 11 multiple 2 Hu, Wi, ? unmarried Ch, So, SoWi 

2 ? polygynous 3 Hu, 2 Wi, 2 unmarried Ch, So, S~~i 
multinle 

3 9 simple 1 Hu, Wi, ? unmarried Ch 

4 ? extended 1 Hu, Wi, HllMo, 4 unmarried Ch 

5 4 simple 1 Hu, Wi, 2 unmarried Ch 

6 9 polygynous 2 Hu, 2 Wi, 6 unmarried Ch 

? 8 simple 1 Hu, Wi, 6 unmarried Cb 

8 ? extended 2 Hu, Wi, HuMo, HUSi, 3 unmarried Ch 

9 10 simple 1 Hu, Wi, 8 unmarried Ch 

10 ? simple 1 Hu, Wi, 5 unmarried Ch 

11 4 simple 1 Hu, Wi, 2 unmarried Ch 

12 10 multiple 3 Hu, Wi, 3 unmarried Ch, So, SoWi, SoCh, So, 
SoWi 

13 1 solitaire 1 Widow 

14 8 simple 1 Hu, Wi, 6 unmarried Ch 

15 28 polygynous 4 Hu, 4 Wi, 23 unmarried Ch 

16 9 simple 1 Hu, Wi, ? unmarried Ch 

17 6 extended 1 Hu, Wi, Htivto, 3 unmarried Ch 

I\) 
-...l 



Table 1--Continued. 

House Household Household 
No. Size Type 

18 5 simple 

19 5 simple 

20 4 polygynous 

21 13 extended 

22 6 simple 

23 6 simple 

24 2 simple 

25 2 simple 

26 1 solitaire 

27 9 simple 

28 8 multiple 

29 6 extended 

30 7 simple 

No. of 
Conjugal 
Units 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

List of Household Members 

Hu, Wi, 3 unmarried Ch 

Widow, 4 unmarried Ch 

Hu, 2 Wi, 1 unmarried Ch 

Hu, Wi, HuMo, 10 unmarried Ch 

Hu, Wi, 4 unmarried Ch 

Hu, Wi, 4 unmarried Ch 

Widow, 1 unmarried Ch 

Hu, Wi 

Widow 

Hu, Wi, 7 unmarried Ch 

Hu, Wi, 3 unmarried Ch, HuBr, HuBrWi, 
1 unmarried Ch 

Widow, 3 unmarried Ch, divorced Da, DaCh 

Hu, Wi, 5 unmarried Ch 

N 
00 
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patrilineal and patrilocal tendencies of the area are reflected in the 

relatively large number of widows and married sons living together, 

while none of the widows lived with married daughters. Of the 30 house

holds sampled only 3, a mere 10 percent, were multiple family households 

where a married son was living with his natal family. This is partly a 

consequence of the developmental cycle (Goody 1958). Many individuals 

in the sample had previously resided in a patrilocal multiple family, 

but this arrangement is frequently impermanent, since the son often 

moves out several years after his marriage and/or the birth of a child 

or children. A high percentage of simple family households is not un

usual even when the prescribed post-marital residence is patrilocal 

(Barth 1953; Stirling 1965; Horton 1961; Lasl~tt 1972). 

Since the Darnaj villagers are Muslim and Islam allows multiple 

wives, some of the households sampled were polygynous. One man, the 

village shaykh (household 15) had four wives and three others had two 

wives. Traditionally, because of the expense of procuring and providing 

for more than one wife, polygynous households are prestigious. Numerous 

villagers pointed to the four wives of the shaykh as visible proof of 

his affluence. In reality, wealth is probably only one of many factors 

determining which households will be polygynous. Of the four polygynous 

households in my sample two were relatively wealthy and two were poor. 

This, plus conversations with some of the villagers, seems to tenta

tively indicate that a man's decision to marry a second wife may relate 

more to his degree of acculturation to Western civilization and to his 

personal relationship with his first wife than to wealth. 



Thus, in Darnaj a household may include more than one conjugal 

unit because it is polygynous, multiple, or both. In the subsequent 

analysis the number of co-residing conjugal units will be treated as a 

demographic variable for statistical analysis, but whether multiple 

units are due to polygynous marriages or co-residing married couples 

will be ignored because of the small available sample of each of these 

types. 

The average number of people residing in the compound of the 

Darnaj sample was 7.3, the median was 7, and the range was from one to 

28. Household size in the sample is close to the average 1970 household 

size for the Dayr az Zawr district which is 6.6 persons (Census of the 

Syrian trab Republic 1970) and to the aver~ge household size of 7 re

corded by Horton (1961) for the Syrian village of Atareb. It is a bit 

higher than the mean household size of many areas of Western Asia, how

ever (Table 2), perhaps due to a fairly low infant mortality rate. As 

might logically be expected, household size in Darnaj correlates with 

the number of co-residing nuclear family units (Fig. 6). About 36 per

cent of inter-household variation in the number of people in the house

hold is explained by differences in the number of co-residing conjugal 

family units. 

Household wealth, measured as holdings in land and animals, also 

correlates significantly with household size (Fig. 6). The wealth

household size covariation is probably not unusual in Western Asia 

(Armstrong and Hirabayashi 1956; Goldberg 1968; Ho~ton 1961; and Sweet 

1960). Horton (1961:78-79) suggests that large households are an 

economic advantage in rural Syria because they allow more adult members 



Table 2. Comparative data on household size in Western Asia. 

No. of Persons 
Place Population Households Per House 

S. Biqa't Lebanon ? 5 villages ? 4.4 

KhabUr (r. village) 31 villages 
Syria ? ? 

Kufr aI-Mat Jordan 

Dahr, Lebanon 

Daghara t Iraq 

Tell Toqaan, Syria 

Khanaziriyah, Iraq 

Rust, Iraq 

Iran-urban 
-rural 
-tribal 

Dayr az Zawr 
Syria-urban 

-rural 

Khuzistan, Iran 

Shahabad, Iran 

Hasanabad, Iran 

1305 

137 

399 

326 

103 

700 

? 
? 
? 

88,398 
187,686 

55 villages 

'+18 

180 

199 

27 

77 

58 

16 

130 

? 
? 
? 

11,755 
27,675 

67 

33 

3.66 

6.56 

5.07 

5.18 

5.62 

6.4 

5.38 

5.5 
5.4 
6.3 

7.52 
6.78 

5.1 

6.2 

6 

Reference 

Armstron and Hirabayashi 1956 

Dodge 1940 

Antoun 1972 

Crist 1954 

Fernea 1970 

Sweet 1960 

Nissen: 1968 

Galloway 1958 

Paydarfar 1974 
Paydarfar 1974 
Paydarfar 1974 

Census of Syrian Arab Rep. 1970 
Census of Syrian Arab Rep. 1970 

Grem1iza 1962 

Kramer 1979 

Watson 1979 
'I!l 



Table 2--Continued 

Place Population 

Darnaj, Syria 1,800 

A tare b, Syria 

Te11-i Nun, Iran New part 
Village 
Old part 
village 

Sakaltutan, Turkey 633 

Elbasi, Turkey , 1,200 

No. of Persons 
Households Per House 

sample of 30 7.3 

7 

4 

R.75 

105 6 

214 6 

Reference 

Kamp 1981 

Horton 1961 

Jacoba 1979 

Jacobs 1979 

Stirling 1965 

stirling 1965 

"" N 



r = .75 
p ~.OOl 

Number of 
People 

Household 
Wealth 

r = .60 
p ~ .001 

r =.30 

~ .05 

Number of 
Conjugal 
Family Units 

Figure 6. Intercorrelations of household size, wealth, and number 
of conjugal family units. 
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to be released from household chores to pursue more lucrative tasks. 

In most of modern Western Asia these activities may ta~e the form of 

either agricultural pursuits or wage labor. Another reason for the cor

relation between household size and wealth is probably cooperative. As 

a household passes through various stages in the domestic cycle both 

its productive capacity and its access to inheritable goods will vary. 

Newly-established conjugal family households possess a small labor pool, 

have often not yet inherited all the animals and land which will even

tually be theirs, and have not had the opportunity to increase their 

holdings in land and animals through purchase. Households composed of 

a single older couple likewise no longer have access to a large labor 

pool and in some cases have already dispersed many of their resources 

among their offspring. Widows in particular are in a bad position with 

regard to access to both labor and goods, as much of a family's land is 

frequently passed through male heirs and has hence already been inherited 

by her children at her husband's demise. Thus the two smallest stages 

in the domestic cycle also tend to have the least access to capital 

holdings as well as to labor which should account in part for the 

wealth-size covariation. 

Like household size the number of co-residing conjugal family 

units correlates significantly with household wealth (Fig. 6), however 

this correlation is slight. Only about 16 percent of the variation in 

the number of co-residing conjugal family units is explained by wealth 

differences. 
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Subsistence StrategY 

Most of the inhabitants of Darnaj employ a mixed subsistence 

strategy combining plant cultivation and animal husbandry. Only about 

one-half (16/30) of the sample reported any source of income other than 

farming, although the actual number of working individuals is greater 

than 16. Sometimes multiple members of a household are employed, 

occasionally at different occupations. In the district 67.5 percent 

of the males employed in 1970 (Census of the Syrian Arab Republic 1970) 

were engaged in agriculture or animal husbandry. Of the 16 compounds 

with non-agricultural workers, seven had household members working 

temporarily in either Kuwait or Saudi Arabia and one household head was 

currently in the Syrian army. In two cases the family member away from 

home was a husband (or husband and son); in all other instances a son 

or sons were working outside the country. While most sent or brought 

back money, this was not invariable. 

All of the non-agricultural jobs in the village were part-time. 

The Darnaj sample included the owner of a small store, a seller of gas 

for cooking and heating, two carpenters, and a mechanic. In one house

hold both the husband and wife worked. The husband acted as an inter

mediary selling sheep at the Mayadin livestock ma.rl<et for a commission 

of 25 SP (Syrian pounds) or about $6.25 per head. The wife sewed 

clothing for others in the village. In another household the husband 

farmed and the wife wove rugs. Two families mentioned that they some

times collected salt from the irrigation canals and sold it; others may 

have done this as well but did not think it worth mentioning in the 

interview. Similarly, it seemed to be the consensus that everyone sold 
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their broken plastic shoes to pedlars who then resold them to the 

factory for recycling. This was rarely mentioned, however, unless the 

respondant was specifically asked whether engaged in the practice. Both 

the widows interviewed reported living chiefly on gifts from family and 

neighbors. 

Only 4.7 percent of the land in Dayr az Zawr district is con-

sidered cultivable (Census of the Syrian Arab Republic 1978). Of that 

only 7.0 percent was uncultivated in 1978. Irrigated land represented 

54.7 percent of the total; 27.4 percent was unirrigated and 10.8 percent 

remained I'allow. In the Darnaj sample all the land holdi&lgs were small 

family plots ranging from 0.5 dunum to 100 dunums (a dunum equals 

2 1000 m). The average land holding was 16 dunums (standard deviation = 

22.06) and the median was 10 dunums. This is less than for the Dayr az 

Zawr region as a whole. The 1970 Syrian census indicates a mean land-

holding of 53 dunums of cultivated and 2.7 dunums of uncultivated land. 

As might be expected, however, the percentage of land holders is greater 

for Darnaj (87%) than the average for the district. 

Irrigation agriculture must be practiced since the area is well 

outside the zone of reliable rainfall agriculture (Fig. 3). Two crops 

are grown each year, a summer crop and a winter crop. The major winter 

production consists of wheat, barley, linseed, lentils and chick-peas. 

Summer crops include two kinds of corn (yellow for consumption by 

people and white for animals only), cotton, cucumbers, tomatoes, okra, 

eggplant, green peppers, summer and winter squash, and a variety of 

melons. Both sugar beets and potatoes can be grown either in a spring 

or fall season. Onions, garlic, parsley and mint produce the year 



around. In addit~on families may own grape arbors, sometimes located 

in a courtyard, and fruit trees such as apricot, fig, apple and pome

granate. 
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Many of these products can be stored for out-of-season use. The 

grains, peas, and sunflower seeds are placed in locally woven sacks. 

Wheat can be ground into flour at the mill. Barley is stored in sacks 

and used as animal fodder. Okra, eggplant, summer squash, cucumber, 

green peppers, apples, apricots, and figs can all be dried in th~ sun. 

The okra is frequently strung, then hung from the walls. The other 

types of produce are stored in boxes or sacks either stacked or suspended 

from the ceiling rafters. Apricots, figs, apples, watermelon, and 

winter squash may be made into marmalade. Tomatoes are squeezed and 

made into a paste and green peppers are put in a jar with water and 

garlic. 

Some of the produce is intended for home consumption and some 

for sale. The major cash crops are cotton and melon. 'Asharah, just 

across the Euphrates, is considered the melon capital of the Middle 

East by the Syrian government. Sugar beets have recently gained im

portance as a cash crop_ This has been encouraged by the opening of a 

beet sugar factory at Dayr az Zawr. Until the modern era winter cereal 

farming presumably predominated in similar regions (Jacobson 1958:81). 

Respondants report that in the past 25 years there has been increased 

emphasis on sugar beets, and garden crops such as melons, squash, and 

cucumbers, and a decrease in the amount of corn and wheat planted. 

Chemical fertilizers are now also commonly used in the production of 

these crops. 



Eighty percent uf the families s~upled 
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some sheep and/or goats. The average number of sheep was 18.13 (S.D. -

29.44) with a median of 8. Goats averaged 5.2 per household (S.D. = 

7.14) with a median of 4. The range in total number of sheep and goats 

owned by a household was from none to 120 animals (mean = 20.3, S.D. = 
33.37). 

There are three alternative strategies employed to care for 

these animals. Either they are all kept in Darnaj, all are entrusted 

to a shepherd, or a few are kept in the village while the rest are cared 

for by a shepherd. Female animals that have recently given birth to 

young and are hence capable of being milked are most likely to be kept 

at home for the home flock. These may be grazed in nearby stubble 

during the day, watched over by young boys, or kept in animal areas in 

the compound and fed with grass and clover usually cut and brought in 

by the women. Dried grass, hay and barley are all stored for feed and 

in addition the animals are fed leftover vegetables, scraps, and stale 

dried bread. Sheep entrusted to shepherds live chiefly on range. About 

59 percent of the land in the Dayr az Zawr region is considered steppe 

and pasture (Census of the Syrian Arab Republic 1970). Ocasionally a 

family·s flocks are tended by a member of the family, but it is more 

common to hire a shepherd. Professionally herded flocks are large, an 

estimated 300-500 head, collected from several families. The standard 

herding contract specifies that the shepherd receive one-tenth of the 

number of animals each year. When the number of sheep owned by a family 

is not evenly divisible by ten~ the problem can be solved in one of 

several ways. For example, one family who had entrusted 15 sheep and 
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goats to a shepherd paid him two sheep instead of one every other year. 

Another paid one sheep plus 150 S.P. (about S37.50 U.S.) each year. 

In the spring about two-thirds of the Darnaj households join 

the rest of the Bu Hasan tribe and go on an annual migration with the • 
flocks. In the sample interviewed only one household reported never 

having gone on the spring migration, although an additional eight re-

ported that they no longer went, although they had done so at one time. 

The whole family may migrate or, more frequently, part may stay in the 

village to farm the land an~or attend school. Since this is the time 

of year that lambing takes place and milk products are especially 

plentiful, it is important for at least some female family members to 

preserve them. Recently the tribe has taken its flocks to the Al 

Haskah-Al Qamishli area on the Upper Khabur where they either allow the 

animals to graze on the open steppe or rent stubble fields from farmers. 

Formerly, the Bu Hasan took their flocks into the desert on the east • 

bank of the Euphrates every spring, much nearer to Darnaj, but report 

that this area has not been lush the last few years. The paucity of 

good range in this area may in part be due to a few dry years and in 

part to degradation caused by overgrazing and by changes in the natural 

fauna due to the extermination of the native wild grasses, Gazella spp., 

and Eguus hemionus (Report to the Government of the S.A.R.). 

Current market prices are 300-400 SP (175-100 U.S.) for a sheep, 

200 SP (150 U.S.> for a lamb and 250-300 SF (162.50-75 U.S.) for a goat. 

Informants reported a recent increase in the percentage of animals sold 

to the large market towns of MayadIn and Dayr az Zawr, as opposed to 

the closer, but smaller 'Asharah. Meat prices average 25 SP (about 
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$6.25 U.S.) per kilo for cuts of mutton without bone and 21 SF (about 

55.25 U.S.) per kilo for cuts containing bones. Beef is 22 SF (55.50 u.s.) 

per kilo without bones and 15 SF (53.75 U.s.> per kilo with bones. 

Sheep liver is about 10 SP (52.50 U.S.) per kilo. 

Sheep and goats are raised as much for their other products as 

for meat. Milk products are both used in the household and sold. Milk 

can be consumed immediately as milk, butter, yogurt, or cheese or kept 

as cheese, ghee, or in dried yogurt-wheat cakes for use in seasons when 

few or no animals are lactating. Both sheep's wool and goathair are 

spun by village women. The wool is made into both storage bags and 

rugs, while the goathair is used to make tents. Alternatively, wool 

can be sold. The wool of one average sheep is valued at approximately 

10 SP (52.50 U.S.). Goathair is almost never sold. 

In addition to sheep and goats, 22 cows, five horses, eight 

"donkeys and five mules were owned by the sampled households. Most 

women keep chickens and a few own turkeys. Both dogs and cats are also 

common. Dogs are kept in the fields, never in the compounds and are 

perceived as guards rather than pets. Cats seem to be primarily scav

engers, although several households had cats as pets. 

General Description of the Dwellings 

In Darnaj the dwelling plan consists of a number of room units 

arranged around and/or within a courtyard. This is a common (Bonine 

1980; Sweet 1960; Thoumin 1932; Kramer 1979), but not inviolable (Canaan 

1933; Ragette 1974; Horne 1981) pattern in Western Asia today, and is 

found in the archaeological record at historic sites such as Ur (Woolley 

and Mallowan 1976) and Tell Hadidi (Dorneman 1979) and prehistoric sites 



such as Jarmo (Braidwood and Howe 1960) and possibly Tell es Sawwan 

(Abu al Soof 1968) and Tepe Gawra (Speiser 1935; Tabler 1950). 
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A total of 30 compounds containing 205 rooms were mapped, photo

graphed, described, and inventoried. Figure 7 is the key to the plans 

for 10 of the compounds which are shown in Figures 8-17. The illus

trated compounds include those occupied by the biggest and wealthiest 

household (that of the shaykh, number 15) and the smallest and poorest 

household, that of an old widow (number 13). The single compound in 

the sample which had some concrete block rooms (number 21) is also 

diagramed. 

The compounds sampled all consist of mudbrick and/or cement 

block room units, although some stone and cement houses are found in 

Darnaj. Mudbrick walls, interior and exterior, may be left unplastered 

or covered with a mud or lime plaster. Whitewash is sometimes applied 

as well. Floors are of dirt, lime plaster, or cement. Roofs are flat, 

constructed of wooden cross beams topped by brush, poles, or beams 

which are then covered with mud and plastered with lime. The vari

ability in structural features is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. 

There is a mean of 6-8 rooms (SeD. = 3.04) and a median of 7 

rooms per household. The range in number of rooms, including animal 

rooms and pens is from four to 17. Sitting rooms, goods storage rooms, 

food storage rooms, kitchens, general storage rooms, hay/grain storage 

rooms, and animal rooms and pens are the most common functional room 

types, but some households had wash rooms, water storage rooms or guest 

rooms (diwans) as well and House 1 included a small room opening to the 



S=Sitting Room 
G=Goods Storage Room 
F=Food Storage Room 
K=Kltchen 
St-General Storage Room 

H=Hay/Grain Storage Room 
A=Animal Room/Pen 
O=Oiwan 
W=Wash Room 
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Figure 7. Key to symbols used in Figures 8 through 
40. 
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street and used as a store. Figures 18 through 40 show the features 

and furnishings of a sample of the rooms recorded. 
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As ideal types, sitting rooms are used for sitting, talking, 

and sleeping and entertaining guests; goods storage rooms for keeping 

clothes, bedding, dishes, pots and pans and numerous other types of 

personal possessions and household goods; food storage rooms for keep

ing edibles destined for humans; kitchens for cooking; general storage 

rooms for keeping a variety of miscellaneous utility and junk items; 

hay/grain storage rooms for keeping hay and other animal feed; and 

animal rooms and pens for providing a living space for thuae animals 

kept within the compound walls. Some compounds have all the major room 

types, but in others a single room serves several functions. Thus the 

sitting room and the goods storage room may actually be a single room 

unit. There are constraints on the way room functions may be combined, 

however. For instance, a sitting room/goods storage room is feasible, 

but sitting room/animal room is not. 

The room designation describes the prescribed room use, rather 

than ~ctual room function. Hence a room designated as a food storage 

room will frequently contain some bedding and miscellaneous junk as well, 

making it a food/goods/general storage room. If it is convenient guests 

may be entertained, chores such as spinning may be performed, and the 

food may be prepared in the same room. Hence it becomes a food/goods/ 

junk/sitting room/kitchen. In most households, if room function were 

to be viewed in this manner, the compound would contain two or more of 

these multi-purpose rooms, and no single or dual purpose rooms. For 

example, occupants of House 9 (Fig. 8) say that they have one sitting 
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House 6 Sitting Room 

Figure 18. Plan of sitting room, 

A - water jar 
B - water can 
C - rag rug 
D - sacks of grain 
E - spindle 
F clothes on rack 

1m. 

House 6. -- See Figure 7 for key to symbols. 

G - clothes on peg 
H - bedding stacked in niche 
I - pile of wool 
J - plate embedded in wall 
K - tea set and a few miscellaneous 

metal dishes 

~ 
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House 10 Sitting Room 
1m. 

Figure 19. Plan of sitting room, House 10. -- See Figure? for key 
to symbols. 

A - miscellaneous clothes 
B - line with clothes hanging on it 
C - s:pindle 
D - miscellaneous clothes 
E - niche with shelf in it, oil lamp, lantern, box 

of matches, and tea set 
F - tin bowl 
G - :picture 
H - mirrc:L' 
I - water jar 
J - :pan 
K - quilt 
L - :plank door 
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House II Sitting Room 

Figure 20. Plan of sitting room, House 11. -- See Figure 7 for key to 
symbols. 

A - thermos 
B - wooden trestle with 

pillows stacked on it 
C - wooden trestle with 

bedding stacked on it 
D - sack of fertilizer 
E - winter stove 
F - line with clothes 

hanging on it 
G - tin chest with suit

case on top of it 

H - mirror 
I - sack of su~ 
J - sack of potatoes 
K - peg with sack containing 

Koran hanging on it 
L - low china cabinet with 

dishes in it and bedding 
on top of it 

M - plank door 

\11 
\11 
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Figure 21. Plan of sitting room, House 14. -- See Figure 7 for key to symbols. 

A - bread box F - rags stuffed in hole 
B - clothes on pegs G - wooden bars over window 
C - small wood and screen cabinet opening 

with miscellaneous dishes in H - pole with woolen yarn 
it; a thermos and pots and hanging on it 
pans on top I - chest with pillows stacked on it 

D - pictures on wall J - wooden trestle with bedding 
E - piece of broken mirror stacked on it 

K - plank door ~ 
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1m. 

Figure 22. Plan of sitting room, House 21. -- See Figure 7 for keY' to symbols. 

A - lantern 
B - bag of parsley 
C - bag of green peppers 
D - hook in ceiling 
E - plate embedded in ceiling 
F - metal door 
G - mirror 

H - clothes rack 
I - rug for sitting on; pillows 
J - clothes rack 
K - clothes rack 
L - rug for sitting on; pillows 
M - pictures 

~ 
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1m. 

Figure 23. Plan of sitting room, House 27. -- See Figure? for key to symbols •. 

A - drum hung on wall G - tricycle 
B - two ~lates hung on wall H - coats on rack 
C - pictures I - plank door 
D - sword J - lamp 
E - mirror with pictures K - coat 

framing it L - picture 
F - cloth wall hanging 

~ 
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1m. 

Figure 24. Plan of goods storage room, House 2. -- See Figure 7 for key 
to symbols. 

A - wooden trestle stacked with bedding 
B - metal china cabinet with glasses, china, and a thermos 

inside, and pots and pans on top 
C - small wooden table with pots and pans and a bucket 

on top and a few plastic dishes underneath 
D - basket 
E - kerosene lantern hanging on wall 
F - sack of cotton 
G - chest with clothes piled on top of it 
H - a paper bag and a plastic bag 
I - wood and screen cabinet with food inside and 

clothes piled on top 
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House 12 Goods Storage Room 
1m. 

Figure 25. Plan of goods storage room, House 12. -- See Figure ? for key to symbols. 

A - wooden trestle stacked 
with bedding 

B - radio 
C - wooden chest with pillows 

and mats stacked on top 
D - china cabinet with lots of 

dishes and a thermos in it, 
and pots and pans on top 

E - wall hanging, hangings cover 
all walls 

F - plank door 
G - clothes rack 
H - 2 suitcases stacked 
I - wooden trestle stacked with 

bedding 
~ 
o 
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House 25 Goods Storage Room 
1m. 

Figure 26. Plan of goods storage room, House 25. -- See Figure ? for key to symbols. 

A - wooden trestle stacked with bedding 
B - bed 
C - wall hanging; cloth wall hangings cover all walls 
D - metal wardrobe with mattresses on top of it 
E - china cabinet with dishes and glassware inside, and 

pots and pans on top of it 
F - mirror 
G - plank door 
H - 2 metal serving trays 
I - wooden trestle stacked with bedding 

'" I-' 
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Figure 27. Plan of goods storage room, House 27. -- See Figure 7 for 
key to symbols. 

A - wooden trestle stacked with bedding 
B - china cabinet with china and glassware in it, and a 

thermos and pots and pans on top 
C - cloth wall hanging 
D - shelf with pots and pans on it 
E - wood and screen cabinet t'!i th food and a few dishes 

in it and 4 suitcases on it 
F ~ wooden box 
G - wooden box with suitcase and pan on top 
H - sifter 
I - shelf with pots and pans on it 
J - niche with pans, ceramic ewer, a tin of ghee, 

and a jar in it 
K - plank door 
L - sewing machine 
M - wooden trestle with bedding on it 
N - wooden trestle with bedding on it 
o - paper decorations hung from ceiling 
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Figure 28. Plan of goods storage room, House 30. 

A - metal china cabinet with dishes i4 it and pots and 
pans on top of it 

B - wood and screen cabinet with pots and pans in it, 
rugs, bags, and a plastic mat on it 

C - jar of soap 
D - wooden chest with quilts on it 
E - wooden bar with pillows on it 
F - wooden trestle with mattresses on it 
G - mats 
H - loose wool 
I - shovel 
J - sifter on peg 
K - bags of dried okra 
L - suitcase with a stack of pillows on it 
M - suitcase 
!i "" line with clothes on it 
o - cl'9.dle 
P - plunk door 
Q - COELt on peg 
R - breadbox 
S - can of kerosene 
T - ceramic ewer 
U - jar of preserves 
V - picture 
W - 2 hoes 
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Figure 28. Plan of goods storage room, House 30. -- See Figure 7 for 
key to symbols. 
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Figure 29. Plan of food storage room/kitchen, House 3. 

A - :peg with coat and yarn in bag on it 
B - :primus stove 
C - yarn and clothes hanging on :peg 
D - pan of okra 
E - :pan of okra 
F - kerosene can 
G - kerosene can 
H - pail 
I - bags of yarn and coats on :peg 
J - 2 suitcases with clothes on top 
K - water can with miscellaneous sacks on to:p of it 
L - sack of grain 
M - clothes 
N - sack of fiour 
o - pan of tomatoes 
P - wooden trestle 
Q - chest with suitcase on it 
R - chest 
S - :pan of cucumbers 
T - bag of fertilizer 
U - water can 
V - miscellaneous food 
W - can of ghee 
X - shelf with built-in s:poon rack; plastic pitcher and 

miscellaneous junk on top; sewing machine stored 
underneath 

Y - big fiat pan and coat on peg 
Z - pan of tomatoes 

AA - :plank door 
BB - plastic pitcher 
CC - miscellaneous pieces of cloth 
DD - hole covered with :plastic 
EE - thermos 
FF - bowl of sugar 
GG - mirror fragment embedded in wall 
HH - tea set (tray, pot, and glasses) 
II - pan of yogurt 
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Figure 29. Plan of food storage room/kitchen, House 3. -- See Figure? 
for key to symbols. 
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1m. 

Figure 30. Plan of food storage room, House 4. -- See Figure 7 for key 
to symbols. 

A - peg 
B - winter heating stove covered with burlap 
C - ghee cans 
D - holes are low, below level of niche 
E - sack of grain 
F - sack of fertilizer 
G - stove pipe 
H - trestle with clay supports 
I - sifter 
J - empty grain sacks 
K - sack of grain 
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House 9 Food Storage Room 
1m. 

Figure 31. Plan of food storage room, House 9. -- See Figure 7 for key 
to symbols. 

A - suitcase 
B - breadbox 
C - pan 
D - 4 sacks grain 
E - sifter 
F - sack of grain with empty grain bags on top of it 
G - sack of grain 
H - sack of fertilizer 
I - clothes line 
J - broom 
K - wooden trestle with bags of wool and yarn on top of it, 

and cans of ghee under it 
L - pan of dried okra 
M - sack of fertilizer 
N - bicycle wheel 
o - sack of grain 
P - miscellaneous boards and pieces of rubber 
Q - peg with coat hanging on it 
R - chest with funnel on it 
S - sack of dried vegetables 
T - pan 
U - loose wool 
V - sack of sugar 
W - bowl with bread scraps 
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House II Food Storage Room 
1m. 

Figure 32. Plan of food storage room, House 11. -- See Figure 7 for key 
to symbols. 

A - sifter 
B - pot 
C - wooden trestle 
D - bucket 
E - breadbox 
F - plastic pitcher 
G - flour sack 
H - bread dough rising 
I - clay trestle support 
J - flour sack 
K - food sack 
L - canvas bag 
M - spindle 
N - miscellaneous small junk 
o - ghee can 
P - plastic shoes 
Q - miscellaneous small junk 
R - plank door . 
S - empty canvas bag hanging on a peg 
T - clothes on a peg 
U - rack of pegs with clothes 
V - pile of okra 
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1m. 

Figure 33. Plan of food storage room. House 19. -- See Figure 7 for 
key to symbols. 

A - bag hanging on peg 
B - yarn on peg 
C - shelf with medicine and soap dish on it 
D - 2 spindles 
E - yogurt basket and pan on wooden water jar stand 
F - sack of grain 
G - sack of flour 
H - sifter 
I - kerosene lantern hanging on wall 
J - pole with clothes over it 
K - wooden trestle 
L - kerosene tin 
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Figure 34. Plan of kitchenj House 1. 

A - clothes on peg 
B - clothes on peg 
'C - spindle on peg 
D - breadbox 
E - sack of flour with pan on top 
F - thermos, tin bowl, and 2 plastic buckets 
G - wooden trestle 
H - oil tin 
I - sifter and towel on peg 
J - sickle and towel on peg 
K - pan with loaves of bread rising 
L - brush 
M - pan 
N - pan of yogurt 
o - mudbricks blocking old door opening part way to the top 
P - reed mat with pan of yogurt on it 
Q - sack of potatoes 
R ~ water barrel 
S - metal water can 
T - ceramic water jar 
U - teapot sitting on ghee can 
V - miscellaneous dishes and glasses 
W - primus stove 
X - kerosene can 
Y - shelf containing jars of food 
Z - yarn hanging on peg 

AA - lantern and strings of dried okra on peg 
BB - serving tray and pan 
CC - pan 
DD - bag and piece of cloth on peg 
EE - plank door 
FF - sacks of grain and wool 
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Figure 34. Plan of kitchen, House 1. -- See Figure 7 for key to 
symbols. 
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House 9 Kitchen 1m. 

Figure 35. Plan of kitchen, House 9. -- See Figure 7 for key to 
symbols. 

A - can of ghee 
B - shelf with tea kettle and a few pots and pans on it 
C - lantern 
D - sack of onions 
E - sack of flour 
F - cutting board 
G - can 
H - serving tray'with tea glasses on it 
I - primus stove 
J - 3 pans 

~ 
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House 14 Kitchen 
1m. 

Figure 36. Plan of kitchen, House 14. - See Figure 7 for key to symbols. 

A - primus stove 
B - serving tray 
C - post with woolen yarns 

hanging from it 
D - winter heating stove 
E - chest with sacks of 

cotton on it 
F - wooden trestle 

G - old primus stove 
H - ceramic ewers 
I - oil tin 
J - lantern on peg 
K - oil tin with stacks of 

pots and pans on it 
L - plank door 

~ 
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Figure 37. Plan of kitchen, House 15G -- See Figure 7 for key to symbols. 

A - rough metal door H - hearth 
B - water can with saj on top ! - clay bench with bedding 
C - piece of mudbrick piled on top 
D - pan of cucumbers J - bucket hanging from 
E - millstones ceiling beam 
F - posts holding up brush K - plastic shoe 

roof L - plastic sheets 
G - adjacent general storage 

room 
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House 25 Kitchen 
1m. 

Figure 38. Plan of kitchen, House 25. -- See Figure? for key to sym
bols. 

A - sack of wool 
B - sack of cotton 
C - primus stove 
D - water can 
E - food sack 
F - plastic 
G - miscellaneous scraps of cloth, plastic and 

other junk 
H - hearth 
I - no door closing 
J - boards 
K - pans 
L - bag of grain 
M - roll of reed matting for around tent 
N - folded up tent 
o - kerosene can 
P - post 
Q - sheep skins, garlic, sifter, and sacks hanging 

from roof beams 
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House 26 Kitchen 
1m 

Figure 39. Plan of kitchen, House 26. -- See Figure 7 for key to symbols. 

A - wood pile 
B-3 pans 
C - saj 
D - lid from gas can 
E - hearth 
F - sheet metal door 

~ 
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House I Genera I Storage Room 
1m. 

General storage room, House 1. -- See Figure 7 for key to 
symbols. 

A - sack of grain 
B - chain to harness 
C - inner tube 
D - sack of grain with 2 suitcases on top of it 
E - wicker basket 
F - inner tube 
G - sack of wool 
H - sack of grain with teapot on top of it 
I - sack 0 f grain 
J - sack of grain 
K - garlic hanging from roof 
L - sack of grain and kerosene can on top of it 
M - clothes hanging on peg 
N - pot 
o - shelf with 2 pots, a serving tray, and miscellaneous 

small items on it; and an oil lamp hanging below it 
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room, one goods storage room and one food storage room. Nevertheless, 

there are goods stored in the sitting room and food preparation is some

times done there as well. The goods storeroom is used for some food 

storage and preparation as well and the food storage room also houses 

a certain amount of junk. Flexibility is the key to room use, making 

the designation of room function difficlut. The correlation of room 

function with structural room features~ room contents and room place

ment within the compound plan is treated in Chapter 6. 

The courtyard is the functional extension of the room units. 

Some activities such as weaving and butchering are done only in the 

courtyard, others can be performed inside or in the courtyard, depend

ing upon convenience and weather conditions. With one exception, House 

5, all the courtyards in the sample thirty were at least partially en

closed by a compound wall. This wall is built between room units in 

such a way ~hat the rooms function as part of the enclosure. The 

character of the compound wall varies. In 13 of the compounds (4)%) 

the compound wall was higher than eye level over its total length so 

that it was impossible to see into the courtyard. The remainder of the 

courtyards were open to view from at least some observation points. 

The walls of seven compounds (2~) were less than eye level over most 

of their extent, and 10 (3~) varied in height. Seven compounds had 

actual breaks in their walls so that approximately 10 to 30 percent of 

the courtyard was not enclosed~ The courtyard is accessible through a 

main entry closed by a gate and sometimes several secondary entrances 

as well. 
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standard courtyard features include hearths, drying racks, 

clotheslines, chopping blocks, bread ovens, beds, oil cans, pots and 

pans set out to dry, and miscellaneous personal items. In one courtyard 

a small mud doll's house had been built by the children. Water in both 

clay jars and metal cans is frequently stored in the courtyard. A shade 

is usually built for the clay water ja~ so that the water remains cool 

in the summer. Animals are sometimes housed in the courtyard and their 

presence is indi~ated by metal or mudbrick troughs for the sheep and 

goats. Occasionally broken pieces of water jars are embeddeu in the 

courtyard to serve as chicken feeders. 

Like the courtyard the roof is similar to a ro 0 m unit. Only 

17 (57%) of the compounds had stairways (from one to three) to roofs, 

but the rest boasted wooden ladders. Rooftops are used for sleeping, 

evening visiting and eating, and drying fruits and vegetables and 

clothes. Rooftop features include clotheslines, stacks of bedding, 

produce drying (in season), and miscellaneous personal items. 

Sanitary facilities were minimal. Seven c~mpounds had a toilet 

area located nearby. This could be identified by the presence of human 

excrement. Only two had a latrine with an excavated hole and of these 

only one was a walled outhouse. 

There is an emphasis on reuse, making the amount of garbage 

minimal. Trash that can be burned is used to fire the bread oven. 

Bones are given to dogs and vegetable scraps and stale bread are fed 

to sheep and goats. Old plastic shoes can be resold to the shoe factory 

via itinerate peddlars, while old cloth is used for patches and rags. 

Broken pieces of water jars may be embedded in courtyard floors to serve 
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as chicken feeders. The refuse that does exist is disposed of in three 

ways, depending both upon the type of garbage and discretion of the com

pound residents. Garbage can be thrown in little-used or unused store

rooms or animal rooms; it can be dumped into the river or fields; or it 

can be put into a formal dump area. Seventeen of the compounds mapped 

had discernible garbage areas, containing cans, broken bottles and 

glass, bits of paper, wire and plastic and so on located outside but 

near the compound walls. 

The History of the Compound 

A new compound seems to be built most commonly when a new house

hold is established either through marriage or through the dissolution 

of a multiple unit household, as when a married son and his family move 

into their own compound. It is, however, by no means rare for a house

hold to simply build a new compound when it feels that the existing one 

is becoming old. Age can be judged by the condition of wall and floor 

plaster and by the state of the roof. Respondents estimated the use

life of a dwelling at 30-50 years, which corresponds well with Sparks' 

(1951) estimates of the length of time it takes adobe to disintegrate 

in an arid environmento Since the same areas are used for farming and 

for house sites, the new compound is built on one of the owner's fields, 

often (in over half the samples) immediately adjacent to the previous 

compound. 

The compounds sampled ranged in age from three years to approxi

mately 40 years, with an average age of 18.7 years (S.D. = 10.3). Older 

compounds have often undergone many structural and functional changes 

since their establishment. Rooms are built, torn down, or change their 
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functional status. On an average room building and destruction seems 

to balance one another, since the number of room units per compound 

does not correlate significantly with the age of the compound. Changes 

in room function follow predictable trajectories. Room fUnction can be 

arranged in hierarchical fashion with sitting rooms and goods storage 

rooms at the top, followed by food storage rooms, kitchens, general 

storage rooms, hay/grain rooms and animal room/pens. When changes in 

room use occur there is always a functional degradation (Table 3). 

This is logical since such changes normally occur as rooms become old 

and are no longer considered suitable for their initial purpose. The 

tendency for room function to be altered as a room ages has been men

tioned for Iraq (Leach 1940:48) and Iran (Horne n.d.) as well as Syria. 

Use of the Compound 

The key word in describing the use of the compound is flexi

bility. While one room is described as a storage room and another as a 

sitting room, the storage room is often used for sitting or even enter

taining casual guests, while in most households the sitting room is used 

to store numerous possessions. Furthermore, the courtyard and roof 

should be considered extensions of the basic room blocks. Many activi

ties such as spinning, baking bread dough, or entertaining are done 

either in the courtyard or in one of the rooms, depending upon which is 

deemed more comfortable and/or more convenient at the time. 

Seasonal temperature variations also affect compound use. During 

the summer the coolest possible spots are chosen for household activi

ties. People literally follow the shade during the day. At night, the 

outdoors is invariably more comfortable than room interiors, so they 



Table 3. Examples of change in room function in the Darnaj sample. 

Room Function 
Before Change 

Sitting Room or 
Goods Storage 

Food Storage 

Room Function 
After Change 

Food Storage/Kitchen 

Kitchen 

General Storage 

Hay/Grain Storage 

Animal Pen/Room 

Kitchen 

Number of 
Cases 

1 

1 

3 
2 

4 

1 
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stay in the courtyard or on the roof. Conversely, in winter the warmest 

areas are the most desirable. In the daytime this is often in a sunny 

location outdoors, during the night it is in one of the rooms provided 

with a stove. 

While there is not one standard, typical pattern of labor allo

cation that holds true for every household, there are standard chores 

that are done in every compound. Who does each chore will depend on 

variables such as the family composition and the economic situation of 

the family. Women are responsible for most of the household chores, but 

are also considered potential farm laborers and may spend most of the 

day in the fields rather than in the compound. As a general rule women 

with babies, very young unmarried women, and the women of the few 

families who owned no farmland worked in the compound most of the day. 

Women whose families included older daughters who could look after the 

young children and do the household chores spent more time in the fields, 

particularly if the household had few males of working age. In the 

households where there are several adult females, either because a son 

has brought his wife into the household or because a man has multiple 

wives, the household chores are shared. Thus, the women generally cook 

and bake together. Embedded in this system is a hierarchy whereby 

mothers-in-law and senior wives supervise junior women. The one excep

tion to this was the shaykh's household in which four wives each pur

portedly cooked separately for themselves and their children. The 

shaykh himself ate and slept with each in turn. Common domestic activi

ties include cooking, washing clothes and dishes, getting water, 



tending children, spinning and weaving, eating, sleeping, and visiting 

the shaykh in turn. 
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Bread is made as often as once a day. Most women bake in a 

stationary oven composed of a central flue stabilized by rubble, then 

plastered over with mud and lime plaster. The oven is heated with a 

fire at the base of the flue. A risen dough made of flour, yeast, salt 

and water is shaped into balls, then thinned into 12-18 inch rounds by 

throwing it into the air and catching it against the forearm. It is 

then slapped against the hot side of the flue with the aid of a small 

round pillow. It bakes in a very short time and it is removed when it 

begins to come loose from the side of the flue. While most households 

owned a concave iron pan on which bread could be baked over a hearth, 

they did not normally use this while living in the village. 

Most cooking is done on a primus, a small, single burner 

kerosene-operated stove much like a campstove. The primus is an easily 

movable cooking facility and may be used either inside (frequently, but 

not always in the kitchen) or in the courtyard. Hearths are also occa

sionally used for cooking especially when cooking for a large number of 

people. One compound in the sample had a large indoor oven which was 

used only when preparing food for a large number of guests. 

Preparation of foods before cooking and of vegetables and fruits 

before drying may also be done wherever it is most convenient, either 

indoors or out. Vegetables, fruits and cereal/yogurt cakes are dried 

on the roof or on barrels or wooden drying racks in the courtyard. 

When fresh milk is available yogurt is made daily. In addition some of 

the milk may be churned in a goatskin to produue a kind of butter that 
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can eventually be made into ghee. Both of these milk-related activities 

are usually performed in the early morning in a room or in the courtyard 

shade. Butchering is done by hanging the carcass on a hook or from a 

protruding beam or other pole somewhere in the courtyard. 

Dishes and clothing are washed in pans in compound rooms or, 

more usually, in the courtyard, in a nearby irrigation ditch or in the 

Euphrates. Again, this is a matter of personal preference and conve

nience and varies from time to time even with the same individual. 

Dishes are dried in the sun on wooden racks or stacked on the top of 

large gasoline cans. Clothes may be hung on lines strung in the court

yard or on the roof. 

Weaving is done using sheep's wool or goat's hair. The wool is 

made into rugs or coarse bags while the hair is made into tents. Most 

women are able to spin sheep's wool. This is done sitting in a com

fortable spot, often while visiting with neighbors or tending children. 

Only a few women still produce rugs, although a greater number make the 

bags. Weaving is done on a horizontal loom erected in the courtyard. 

Activities like spinning, eating and visiting are done where 

convenient. In the summer the coolest available spot is used, often 

outside in the shade. In winter warmth is sought. This is frequently 

found outdoors in the sunshine during the day and indoors in a room pro

vided with a kerosene stove at night. During the summer, families 

sleep where it is coolest, either on the roof or in the courtyard. For 

courtyard sleeping, a raised sleeping platform or metal or wooden beds 

may be provided. Often beds are then used as drying racks during the 

day. 



In addition to providing a place for daily activities, an im

portant function of the compound is storage. HUman food, water, 

miscellaneous family possessions, animal feed, and miscellaneous 

animals are all kept in the compound. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE DWELLING PLAN 

The dwelling plan is defined as the arrangement of walls and 

room units within the primary living space. The primar.y living space 

includes the rooms belonging to a household and that land surrounding 

them that is used for the domestic activities of the household. It does 

not include streets or agricultural fields. Neither the structural 

features of individual room size and construction (see Chapter 4) nor 

compound features and furnishings (see Chapter 5) will be discussed here. 

Furthermore, while there is considerable literature that attempts to 

explain cultural variation in the configuration of room plans (Whiting 

and Ayres 1968; Hunter-Anderson 1977; Flannery 1972; Robbins 1966a, 

1966b) this is beyond the scope of my data and I will not deal with it 

here. 

Two major characteristics of the dwelling plan will be dis

cussed; the allotment of dwelling space and the placement of room units 

within the compound plan. For each of these an attempt will be made to 

understand the Darnaj data within the village's cultural and ecological 

context, then, when possible, to relate it to inter-village variability 

in other areas of Western Asia. 

The primary living space can be subdivided on the basis of 

either functional or structural criteria. Functional units include 

sitting rooms, goods storage rooms, food storage rooms, hay storage 
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rooms, animal rooms, and courtyard areas. Structural categories include 

roofed areas, areas with limed floors, limed and roofed areas, inclosed 

areas, and areas with hay and dung embedded in floor surfaces. Although 

structural categories are directly observable to the archaeologist, 

functional categories have a more direct relationship to the socioeco

nomic factors this study is investigating. Space allocation within the 

living space will therefore be analyzed with respect to these functional 

categories rather than the structural ones. Chapter 6 will then relate 

the observable features of structure, room size and placement, and room 

contents to functional room types. 

Space allocation can and will be viewed in two ways, either with 

respect to the total amount of floor space occupied by a functional 

category or with respect to the number of individual rooms designated 

to that function. For example, I will examine both the significance of 

the total area relegated to animal rooms and pens and the significance 

of the number of individual animal units occupying this space. Although 

number of individual rooms and total area are obviously highly corre

lated, the correlation is by no means perfect and it will be shown 

below that these two indices of space allocation differ in their utility 

for predicting socioeconomic variables. 

Frequently a measure of space allotment correlates strongly 

with more than one socioeconomic variable. This may be due to the inter

correlations of the socioeconomic variables (see Chapter 2) rather than 

to an independent correlation of each socioeconomic variable with the 

spatial variable. Thus, if wealthy households own more land than poor 

households, household size will probably correlate with land holdings, 
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murely because of its relationship to household wealth. A stepwise ~ul-

tiple regression can be used to ascertain which socioeconomic variables 

are significantly related to the spatial variables, independent of their 

intercorrelations. 

Each table showing the results of a multiple regression desig-

nates a dependent spatial variable and two or more independent socio-

economic variables. For each variable it shows an F value, a signifkance, 

a multiple R, a multiple R2, and an R2 change. R2 values indicate the 

percentage of the variation explained. 2 Thus an R of .45 means that 45 

percent of the variability has been explained. The multiple regression 

considers variables sequentially, adding each into an explanatory equa

tion. Hence, a multiple R or multiple R2 refers to the listed variable 

and all preceding variables. The R2 change value indicates the amount 

of variability accounted for by the variable independent of all pre

ceding variables. The total multiple R2 reveals the proportion of the 

variation accounted for by an equation including all the variables shown 

and the overall F and significance refer to the probability that a pre-

dictive value is due merely to chance. 

The multiple regression equation used in the SPSS package 

requires both a random sample and a normal distribution of variables. 

Both these conditions are imperfectly met by the Darnaj sample. The 

sample is not strictly random as two households initially selected could 

not be utilized. The head of one household refused to participate; the 

members of another were not at home during the study period. Other 

households were substituted for these two. Furthermore, some variables 

do not have a completely normal distribution. The distribution of 
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household wealth iSi for example, slightly positively skewed. House-

hold sizes, on the other hand, are normally distributed. 

The following categories of functional space allocation will 

be discussed below: (1) total compound area; (2; courtyard area; (3) 

number of sitting and goods storage rooms; (4) area of the sitting and 

goods storage complex; (5) number of food storage rooms; (6) area of 

the food storage complex; (7) total number of sitting, goods storage 

and food storage rooms; (8) area of the sitting, goods storage and 

food storage complex; (9) number of kitchens; (10) area of the kitchen 

complex; (11) total number of rooms designated for people rather than 

animals; (12) area occupied by rooms designated for people; (13) number 

of animal rooms and pens; (14) area occupied by animal rooms and pens; 

(15) number of hay and grain storage rooms; (16) area occupied by hay 

and grain storage rooms; (17) total number of rooms; and (18) the total 

area occupied by the rooms. 

Compound Area 

The Darnaj sample exhibits considerable variation in total com

pound area. Mean area is 495.5 m2 (S.D. = 260.9) with a range from 

2 2 137 m to 1500 m. The total area of the compound correlates signifi-

cantly with wealth, household size, and the number of conjugal family 

units co-residing in the compound (Fig. 41). A multiple regression 

(Table 4) demonstrates, however, that wealth is the important variable. 

The significant correlation of number of people and number of conjugal 

units with compound area are probably due to their intercorrelation 

with the relevant variable, wealth. Wealth explains 75 percent of the 

inter-household variation in compound area (p~.OOl). Neither number 
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Figure 41. Pearson correlations between total compound area and 
wealth, household size and number of co-residing units 
in the Darnaj sample. 
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Table 4. Multiple regression of total compound area in the Darnaj 
sample with wealth, household size and number of co-residing 
conjugal family units. 

Independent F Multiple 
Variable Value Significance R 

Multiple R2 
R2 Change 

Wealth 21.60 .001 .87 .75 .75 

Units .21 .650 .88 .78 .03 

People 3.25 .083 .90 .80 .02 

Overall = 35.67 
Significance = .001 
Multiple R2 = .80 

Dependent Variable = compound area. 
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of people nor number of co-residing units independent of their relation-

ship to wealth account for a significant portion of the variance. 

These relationships are understandable in the local context. 

The total compound area is determined by the courtyard wall. Since in 

Darnaj this is usually constructed soon after the compound is estab-

lished, it is not surprising that compound area is unresponsive to 

changes in household demography. Furthermore, land is expensive by 

local standards, hence only wealthier households can afford to allot a 

large amount of space to the dwelling area and a high wealth-compound 

area correlation is the logical consequence. 

Like Darnaj, other West Asian villages seem to include a wide 

range of compound areas. Kramer (1979:147), for example, records a size 

4 2 8 2 - - -range from 2 m to 135 m at Shahabad. Quantitative analyses can be 

performed with the data from several villages. 

On the basis of her observations at Tell Toqaan, Sweet (1960: 
• 

110) feels that compound size correlates with household wealth, but also 

notes that the poorest families tend to be small, often having only 

young children or daughters. A quantitative analysis of Sweet's data 

(described in detail in Appendix A) supports her views. There are sig-

nificant positive correlations bet~een total compound area and both 

household wealth and household size (Fig. 42), however, a multiple 

regression suggests that wealth, not household size, is the important 

ye~iable (Table 5). Hence the compound area-wealth-household size 

relationships at Tell Toqaan seem to parallel those at Darnaj. 

Compound area in Shahabad, Iran correlates positively with both 

household size and wealth. Kramer (1979:153, 154) does not attempt to 
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Figure 42. Pearson correlation between wealth, household size and 
total compound area at Tell Toqaan, Syria. 
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Table 5. Multiple regression of compound area at Tell Toqaan with 
household wealth and size. • 

Independent 
Variable 

Wealth 

People 

F 
Value 

20.63 

1.37 

Significance 

.001 

.25 

Overall F = 12.66 

Multiple 
R 

.58 

.60 

Significance = .001 
Multiple R2 = .36 

Dependent Variable = compound area. 

Multiple 
R2 

.02 
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differentiate between the effects of these two intercorrelated variables 

statistically, but does note that landed householde have a much larger 

median compound size ~han landless households. 

An analysis of Nissen's (1968) map of Khanaziriya, Iraq shows a 

household size-compound area correlation of .63 (p~.05). Since no 

information on household wealth was available to Nissen, it is not 

possible to determine the relationship of wealth to either household 

size or compound area. Thus, neither the Shahabad nor Khanaziriya data 

can be adequately compared to the Darnaj sample, but the available in

formation does seem to suggest that the compound area-wealth-household 

size relationships may be similar to those of Darnaj. 

This is not true of Watson's (1978, 1979) data from Hasanabad, 

Iran. A reanalysis of these data (see Appendix A for details) does not 

produce significant correlations between total compound area and house

hold size, wealth, or number of conjugal units co-residing in the 

household. Watson (1978:134) herself suggests that because of inheri

tance patterns some compound attributes in Hasanabad may not reflect 

the current socio-demographic situation as a'~curately as they would have 

mirrored them one or two generations ago. 

A similar situation seems to exist in Tell-i Nun, Iran where 

Jacobs (1979:178) finds no clear cut relationships between compound size 

and household size. She suggests that it may be illogical to assume 

straightforward relationships between compound size and either household 

size or wealth in the older, walled sections of Tell-i Nun, since re

construction, abandonment and inheritance have made the situation very 

complex there. Recently villagers have begun to purchase land outside 



the walled village and are currently in the process of constructing a 

new unwalled annex to the old village core. Jacobs hypothesizes that 

the compound area of these dwellings may reflect household wealth. 

Since at the time of her study there were only five such compounds and 

she was unable to collect information on household wealth, this asser

tion cannot be supported with quantitative data. 
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David (1971), studying the African Fulani compound, found a 

.674 correlation between population and compound area. This may be due 

in part to the availability of free land and in part to coexisting high 

correlations between the compound population and the number of huts and 

compound area. 

Courtyard Area 

Like compound area, the area of the courtyard correlates sig

nificantly with household size, household wealth and number of co

residing conjugal family units (Fig. 43). When a multiple regression 

is performed, however, only household wealth is significant as an 

independent variable (Table 6). In Darnaj courtyard area, like total 

compoulid area, is probably related to household wealth because of high 

land prices. 

Kramer's data from Shahabad support a wealth-courtyard rela

tionship, as median courtyard size for landed households is more than 

20 m2 larger than for landless households (Kramer 1978:146, Table 5). 

No information about the relationship of courtyard size to other demo

graphic factors is provided for ShBhabad. An analysis of the map of 

Khw~aziriya (Nissen 1968) shows a significant positive correlation 

between courtyard size and household size (r = .59, p~.05), but again 
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Figure 43. Pearson correlations between wealth and household size and 
area of courtyard in the Darnaj sample. 
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Table 6. Mul tiple regression of courtyard area with wealth and house
hold size. 

Independent 
Variable 

Wealth 

People 

F 
Value Significance 

Multiple 
R 

14.61 

1.60 

.001 

.218 

Overall F 
Significance 
Multiple R2 

= 10.26 
= .001 
= .43 

.63 

.66 

Dependent Variable = Courtyard area. 

Multiple 
R2 

.40 

.43 

R2 
Change 

.40 

.03 
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the lack of data on household wealth makes it impossible to assess the 

role of this variable in the courtyard area-household size-household 

wealth relationship. Thus, although neither the Shahabad nor the 

Khanaziriya cases support the courtyard size-wealth relationship very 

strongly, they do not argue against it either. A reanalysis based on 

the map and socioeconomic data provided by Watson (1979) for Hasanabad 

shows no significant correlations between courtyard size and either 

household wealth or number of co-residing conjugal family units. The 

number of people living in the compound, however, correlates negatively 

with courtyard size (r = -.44, p ~ .03), a fact which is difficult to 

explain. 

Canaan (1933:64, 65) proposes that in Palestine, courtyard area 

is influenced by the number of families living in the compound. Hence, 

single family dwellings have smaller courtyards, frequently paved, while 

compounds housing several related ,families have larger, unpaved court

yards. The data from Darnaj, Sh~abad, Khanaziriya, and Hasanabad 

refute any such simple relationship. 

Bonine (1980:213) reports that in Iranian cities courtyard area 

may be influenced by ethnic identity. Historically, Zoroastrians have 

been a persecuted minority and have built their homes with defensive 

strategies in mind. As a consequence large open spaces are avoided and 

courtyard areas are smaller than in most Iranian compounds. This is an 

interesting potential explanation for some cases of inter- and intra

site variability in the courtyard area, but obviously does not apply to 

the Darnaj example. Furthermore, an alternative explanation is that for 

at least 125 years from the late l700s to the early 1900s the 
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Zoroastrians were restricted to certain areas in Iranian cities. Thus, 

expansion of the Zoroastrian population within a restricted territory 

may have led to crowding and. consequently, to a decrease in cour,tyard 

size (Cronin. personal communication 1982). 

Number of Sitting and Goods Storage Rooms 

In Darnaj the number of sitting and goods storage rooms within 

a compound varies from one to six. Household size. household wealth, 

and number of co-residing conjugal family units all correlate positively 

with the number of sitting and goods storage rooms (Fig. 44). A mu1-

tiplv regression (Table 7) suggests that number of co-residing conjugal 

family units is the important variable and that the correlation of 

household size and household wealth with number of sitting and goods 

storage rooms is spurious, due merely to the intercorre1ation of house

hold size, wealth and number of conjugal units. The number of co

residing conjugal family units alone explains 68 percent of the intra

compound variability in the number of sitting and goods storage rooms. 

It is not now possible to quantify the relationship between 

number of sitting and goods rooms at Shanabad or Tell !oqaan. At 

Hasanabad (Watson 1979) there is a significant correlation between the 

number of living rooms (a category possibly roughly equivalent to the 

number of sitting and goods storage rooms at Darnaj) and the number of 

co-residing familial units (r = .39, p~.04). No significant correla

tions exist between the number of living rooms and either household 

size or wealth. This is despite the fact that Watson (1978:132) reports 

that extra living rooms, used as sitting and guest rooms. represent a 

significant monetary expenditure and are hence owned by the wealthier 
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Figure 44. Pearson correlations between wealth, household size, and 
number of co-residing conjugal units and the number of 
sitting and goods storage rooms in the Darnaj sample. 
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Table 7. Multiple regression of number of sitting and goods storage 
rooms in Darnaj with wealth, household size and number of 
co-residing units. 

Independent F Multiple Multiple R2 

101 

Variable Value Significance R R2 Change 

Units 2l.53 .001 .82 .68 .68 

Wealth .04 .838 .84 .70 .03 

People 1.58 .219 .85 .72 .02 

Overall F = 22.31 
Significance = .001 
Multiple R2 = .72 

Dep2ndent Variable = number of sitting and goods storage rooms. 
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families. Of the quantifiable sources, only the data from Khanaziriya 

(Nissen 1968) lack a significant relationship between number of sitting 

and goods storage rooms (or living rooms) and number of co-residing con

jugal family units and I have no explanation for this lack. 

The positive relationship between number of sitting and goods 

storage rooms is understandable in light of the ethnographic situation. 

In Darnaj and elsewhere in Western Asia (Stirling 1965:21; Sweet 1960: 

121; Fernea 1970:16; Canaan 1933:7; Christensen 1967:108, 113) each wife 

of a polygynous multiple family household receives a room in which to 

house her, her belongings and her offspring. 

Several students of Western Asian household structure, among 

them Watson (1978), Sweet (1960) and Stirling (1965:21) propose that 

more affluent households construct an extra living room to act as a 

guest room. This structure theoretically reflects both their greater 

responsibility for hospitality and their greater ability to pay con

struction costs. In Darnaj as well, the local concept of a wealthy 

man's house specifies that it will have a separate sitting room. As 

mentioned above, this is not reflected statistically. Wealth, inde

pendent of its correlation with household size and number of co-residing 

conjugal units, does not explain a significant proportion of the intra

compound variability in the number of sitting and goods rooms. 

An examination of individual cases suggests that at Darnaj 

several factors may be influencing the number of sitting and goods 

storage rooms owned by a household. ~le ~resence of a diwan, a special 

type of sitting and guest room, in the compound of the shaykh directly 

reflects his official responsibility for hospitality, not his wealth. 
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The only other diwan in the village, now used as a goods storage room, 

belongs to a cousin of the shaykh and was the diwan of the former shaykh. 

In Darnaj construction costs are not great by local standards so that 

all but the poorest can afford an extra sitting room. Which households 

do actually construct one may depend upon individual attitudes towards 

the home and on a desire to increase social prestige. 

Area of the Sitting and Goods Storage Complex 

Like the number of sitting and goods storage rooms, the area of 

the sitting and goods storage complex correlates positively with wealth, 

household size and number of co-residing conjugal family units (Fig. 45). 

A multiple regression (Table 8) shows that the number of conjugal units 

predicts the area of the sitting and goods storage complex best, but 

household size accounts for a significant amount of the residual vari

ance. The fact that the total area occupied by sitting and goods storage 

rooms but not the number of sitting and goods storage rooms correlates 

with household size independent of its relationship to the number of 

family units in the household implies that larger famili~s should have 

bigger sitting and goods rooms. Individual room size, however, does not 

correlate with family size. This probably indicates that large families 

tend to have slightly more space devoted to sitting and goods storage 

rooms, but this can be achieved either with more rooms or larger indi-

. vidual room sizes. The only comparable data are from a reanalysis of 

Watson's data in which the size of the living room area did not corre

late with wealth, household size or number of co-residing conjugal 

units. 
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number of co-residing units and the area of the sitting 
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Table 8. Mul tiple regression of total area of the sitting and goods 
storage complex wi t'il wealth, household size, and number of 
co-residing units. 

Independent F Multiple Multiple R2 
Variable Value Significance R R2 Change 

Unit 13.20 .001 .'78 .61 061 

Wealth .39 .538 .79 .63 .02 

People 4.84 .037 .83 .69 .06 

Overall F = 18.95 
Significance = .001 
Multiple R2 = .69 

Dependent Variable = area of the sitting and goods storage complex. 
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Number of Food storage Rooms 

The sample of Darnaj included compounds with from zero to two 

food storage rooms. In addition some compounds had rooms fulfilling a 

dual food storage and kitchen function. Neither number of food storage 

rooms alone nor number of food storage rooms plus number of kitchens 

correlate significantly with any of the socioeconomic variables tested. 

No comparable data are available. 

Area of the Food Storage Complex 

As with the number of rooms, the area devoted to food storage 

rooms or food storage and food storage rooms/kitchens in Darnaj does not 

correlate significantly with household size, wealth, or number of co

residing units. Again, no comparable data are available. 

~~ile in some ethnographic situations it might be that wealthy 

families, owning more land, would produce and consequently store more 

foods than poor families, this is not true for Darnaj. The major reason 

is that much of the agricultural production, particularly of wealthier 

households, consists of cash crops such as sugar beets, watermelon, and 

cotton. Even households engaged in truck farming can sell excess pro

duce to more urban markets. Hence, a household will aot generally store 

much food in excess of that which can be consumed by its members, as 

surpluses can be converted into money_ 

It may be true and is certainly logical to assume that large 

families would on an average store more food than small families, but 

I have no accurate data on this. Nevertheless it is not necessarily 

true that these differences would be reflected in the amount of space 

allocated to food storage rooms. Not all households have separate food 
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storage rooms, and even in compounds with a food storage room, food 

supplies were often observed in other rooms. Thus, the amount of floor 

space occupied by food storage rooms and food storerooms/kitchens may 

be a poor indicator of the actual amount of stored food. 

Total Number of Sitting, Goods Storage 
and Food Storage Rooms 

Like the number of sitting and goods rooms, the number of sit-

ting, goods storage, and food storage rooms (including food storerooms/ 

kitchens) combined correlate significantly with all the socioeconomic 

variables tested (Fig. 46). As with sitting and goods storage room 

number only the number of co-residing family units explains a signifi-

cant amount of the intra-compound variability when it is considered 

independent of its correlations with the other variables (Table 9). 

Number of sitting, goods storage and food storage rooms is a less sen-

sitive indication of the number of family units residing in a compound 

than number of sitting and goods rooms alone. Number of co-residing 

conjugal family units predicts only 43 percent of the variation in the 

total number of sitting, goods storage and food storage rooms, but 

accounts for 68 percent of the variation in number of sitting and goods 

storage rooms. This measure seems to be merely a less reliable index 

of the same socio-cultural factors reflected in the number of sitting 

and goods rooms. 

Area of the Sitting, Goods Storage~ 
and Food Storage Complex 

The areal extent of the sitting, goods storage and food storage 

complex (including food storeroom/kitchens) correlates significantly 
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Table 9. Mul tiple regression of number of sitting. goods storage and 
food storage rooms (including food storage rooms/kitchens) 
with wealth, household size, and number of co-residing units. 

Independent F 
Variable Value 

Units 5.01 

Wealth .11 

People 2.48 

Multiple 
Significance 

.034 

.744 

.127 

Overall F = 8.75 
Significance = .001 
Multiple R2 = .50 

R 

.66 

.67 

.71 

Multiple R2 
R2 Change 

.43 .43 

.45 .02 

.50 .05 

Dependent Variable = number of sitting, goods, and food storage rooms. 
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with household size, wealth and number of co-residing units (Fig. 47). 

A multiple regression (Table 10), however, indicates no significant 

relationships between any socioeconomic variable independent of its 

relationship to the other two socioeconomic indices. 

Number of Kitchens 

The number of kitchens ranges from zero to three. Except in 

the shaykh's very large household, where it may be impractical, the 

wives of polygynous and multiple joint families always cook together. 

For this reason the number of kitchen rooms is not an indication of 

the number of co-residing conjugal family units. That redundant cooking 

facilities may indicate co-residing family units has been suggested by 

Jacobs (1979:188) for her Iranian study area, where multiple co-residing 

iamily units cook separately. This would work neither in Darnaj nor 

Shahabad (Kramer 1979:156) where cooperation between co-residing females 

is the norm. With the exception of Household 15, the shaykh's compound, 

all ·the dwellings in the Darnaj sample had either zero nr one kitchen 

unit currently in use (several had wall ruins or stubs representing 

previous kitchen units). 

The possession of a separate kitchen correlates with neither 

household size nor household wealth. In some rural areas of Western 

Asia Western-style kitchens are being introduced. These are usually 

constructed in a separate exterior room in traditional style and are 

prop ably an indication of wealth (El Khoury 1975:6 and personal obse~

vation). 
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Table 10. Multiple regression of total area of the sitting, goods, 
and food storage complex (including food storage rooms/ 
kitchens) with wealth, househo1d.size, and number of co
residing units. 

Independent F Multiple Multiple R2 
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Variable Value Significance R R2 Change 

Units 

Wealth 

People 

2.26 .145 

.15 .704 

2.62 .118 

Overall F = 8.75 
Significance = .001 
Multiple R2 = .50 

.56 .31 

.59 .34 

.63 r40 

Dependent Variable = area of the sitting, goods and food storage 
complex. 

.31 

.03 

.06 
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Area of the Kitchen Complex 

The area devoted to kitchens does not correlate with either the 

number of co-residing conjugal family units or household wealth. It 

does correlate significantly with the number of people living in the 

household (r = .41, p ~ .02). A visual examination of the data (Fig. 48) 

suggests that this is due to the skewing effect of Compound 15, which 

has both a kitchen area and a household size much larger than the aver

age for Darnaj. If Compound 15 is omitted from the sample the kitchen 

complex area-household size correlation is insignificant (r 7 .05, 

p ~.4). 

It is to be expected that kitchen area will not be greatly in

fluenced by socioeconomic variables. Kitchens are frequently poorly 

made and even when the household owns a kitchen neither are all the 

activities associated with food preparation performed within the kitchen 

area nor is the kitchen invariably used for any stage of the preparation. 

The food itself is usually prepared in the courtyard or one of the 

living rooms. It may be cooked over a hearth or primus in the kitchen, 

the courtyard, or a living room. Thus, the kitchen should be se~n 

merely as a shelter from rain, wind, and sun which is used to store 

some kitchen implements and to perform some of the steps in the cooking 

process when it is convenient to use the kitchen area rather than some 

other room or courtyard space. It is not logical, therefore, to expect 

kitchen area to reflect any socioeconomic variable in the Darnaj sample. 

Number of Rooms Designated for People 

Rooms designated for people a~e defined as all compound rooms 

except hay and grain storage rocms and animal rooms and pens. Thus, 
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this category includes the primary living rooms, food storage rooms, 

kitchens, general storage rooms, arle a variety of miscellaneous rooms 

such as water storage rooms, wash rooms, and toilets. ~lliile the number 

of rooms designated for people correlates significantly with wealth, 

household size, and number of co-residing conjugal family units (Fig. 

49) the amount of the variance explained by each of these socioeconomic 

variables is low (26 percent, 43 percent, and 37 percent, respectively). 

A multiple regression equation explaining 50 percent of the variation 

in the number of non-animal rooms can be devised (Table 11). The number 

of co-residing units is the most important variable in this equation, 

probably because of its relationship with the number of sitting and 

goods storage rooms which is itself correlated with the total number of 

rooms designated for people. None of the socioeconomic variables, how

ever, independent of its intercorrelations with the other two socio

economic variables, explains a significant proportion of the intra

compound variability in this spatial variable. 

Area of Rooms Designated for People 

While the area occupied by rooms designated for people corre

lates significantly with all three socioeconomic variables (Fig. 50), 

only household size, independent of its correlation with wealth and 

number of co-residing family units, is significant in a multiple 

regression (Table 12). The fact that room area, but not number, re

lates well to household size may imply that larger households tend to 

have slightly larger and in a few cases more rooms than smaller house

holds. The reasoning is the same as for the area of the sitting, goods 

storage, and food storage complex. 
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Table 11. Multiple regression of the number of rooms designed for 
people with wealth, household size, and number of co-residing 
units. 

Independent 
Variable 

Units 

Wealth 

People 

F Multiple 
Value Significance 

3.44 .075 

.31 .583 

1.78 .194 

Ove~all F = 8.54 
Significance = .001 
Mul tiple R2 = .50 

R 

.61 

.68 

.70 

Multiple 
R2 

.37 

.46 

.50 

Dependent Variable = number of rooms designed for people. 

.37 
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Table 12. Multiple regression of the total area of the rooms designed 
for people with wealth, household size, and number of co
residing units. 

Independent F 
Variable Value 

People 4.24 

Units .79 

Wealth 2.49 

Multiple 
Significance R 

.0.50 

.398 

.126 

Overall F 
Significance 
Multiple R2 

= 14.56 
= .001 
= .63 

.77 

.77 

.79 

Multiple 
R2 

.59 

.60 

.63 

Dependent Val'iable = area of rooms designed for people. 

R2 
Change 

.59 

.00 

.04 
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This spatial variable seems roughly equivalent to Kramer's 

(1979) category, dwelling area, which she defines as living rooms plus 

kitchens. She gets significant correlations between dwelling area and 

both wealth (r = .64) and household size (r = .61). If the groups are 

subdivided into landed and landless categories the correlations are 

higher for the landed (r = .73 and r = .75) than for the landless (r = 
.37 and r = .43). - - - 2 In Shahabad, mean dwe11ifig area is a mere 10 m 

greater for landed compounds than for landless compounds. If one takes 

into account that the mean household size of the landed compounds is 

larger than for the landless by one person, it is clear that there is 

no real difference in population density in the compounds of landed 

versus landless households. Thus, Kramer (1979:154, 155) argues that 

household dwelling area is influenced by the number of people residing 

in the compound, rather than by household wealth, and the situation 

seems to parallel that found in Darnaj. In the reanalysis of Watson's 

data household size does not correlate with the number of co-residing 

units. 

Number of Animal Rooms 

Many, but not all, of the Darnaj households own animals which 

are housed in pens or animal rooms within the compound. There is inter-

compound variability in both the number and size of animal pens and 

rooms. 

Since some animals are normally housed separately, the number 

of animal rooms/pens in a compound should equally provide a rough indi-

cation of the number of different kinds of animals owned by the house-

hold. Since sheep and goats are normally herded and kept together, 



they are considered to be a single animal category for the analysis~ 

As chickens and sometimes turkeys are allowed to roam the compound at 

will, their presence should not increase either the number or size of 

animal rooms and they have not been included in the figures for·either 

the number of animals or number of kinds of animals owned by a house

hold. Thus the animal categories used in tabtuating the number of kinds 

of animals owned by individual households are cow, horse, donkey, and 

sheep/goat. All of these, but not chickens, turkeys, pigeons, dogs or 

cats, are i.ncluded in the totals for numbers of animals owned. 

The number of animal rooms per compound correlates significantly 

with both the number of kinds of animals and the number of animals owned 

by the household (Fig. 51). In addition it correlates with both house

hold wealth and household size. It does not correlate significantly 

with the number of co-residing conjugal family units. Wealth is a 

direct reflection of the number and kind of animals owned by a household, 

computed in part on this basis; therefore household wealth and animal 

ownership are, in a sense, redundant and wealth was omitted from the 

regression analysis (Table 13). The multiple regression produces an 

equation in which only the number o~ kinds of animals owned by the 

household makes a significant indepenaent contribution to a prediction 

of the number of animal rooms in its compound. This seems understand

able in light of the above discussion of the animal husbandry practices 

used in Darnaj. 

Area of the Animal Room/pen Complex 

Just as it seems logical that the number of different kinds of 

animals owned by a household should influence the number of animal rooms 
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Table 13. Multiple regression of number of animal rooms with number 
and number of kinds of 8m.mals owned and household size. 

Independent F Multiple Multiple R2 

123 

Variable Value Significance R R2 Change 

Number of 
Kinds of 5.62 .025 .56 .32 .32 
Animals 

People .11 .742 .58 .33 .02 

Number of .90 .351 .59 .35 .02 Animals 

Overall F = 4.74 
Significance = .009 
Multiple R2 = .35 

Dependent Variable = number of animal rooms. 
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it uses, the absolute number of animals the household owns should in

fluence the total area devoted to animal rooms and pens. The size of 

the animal room complex correlates significantly with both the number 

and number of kinds of animals owned by the household, household wealth, 

and household size (Fig. 52). Again because of the roles of number and 

kind of animal in formulating the wealth variable, wealth was not 

included in the regression equation (Table 14). All three socioeco

nomic variables are intercorrelated; shorn of these interconnections, 

only the number of animals owned and household size explain a signifi

cant part of the inter-compound variability. The reason that the number 

of animals owned influences the size of the animal room/pen complex is 

obvious. The effects of the household size variable are less obvious 

but probably relate to the role of the size of the household labor pool 

in determining the herding strategies selected by the households. Thus, 

some households kept all or most of the animals o,.med wi thin the com

pound for part or all of the year, while other househo1ti~ hired 

shepherds year-round and never had their entire flocks in the compound. 

Number of Hay/Grain Storage Rooms 

In Darnaj the number of hay/grain rooms correlates significantly 

with both the number of animals owned by the household and the household 

size (Fig. 53). While these correlations are significant, it should be 

noted that they are not large. A multiple regression (Table 15) shows 

that the number of animals is the significant variable in accounting 

for inter-compound variability in number of hay rooms. It should be 

noted, however, that this variable accounts for only 24 percent of the 

variance. This may be because storage capacity is really the important 
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Table 14. Multiple regression of area of the animal room/pen complex 
with number and number of kinds of animals owned and house
hold size. 

Independent F 
Variable Value 

Number of 23.30 Animals 

Number of 
Kinds of .02 
Animals 

People 6.06 

Multiple 
Significance 

.001 

.891 

.02l 

Overall F = 22.17 
Significance = .001 
Multiple R2 = .72 

R 

.80 

.81 

.85 

Multiple 
R2 

.65 

.65 

.72 

Dependent Variable = area of the animal room/pen complex. 

R2 
Change 

.65 

.00 

.07 
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Figure 5:l. Pearson correlations between number of animals owned and 
household size and the number of hay/grain storage rooms 
in the Darnaj sample. 
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Table 15. Multiple regression of number of hay/grain storage rooms 
with number of animals owned and household size. 

Independent F Multiple Multiple R2 
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Variable Value Significance R R2 Change 

Number of 
Animals 4.41 

People .41 

.045 

.527 

Overall F = 
Significance = 
Mul tiple R2 = 

4.42 
.022 
.25 

.48 .24 

.50 .25 

Dependent Variable = number of hay/grain storage rooms. 

.24 

.01 
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functional variable and large storage facilities may be obtained either 

by building several small rooms or constructing a single large room. 

Area of the Hay/Grain Storage Complex 

The areal size of the hay/grain storage complex correlates 

positively with the number and number of kinds of animals owned by the 

household, household size, and household wealth (Fig. 54). When a mul

tiple regression to predict the size of the hay/grain storage area from 

the relevant socioeconomic variable (excluding wealth for the previously 

stated reasons) is devised only the number of animals owned makes a 

significant contribution to the equation's explanatory power (Table 16). 

It should be noted that this equation accounts for 59 percent of the 

inter-compound variability, more than that accounted for by number of 

hay/grain storage rooms. 

Total Number of Rooms 

The ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological literature makes sev

eral conclusions about the relationship of so~ioeconomic factors to the 

total number of rooms owned by a family. 

David (1971) finds a very strong correlation (r = .86) between 

the number of huts in a compound and the number of adult individuals in 

the household among the Fulani. The ideal is for each wife to have two 

huts, a living hut and a cooking hut and for young, unmarried men to 

build themselves single huts within the compound. David attributes the 

high adherence to this ideal and the consequently high hut number

population size correlation to the availability of free land, the small 

amount of labor required to construct a hut and the relative imper

manence of huts. 
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Table 16. Multiple regression of number and number of kinds of animals 
and household size with area of the hay/grain storage 
complex. 

Independent F Multiple Multiple R2 
Variable Value Significance R R2 Change 

Number of 20.18 .001 .75 .57 .57 Animals 

Number of 
Kinds of .30 .591 .75 .57 .00 
Animals 

People 1.09 .306 .77 .59 .02 

Overall F = 12.28 
Significance = .001 
Multiple R2 = .59 

Dependent Variable = area of the hay/grain storage complex. 
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A more frequent assertion for Western Asia has been that total 

room number relates to household wealth, rather than household size. 

Thoumin (1932:25) says that in Syria around 1930 the poorest lived in 

one room dwellings. Richer peasant houses had more rooms, often incor

porating rooms for the storage of firewood, straw, and food. The 

wealthiest had more of the above storerooms plus special rooms for 

goods storage, for kitchens, and for stables. Elazari-Volcani (1930:43) 

echoes this description for Palestine, where the typical house of a poor 

man consists of a single room, a "dwelling for man, resting place for 

beasts and storehouse for produce," but the houses of affluent peasants 

include storage rooms and a reception room for visitors in addition to 

a large room for the household and its animals. 

Fernea (1970:15) remarks that in Iraq the houses in tribal 

villages are usually larger than those in tenant villages. This is 

because tenant farmers may be required to move frequently and are not 

willing to invest much money and/or labor in their dwellings, since 

they may be required to abandon them. 

In the Darnaj sample the total number of rooms (including ani

mal rooms) correlates with household size and, less strongly, with both 

wealth and number of co-residing conjugal family units (Fig. 55), but 

household size is the important variable (Table 17). 

Total Area Occupied by Rooms 

The total area occupied by rooms including animal rooms corre

lates positively with household wealth, household size, and number of 

co-residing conjugal family units (Fig. 56). Both household size and 

wealth make significant contributions to a multiple regression equation 
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Table 17. Multiple regression of total number of rooms, with wealth, 
household size, and number of co-residing units. 

Independent F Multiple Multiple R2 

134 

Variable Value Significance R R2 Change 

People 5.16 .032 .75 .56 .56 

Units 1.31 .263 .76 .58 .02 

Wealth .30 .589 .76 .58 .00 

Overall F = 12.14 
Significance = .001 
Multiple R2 = .58 

Depenttent Variable = total number of rooms. 
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computing this spatial variable using the three socioeconomic variables 

(Table 18). This may be because the total area occupied by rooms is 

the sum of the area allotted to rooms occupied by people and that 

allotted to rooms occupiad by animals. As discussed earlier, the former 

is related to household size and the latter to household wealth. At any 

rate, the simultaneous correlation of this single spatial variable with 

two socioeconomic variables makes it less useful for the prediction of 

household size or wealth than singly correlated variables. 

Individual Room Size 

Room sizes vary both witbin a single compound and between com

pounds. Room function is a potential source of intra-compound variabil

ity, while wealth and household s~ze are possible sources of inter

compound variability. There is no culturally plausible reason why room 

size might co-vary with number of co-residing conjugal family units. 

With respect to room function, it may be proposed that living 

rooms and/or guest rooms will be largest (El Khoury 1975:4; Barton 1953: 

101). Table 19 summarizes the relationship of room function to room 

size in the Darnaj sample. Food storage rooms and food storage rooms/ 

kitchens are similar in size, but exhibit a bit more variability as 

demonstrated both by a higher standard deviation. and a wider range of 

values. Kitchens, general storage rooms and hay/grain storage rooms 

are all smaller, with kitchens less variable in size than either general 

or hay/grain storage rooms. Animal rooms/pens are extremely variable 

in size, but are the only room type with either extremely large rooms 

or rooms that are very irregular in shape. 



Table 18. Multiple regression of area occupied by rooms (including 
animal rooms) with wealth, household size and number of 
co-residing units. 

Independent F Multiple Multiple R2 
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Variable Value Significance R R2 Change 

P~op1e 12.44 

Units 1.39 

tJealth 4.39 

.002 

.249 

.046 

Overall F = 34.96 
Significance = .001 
Multiple R2 = .80 

.87 

.88 

.90 

Dependent Variable = total area occupied by rooms. 

.76 .76 

.77 ,00 

.80 .03 
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Table 19. Relationship of room function to room size. 

Mean Range of Variation 
Room Type (m2) Percent (m2) 

Sitting 20.42 3.84 13.5 - 30.0 

Goods Storage 20.62 3.63 12.5 - 26.25 

Food Storage 19.49 6.29 9 - 29.25 

Food Storage/Kitchen 20.41 5.67 12 - 28.0 

Kitchen 11.20 4.75 5 - 18.375 

General Storage 13.63 6.81 5.7 - 26.125 

Hay/Grain Storage 13.32 7.44 3.1 - 34.375 

Animal Room/Pen 53.78 74.61 6 -377.0 
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The available literature also suggests that individual room size 

may be an indication of socioeconomic variables. Canaan (1933:76) for 

example, states that in Palestine the rooms of poor families are small, 

in the 2 m x 2 m to 3 m x 4 m range, but rooms occupied by wealthier 

households are larger measuring 4 m x 6 m, 8 m x 8 m, 6 m x 10 m or the 

like. In Darnaj, however, the size of individual living rooms does not 

reflect either household size or household wealth. 

Room Placement 

Two aspects of room placement will be discussed in this chapter, 

room orientation and the arrangement of room types within the compound 

with respect to the entry gate and to the other rooms of the compound. 

Room Orientation 

The orientation of a room affects its interior climate by deter

mining both the angle at which solar radiation impinges upon its walls 

and the effectiveness of its arrangement of door and window openings 

for ventilation. In addition, room orientation may have a religious or 

symbolic meaning or be affected by purely aesthetic motives such as the 

desire for a view. 

The amount of solar radiation the wall surfaces of a room re

ceive is affected by their orientation. On an average south walls 

receive the most sun and north walls the leaot (Givoni 1976:212). The 

radiation of east and west walls ia constant with respect to season, 

but southern exposures get more radiation in December than in June and 

northern exposures are sunny only in the summer in the early morning 

and late afternoon (Givoni 1976:210). In Western Asia, east and west 



walls are hottest in the summer and south walls are hottest in the 

winter. Orientation is less important with white than grey surfaces, 

however, and if external walls are light and windows are shaded the 

effect of orientation on internal temperature is negligible. 
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If windows are located in opposite walls, the most effective 

airflow patterns are obtained by orienting the openings at a 450 angle 

to the direction of the prevailing winds (Givoni 1976:290). If windows 

are located in adjacent walls, however, an orientation perpendicular to 

the main external airstream provides the maximum internal airflow. 

The optimal orientation for a room is not always easy to deter

mine. Requirements for ventilation and exposure to or shelter from the 

sun may conflict with one an.) the:' or with aesthetic preferences or 

religious requirements. Furthermore, the optimal orientation may vary 

seasonally. In the summer, when the goal is to achieve the coolest 

possible interior temperatures, a well-shaded northern exposure may be 

best, while during the winter when maximizing heat is the goal, a sunny 

southern exposure may be the best strategy a Usually the solution to 

this dilemma is a compromise, although occasionally duplicate rooms may 

be constructed and used seasona11y~ 

The available literature suggests that in Western Asia the 

orientation of dwellings within some regions may be relatively uniform 

due to local requirements with respect to the sun, the wind~ the view, 

or religious beliefs. Alternatively, in other regions room orientation 

seems to be random, discounting of course the effects of things like 

shape and placement of roads which may inflict some patterning in very 

localized areas. 
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Both on the Mediterranean coast and in the inland city of 

Baghdad ventilation patterns appear to be a primary concern in dwelling 

orientation. On the coast an orientation southwest toward the prevail

ing winds is necessary in summer (El Khoury 1975:21). When the desire 

for a view of the sea tempts the homebuilder to orient his dwelling 

toward the Mediterranean irregardless of external wind patterns the 

result can be a living room uninhabitable during a part of the year. 

The inhabitants then move into the basement, which is later made into 

a storeroom or animal room when a new living room can be constructed. 

In Baghdad (AI-Azzawi 1969:97) because of the roof projections, covered 

terraces and the effect of numerous closely massed buildings the roofs 

tend to be the only part of the house directly exposed to the sun. 

Hence, room orientation is determined by the wind not the sun and living 

rooms are usually oriented to take advantage of northwest prevailing 

winds or, if this is not possible, north winds. 

Bodaway (1958:112) reports a tendency to orient porticos to the 

north in hot climes ~ld to the south in cold ones. Thus in hotter areas 

heat wC'/uld be minimized during both the summer and the winter. While 

much of Hestern Asia has extremely hot summers which make the coolest 

orientatioh c.ssirl:l.-ole at t':'::;1t time, warming the house during the winter 

may be as important or more s,~. Winters in most areas are described as 

cool, rather than cold, yet in the absence of efficient heating methods, 

the winters are often perceived as extremely cold and uncomfortable o 

It is thus probably not surprising that an orien~ation toward the south 

to allow for the best heat and light in the winter is found even in 

those areas traditionally described as hot (Thoumin 1936:222). One 



strategy, employed particularly by the more affluent, is to have two 

sets of living rooms (Bonine 1980:196; Thoumin 1932:28). One set, 

facing north, is used in the summer; the other, facing south, is fOT 

the winter. 
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A random orientation of dwellings has been reported for the 

Biq~ in Lebanon (El Khoury 1975:6) and for the central plateaus of 

Syria (Thoumin 1936:22). In Darnaj also room orientation is rather ran

dom (Table 20), however there is a tendency to orient sitting rooms to 

the southeast. Possible reasons are: (1) to receive maximum benefit 

from the winter sun; (2) because houses tend to be aligned with roads 

and paths which frequently parallel the southeast flowing river; and 

(3) to orient toward Mecca. The last seems less likely because Mecca 

is actually more due south, and none of the house owners mentioned a 

religious reason for house orientation. 

Arrangement of Rooms 

The second aspect of room placement to be discussed is the in

ternal arrangement of rooms within the compound, the location of each 

room with respect to other rooms and courtyard features. Two attri

butes of internal patterning will be examined: (1) the placement of 

room types with respect to the main courtyard entry gate; and (2) the 

placement of room types with respect to one another. 

Since in Darnaj the only type of compound plan consists of 

single story rooms around a central courtyard, the discussion here will 

be concentrated on room placement within this general type of arrange

ment. It should be noted, however, that throughout Western Asia the 

single-storied courtyard-centered compound is common but not ubiquitous; 



Table 20. Relations:~ip of current room function to orientation as defined by location of 
door. -- This is normally the longest wall and the one with the most windows. 

Entry from 
Room Type N NE E SE S Sw W NW Other Room 

Sitting 4 4 I 20 2 I 0 6 0 

Goods Storage I 7 4 7 I 0 0 8 0 

Food Storage 2 2 0 5 4 2 1 0 2 

Food Storage/Kitchen 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 

Kitchen 1 4 1 4 1 4 2 1 0 

General Storage 2 3 1 2 1 2 0 2 1 

Animal Room/pen 1 3 5 6 3 7 1 9 0 

Hay/Grain Storage 2 5 1 3 3 7 0 11 4 

Total 14 29 13 48 15 23 4 40 7 

~ 

&" 
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multiple-storied houses and dwellings lacking courtyards are not un-

common. In particular. a frequent solution to heating problems seems 

to be place living rooms in a second story immediately above animal 

rooms (Canaan 1933:52; Lutfiyya 1966:20). The warmth of the animals 

then acts to raise the temperature of the upper rooms. 

Although Thoumin (1932:26) reports that the dwellings of the 

poor lack a standardized plan, that they consist simply of rooms added 

one after the other when needed with no respect for either orientation 

or juxtaposition, other investigators mention general patterns of com-

pound organization. In general rooms are placed so as to either expose 

or isolate them from visitors or from one another. 

In Tell Toqaan, Sweet (1960:11) states that reception rooms are . 
built nearest the main compound gate, and living rooms are constructed 

adjacent to them. When a compound does not contain a reception room, 

the living room is placed opposite the gate. Thus, the room in which 

guests are received is not isolated. In other areas of Western Asia, 

however, the guest room may be located away from the main living rooms 

in order to maximize the privacy of the women of the household when men 

are visiting (Stirling 1965). In some villages permanent or t~mporary 

walls may even be constructed within the compound (Nissen 1968). 

Armstrong and Hirabayashi (1956) suggest that the degree of physical 

seclusion for women afforded by and within the compound is a function 

of relative affluence, with wealthier families providing more privacy. 

In Darnaj guests are usually received in sitting rooms. vfuen a 

compound includes two primary living rooms, usually a sitting and a 

sitting/goods storage room~ they are usually next to one another, 
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forming a single room block. This room block is placed either opposite 

the main gate (about 50 percent of the time) or in an adjacent wall, 

and averages about the same distance from the gate as other room types 

(Table 21). In the two instances of a special guest room, a diwan, 

these were located in the compound, readily visible, but detached from 

other dwelling rooms. 

The comparative materials also indicate some attempt to isolate 

kitchens and animal rooms from primary living rooms. \olatson (1979:283) 

says that at Ain Ali kitchens are adjac~nt to the porch or set off by 

themselves, and Ragette (1974:169) states that in Lebanese homes foul

smelling areas are located leeward. 

An examination of the mean distances between room types (Table 

21) suggests that in Darnaj functional as well as aesthetic considera

tions influence the placement of kitchens and animal rooms. Kitchens, 

a room type devoted to human use, are situated closer to sitting, goods 

storage, and food storage rooms than they are to hay/grain, storage or 

animal rooms, wpile animal rooms and hay rooms are put nearer on& 

another t.han to rooms devoted to human use. Aesthetics may also play 

a rol~, as sitting rooms tend to be located closer to goods storage 

rooms than kitchens and farthest from animal rooms. 

Summary 

Both intra- and inter-compound variability in compound plan have 

been discussed above. Intra-compound variability in room size, orien

tation and placement are related to room function. The application of 

these results to the archaeological determination of room types is 

discussed in detail in Chapter 6., 



Table 21. Mean distances between selected room types. -- N.C. = not computed. 

Mean Distance Goods Food Hay/Grain 
(m) from: Sitting S.D. Stora~ S.D. Storage S.D. Kitchen S.D. storage S.D. 

Main Gate 15.47 8.73 13.56 6.80 13.68 - 6.37 15.58 8.98 17.32 7.92 

Kitchen 9.02 6.74 9.19 4.43 7.69 8.61 11.23 7.76 

Animal Room/ 
Pen 12.58 5.25 12.66 4.43 12.20 4.68 14.80 6.84 9.02 6.95 

Sitting 6.52 7.30 7.19 6.56 9.02 6.74 N.C. 

Animals 
Ro~m/Pen 

15.00 

14.80 

12.58 

S.D. 

7.89 

6.84 

5.25 

.... 
~ 
0\ 
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Inter-compound differences in both overall size and internal 

space allocation can be observed in both th~ Darnaj sample and in other 

contemporary West Asian villages. Some of the variation can be under

stood as a response to inter-household variation in the socioeconomic 

variables of wealth, household size, and number of co-residing conjugal 

family units. 

Domestic architecture must be viewed within the context of both 

the fUnctional re~uirements of the individual household and its ability 

or inability to respond to them. Household size, the number of co

residin~ units, and the number and number of kinds of animals owned by 

the household all influence the ideal size and spatial allocation for a 

household's compound. Financial considerations mayor may not allow 

the household to satisfy its spatial needs. 

In Darnaj land is expensive, therefore only the wealthy house

holds can afford large compounds. The wealth-total compound area 

relationship is significant for both total compound area and courtyard 

area. Here and elsewhere in Western Asia it is considered necessary 

for the co-residing conjugal family units of multiple and polygynous 

families to have individual sitting or goods storage rooms. Since by 

local economic standards, mudbrick houses are affordable, all households 

are able to respond to this perceived architectural need. As family 

size increases independent of the number of co-r~siding conjugal family 

units, the amount of floor space desired increases. This may be 

achieved either by increasing the number or size of rooms. However, 

neither room size nor number of rooms alone bears a statistically sig

nificant relationship to household size. 
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Thus the functional space allocation within a compound is in

fluenced by the socioeconomic characteristics of the household in 

specific and predictable ways which are summarized in Tables 22 and 23. 

The archaeological utility of these relationships for discerning house

hold wealth, household size and the number of co-residing conjugal 

family units will be discussed in Chapters 7 and 8. 



Table 22. Summary of Pearson correlations between spatial and socioeconomic variables in 
the Darnaj sample. -- NS = Lot significant at the .05 level. 

Spatial Category 

Total Compound Area 

Courtyard Area 

Number of Sitting and 
Goods Rooms 

Area of Sitting and 
Goods Complex 

Number of Sitting, Goods 
and Food Rooms 

Area of Sitting, Goods 
and Food Complex 

Number of Rooms Designed 
for People 

Area of Rooms Designed 
for People 

Total Number of Rooms 

Total Area of Rooms 

Wealth 

r = .87 
r2 = .75 p ~ .001 

r
2 

= .63 
r =.40 p ~ .001 

r = .49 
r2 = .24 P ~ .004 

r = .43 
r2 = .19 P ~ .009 

r = .41 
r2 = .17 p~.02 

r = .37 
r2 = .13 P ~.03 

r
2 

= .51 
r = .26 p <£.002 

r = .69 
r2 = .47 P ~ .001 

r = .60 
1 .. 2 = .35 p ~ .001 

1· = .77 
1'2 = .59 p ~ .001 

Number of People 

r = .80 
r2 = .64 p ~ .001 

r = .35 
r2 = .12 P ~ .03 

r = .70 
r2 =.48 p ~.ool 

r =.71 
r2 =.50 p <.001 

r = .63 
r2 = .40 P ~ 0001 

r
2 

= .58 
r = .34 p ~ .001 

r = .65 
r2 = .43 p ~ .001 

r = .77 
r2 = .59 p ~.001 

r = .75 
r2 = .56 p ~ .001 

r = .87 
r2 = .76 P ~.001 

Number of Conjugal 
Family Units 

r = .49 
r2 = .25 P ~ .005 

NS 

r
2 

= .82 
r = .68 p ~ .001 

r = .78 
r2 = .61 P ~ .001 

r = .66 
r2 = .43 P ~ .001 

r
2 

= .56 
r = .31 P ~.OOl 

r = .61 
r2 = .37 p ~ .001 

r 2 = .54 
r = .29 P ~.001 

r = .59 
r2 = .35 p ~.OOl 

r 2 = .61 
r = .37 p -;. .001 

I-' 
~ 
\0 
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Table 23. Summary of relationships between spatial and socioeconomic 
variables in the Darnaj sample as determined by multiple 
regressions using all significantly correlated variables. 
-- NS = not significant at the .05 level. 

Number of 
NUmber of Conjugal 

Spatial Category Wealth People Family Units 

Total Compound Area F = 21.60 NS NS p $..001 

Courtyard Area F = 14.61 NS NS 
P ~.001 

Number of Sitting and NS NS F = 21.53 
Goods Rooms p ~.OOl 

Area of Sitting and NS F = 4.84 F = 13.20 
Goods Complex p -s:..04 p ~.OOl 

Number of Sitting, NS NS F = 5.01 
Goods and Food Rooms p ~.04 

Area of Sitting, Goods NS NS NS and Food Complex 

Number of Rooms NS NS NS Designed for People 

Area of Rooms NS F = 4.24 NS Designed for People p~.05 

Total Area Occupied F = 4.39 F = 12.44 NS by Rooms p ~.O5 P ~.002 
Total Number of Rooms NS F = 5.16 NS 

p s..04 



CHAPTER 4 

STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF THE COMPOUND 

Structural features include the building materials and tech

niques used for wall and roof conetruction and finishing, floor type, 

and Size, placement, and style of windows and doors. Because they 

serve some of the same functions as coexisting mobile furnishings, 

built-in features such as niches, mudbrick benches, and ovens will be 

discussed in the next chapter. 

Whenever a new room is to be constructed, the prospective owner 

must make a series of decisions about its basic structural features. 

These choices affect the cost of constructing the room, interior cli

mate during different parts of the year, durability, aesthetic qualities, 

and suitability for the local religion and culture. The decisions the 

householder makes about the structural properties of a given room will 

depend upon the intended function of that room, his affluence at the 

time of construction, and current local styles and traditions. Obvi

ously, these variables interact in complex ways and a specific con

sideration may be important in one case and not in another. 

The following section will systematically discuss some of the 

wall, roof, floor, and window types presently used in Western Asia. I 

shall first examine the effects of selecting a particular structural 

type or attribute on the final cost, thermics, and so on of the room; 

then I shall investigate the factors which seem to determine the 

151 
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householder's selection of each attribute. An understanding of the 

interplay of these factors will ultimately contribute to the possibility 

of rigorously interpreting the archaeological remains of domestic 

structures. 

Wall Construction 

Six attributes of walls will be discussed: (1) material; (2) 

construction technique; (3) thickness; (4) height; (5) interior finish; 

and (6) exterior finish. Several of these attributes are interdepen-

dent. Hence the choice of a particular construction material defines a 

range of appropriate techniques and may imply the use of particular wall 

finishes. Likewise, the selection of a construction technique affects 

the range of possible wall thicknesses. Because the first three attri-

butes are closely interrelated they will be discussed together. The 

last three will each be treated individually. 

Wall Construction Materials, Techniques 
and Thicknesses 

The three wall materials commonly in use in Western Asia today 

are stone, earth, and concrete blocks. In Lebanon (El Khoury 1975:1, 2) 

black basalt houses are found in the northern coastal hills and valleys. 

limestone houses in the mountains and sandstone houses along the coast. 

Stone houses are also found in much of central Syria (Thoumin 1936:219), 

the m~untains of Palestine (Canaan 1933:8), and northeastern Iraq 

(Galloway 1958:361; Leatherdale 1948:66). Earth is the usual building 

material in al Biqa', the basin of the Barada, the plain of Jayrud, the 

district of an Nabk (Thoumin 1936:219), southern Kurdistan (Barth 1953: 

101), southern Iraq (Fernea 1970:7), and western Iran (Kramer 1979; 
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Watson 1979). Concrete blocks have been introduced by the West and are 

found in recent constructions throughout Western Asia. In some areas 

house walls are frequent.1y erected using a combination of materials in 

a single house. A single wall may have a lower section of stone and an 

upper one of mud (E1 Khoury 1975:3) or a house may have some walls of 

stone and others of mud and brick (E1 Khoury 1975:8). 

A variety of construction techniques can be utilized with each 

of the above materials. Walls can be constructed of stone made into 

small blocks and chips then embedded in a sand and lime mortar as in the 

vicinity of Mosul, Iraq (Leatherdale 1948:66); they can be made with 

inner and outer courses of stones around a rubble fill as in parts of 

Palestine (Canaan 1933:28); or they can be built using large worked or 

unworked stones, with or without mortar. Earthen walls are of four 

major construction types. Puddled walls are made by forming a layer of 

mud, allowing it to dry, then putting another layer on top of it unt.i1 

the wall is the desired height. Rammed earth walls are produced by 

pu~ting mud into wooden frames of the desired wall width, tamping the 

mud down firmly, allowing it to dry, then adding additional courses in 

the same manner. For ~uddled and rammed earth walls the mud is usually 

tempered with straw, chaff, pebbles or other available particles, but 

this is not always necessary depending upon the sand/clay ratios in the 

local soils (Clough 1950:8). 

Stone foundations are usually used in conjunction with rammed 

earth walls and occasional layers of stones may also be added to in

crease the wall's stability. Bricks can also be formed of mud, then 

either sun dried or baked. These must always be tempered with straw to 
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minimize the shrinkage cracks formed during drying. Bricks are normally 

twice as wide as they are long (Canaan 1933; Thoumin 1932). This is 

particularly advantageous for allowing half bonding (McHenry 1974:45). 

Mudbrick walls can either be made of large bricks or of small bricks 

filling a wooden frame (Thoumin 1932:7). 

Wall thickness is determined by the width of the wooden frame 

in rammed earth construction. In stone or brick walls it is determined 

by the size of individual building units and the number of units com

prising a single wall thickness. Thick walls are frequently 1.5 or 2 

bricks deep (Hansen 1961; Canaan 1933; Thoumin 1932), measuring from 

40-50 cm thick (Canaan 1933) up to 60-100 cm thick (El Khoury 1975), 

depending upon locale. In Darnaj thick mudbrick wal16 are produced by 

orienting the individual mudbricks so that their longest span is pro

ducing the wall th~ckness. Thin walls are made using broken bricks or 

placing the bricks so that their width rather than their length consti

tutes the wall thickness. Thin walls are also constructed using puddled 

earth. 

The choice of a wall construction material and technique affects 

the interior climate, cost, durability, and aesthetic qualities of the 

resultant room. 

Wall construction affects three aspects of the interior climate 

of the room: (1) air temperature; (2) air movement; and (3) humidity. 

For the latter two there is little difference between the major Western 

Asian constructions discussed here. Air movement is obviously greater 

in the temporary tent or leaf and branch structures used in some regions 

of Western Asia, than in stone, earth and concrete block structures, 
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however these are outside the scope of the present investigation. With 

respect to humidity, both stone and mud constructions are susceptible 

to rising damp (Hodges 1972:524) but this is of little import in most 

of the areas of the region since they are relatively arid. 

The thermal properties of a wall are determined chiefly by its 

coefficient of heat absorption, thermal conductivity, and heat capacity. 

The coefficient of heat absorption depends upon surface treatment and 

is discussed below in the section on wall finishes. Thermal conductiv

ity (k) measurement is "the property of a material which determines the 

heat flow in unit time by conduction through unit thickness of the unit 

area of the material, across a unit temperature gradient" (Givoni 1976: 

104). Its reciprocal is thermal resistivity. A material with a low 

thermal conductivity and hence a high thermal resistivity is a good 

insulator. The rate of heat flow through a wall is determined both by 

the thermal conductivity of the wall material and the thickness of the 

wall.Heat capacity (CV), measured in Kcal/m2, is the amount of heat re

quired to elevate the temperature of a unit volume of the wall by one 

degree (Givoni 1976:112). The heat capacity of a wall is determined by 

the capacity of the building material and the wall volume. Under stable 

climatic conditions where there is a difference between the external 

and iaternal temperatures (as in heated or air conditioned rooms) ther

mal conductivity is t~e most important wall property (Givoni 1976:113). 

It is when there is considerable diurnal temperature fluctuation that 

heat capacity has a decisiVe effect on internal room temperatures 

(Givoni 1976:113). 
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Givoni (1976:122) describes the daily cycle of wall heating and 

cooling as follows: 

The proces~ of heat flow through a wall from the external 
surface at an elevated temperature may be ~isualized by consider
ing the building envelope divided into several layers. The 
heat flow into each layer causes an elevation of its tempera
ture and the heat used for this is stored in the layer; the 
excess heat is subsequently transferred to the next, colder 
layer. Thus each layer receives less heat and is subject to a 
smaller temperature rise than the layer externally adjacent to 
it. As a result of this heat storage within the structure of 
the envelope, less heat reaches the innermost layer than 
crosses the outermost one, and its temperature elevations are 
smaller. 

After the external surface reaches its maximum temperature 
and starts to cool, the process is reversed. First, the heat 
accumulated in the wall flows in two directions, inwards and 
outwards, and later the entire flow is outwards. Then the pro
cess may be visualized as a successive cooling of the yarious 
layers. 

In this way any plane of the wall undergoes wave-like cycles 
of heating and cooling. The amplitude of the internal wave is 
smaller than that to which the external surface is subjected and 
the internal maximum and minimum temperatures are delayed. The 
ratio of the internal to the external amplitude depends on the 
thermophysical properties and thickness of the structure. As 
the thickness and heat capacity of the walls increase and the 
thermal conductivity of the materials decreases, the amplitude 
of the internal wave diminishes (smaller amplitude ratio) and 
the timing of the maxima and minima is more retarded (greater 
time lag). 

Thus, while walls wi th a high thermal resistance retard the flow of warm 

or cold air into the room interior, those with a high heat capacity 

damp interior temperature fluctuations by absorbing heat during the day 

and radiating it at night (Fitch and Branch 1960). 

The three building materials most frequently used in Western 

Asia are all relatively similar in their thermic properties. All have 

moderately high heat capacities (concrete: 32 Btu/cu it/OF; stone: 

36 Btu/cu ft/oF; and mudbrick: 22 Btu/cu ft/oF), but are not particu

larly good insulators (Gaspers 1978:85). Thus, wall thickness is most 
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important in determining the relative efficiency of the wall types in 

maintaining comfortable indoor temperatures. The thermal effect of 

increased wall thickness is compounded by the fact that heat capacity 

and heat resistance are simultaneously elevated (Givoni 1976:134). In 

other words, earth, stone and concrete block walls all have roughly the 

same thermic potential, but their efficiency depends heavily upon wall 

thickness. In the Darnaj sample, for example, thick adobe walls prob

ably function most effectively in damping interior temperature fluctua

tions. Concrete block walls are normally built with a wall thickness 

of only a single block and are thus thinner than the mudbrick walls and 

not as thermic ally satisfactory. Finally, thin earth walls of either 

puddled adobe or mudbrick are least favorable. 

The type of materials chosen for th~ construction of walls can 

greatly affect the fir~l cost of the structure. This is both because 

some building materials are more expensive than others and because the 

use of some materials requires additional, and sometimes specialized, 

labor. Furthermore the use of a specific material for wall construction 

may necessitate a more expensive roof, windows, etc. In Darnaj the 

difference in expenditures required for building a mudbrick and a con

crete block house is striking. A sundried mudbrick house of four rooms 

costs only 2000-3OOD Syrian pounds ($500-750 u.S.). Mud and straw are 

considered cheap; furthermore, if an old structure is being torn down 

the mudbricks may be salvaged and reused. Labor is supplied by family 

and neighbors on a reciprocal basis. The main cost of the house is the 

roof beams. These cost 50-100 Syrian pounds (SF) ($12.50-25.00 U.S.) 

per beam and each room requires 5 to 7 beams. The cost of a concrete 
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block house is much greater. The owner of the only concrete block house 

in the sample (House 21) said that his three concrete rooms of his house 

cost 20,000 SP (S5,000 U.S.) when he built it about six years ago, but 

would cost more than 50,000 SP (112,500 U.S.) in the summer of 1980. 

The head of house 1 who was currently building a concrete block house 

independently estimated the final cost of a four room house was 50,000 

SP (112,500 U.S.). The cost differential between the two construction 

materials is due to the fact that concrete blocks must be purchased and 

transported to Darnaj; expensive wrought metal doors and glass windows 

with metal frames are always used in a concrete block room, and a mason 

is usually hired to erect the structure. Unfortunately, the available 

literature provides little information on comparative construction 

costs for different wall materials within a single area. 

Wall thickness affects coru;truction costs to some extent,~ but 

less dramatically than the choice of construction materials. Since 

only about half the mudbricks are used in a thin wall than in a thick 

one, the labor involved in both making and stacking bricks is decreased. 

Similarly the required quantity of raw materials is approximately 

halved. While none of the ingredient~ of either mudbrick or rammed or 

puddled earth constructions are particularly expensive, there are times 

when chaff and straw are not abundant and may be considered a distinct 

construction cost (Watson 1979). Likewise in the arid areas of Ilestern 

Asia water ca.~ be considered a scarce commodity. 

Of the major materials currently in use in Western Asia, stone 

and concrete blocks are by far the most durable. Likewise baked mud

bricks are more durable than sun dried mudbrick which is prone to 



weathering, especially from rain. The effects are slow, however, and 

can be combated with exterior plasters and attention to maintenance. 
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A room can survive forty or more years even, as in Darnaj, where main

tenance is slack and many exterior surfaces are unp1astered. It has 

usually eroded noticeably by that time however. Generally, in an older 

ron~: people reported that the roof deteriorated before the walls and 

that it was this disintegration that inspired them to tear down or 

change the function of the structure. 

The aesthetic qualities of a room are, of course, highly sub

jective, but the choice of wall material, technique and thickness does 

have a discernible effect on the appearance of the resultant room. In 

Darnaj thick mudbrick walls t~e in general more visually pleasing than 

thin puddled or mudbrick ones. This is partly because they look more 

substantial, partly because they tend to be more regular inform, with 

squared corners and equal parallel sides, and partly becaus~ they are 

usually made with more care, with a thinner, evener application of 

mortar, always using whole instead of broken bricks. To Western tastes 

some of the better built mudbrick structures of Darnaj might be pre

ferred to the concrete block or stone and cement structures. Both the 

concrete block and imported stone wall types are recent introductions 

to the Middle Euphrates, however, and are currently very popular, per

haps due to their associations with urban areas and modern Western 

technological advances. The aesthetics of the concrete block house are 

hence considerably enhanced by the prestige value attached to owning 

one. Furthermore, building a new concrete block structure is one way 

of demonstrating one's ability to pay for the construction. 
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I have described different techniques, materials and thick

nesses used in wall construction and the ways that the selection of a 

specific wall material affects the thermic properties of the room as 

well as its cost, durability and aesthetic qualities. Each time an 

individual decides to build a new room he must select a wall material, 

construction technique and wall thickness. His selection is based, in 

part, upon a consideration of the aforementioned properties of the 

various wall types. In particular cases the decisions may be ideosyn

cratic; on the average they exhibit an orderly patterning varying with 

location, historic time, intended room function, and household wealth 

in specific and frequently predictable ways. The following section 

describes the effects of local availability of raw materials, time of 

construction, household wealth, and proposed room function on the selec

tion of wall materials and techniques. 

Within a single locale one or two construction materials and 

techniques are usually used in preference to others. In the Middle 

Euphrates, for example, mudbrick houses dominate. Variation in wall 

construction between areas is due chiefly to differences in the avail

ability of raw materials. Since the cheapest building material is 

generally one that is locally abundant, this is often selected by tha 

majority of the populace. Thoumin (1936:219-220, 233) surveyed the 

traditional building materials of Western Syria and concluded that the 

use of earth rather than stone coincided with clay versus calcarious 

zones. In villages on the boundaries of the two zones, houses of both 

stone and earth occurred. In Lebanon Ragette (1974:168) and E1 Khoury 

(1975) have recorded a similar co-variation of wall construction and 
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available raw materials. The reasons for the use of rammed earth in 

some areas such as Western Iran (Kramer 1979; Watson 1979) and mudbrick 

in others such as the Middle Euphrates and the Bi~a' (Ragette 1974:168) 

are less clear. Tradition may supply the answer. Clough (1950) con

ducted qualitative comparisons of rammed earth and sundried mudbrick 

and found that because rammed earth can be made more compact than mud

bricks it is generally superior. Rammed earth requires a strong, wide 

masonry foundation and hence the use of some stone (Clough 1950:9). 

Nevertheless mudbrick architecture is also found in areas where stone 

is available. Rammed earth requires somewhat more water to prepare 

than do mudbricks (Clough 1950) and this may provide a partial explana

tion for the distribution of these two forms of earth construction. 

Furthermore, rammed earth has a greater wet strength than mudbricks and 

as such is better adapted to wet regions (Clough 1950:62). In the 

United states rammed earth is found in rainy areas such as St. Augustine, 

Florida and South Carolina, while adobe bricks are predominate in the dry 

Southwest (Clough 1950:15) and a similar adaptation of building mate

rials to climate may exist in Western Asia. 

Wall construction may also act as a temporal indicator. In 

Darnaj there is currently a change from sundried mudbrick houses to 

houses constructed of concrete blocks or stone and cement. This trend 

is occurring throughout the Middle Euphrates, but the rate of change 

(and probably its date of inception) is not constant throughout the 

region. Thus cement block houses are more common in 'Ashirah across 

the river than in Darnaj. This may be due to a higher construction 

rate in 'Ashirah and/or a greater probability that a newly-built house 
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will be of concrete blocks or stone and cement. Similarly, Hansen 

(1961:23) records the recent adortion of cement mortar in Southern 

Kurdistan and Gulick (1955:36) reports an increase in its use and the 

thickness of its application when used in Lebanon. In Sulaimaniyah of 

the 1950s burnt mudbrick houses were replacing sundried mud houses 

(Hansen 1961: 23) and 15 years earlier in the Rowanduz area the Kurds 

were beginning to build sundried mudbrick houses instead of their tra

ditional stone dwellings (Leach 1940:49). Some, but not all of these 

changes can be attributed to increasing westernization. The Darnaj 

example reflects changing stylistic preferences and the inflated pres

tige value of certain Western items. Lebanon is a major producer of 

cement and its increased use there reflects this economic fact (Gulick 

1955:36). 

Variation in wall construction within a single area has often 

been ascribed to wealth differential (Sweet 1960:114-115; Lutfiyya 

1966:19; Ashkenazi 1938:121; Armstrong and Hirabayashi 1956:426). The 

Darnaj data indicate that while household wealth is certainly an im

portant factor in determining the selection of a construction material 

the correlation between the two variables is not perfect, nor are the 

relationships simple. The single currently complete concrete block or 

stone and cement house (House 21) was not owned by the wealthiest house

hold in the sample (House 15). Furthermore, this household was in the 

second, rather than the highest wealth category (although toward the 

top of it). Four households were either building or planning to build 

a stone or concrete house or room at the time of the studyo Of these 

only one (H.ouse 3) was in the highest economic group, two were in the 



second group, and one was in the third or average category. None of 

the households in either of the two poor categories were currently 

building or planning to build a concrete block structure, although two 

households in category 4 (poor) were in the process of constructing new 

mudbrick rooms. Since the cost of a concrete block house is so much 

greater than that of a mudbrick house, the poorest in the village will 

be unable to afford it. While the thermal properties of concrete block 

are slightly inferior to those of mudbrick, the prestige value of a con

crete block house is very great. Constructing a concrete block room is 

one means of visibly demonstrating wealth. Since this type of prestige

incrementing activity may be more important to the middle and upper 

middle classes than to the very wealthy, there may actually be more 

incentive for them to build a concrete block house. The concrete block 

house also represents Western influence and it may not be totally co

incidental that the wealthiest man in the sample, the village shaykh, 

who seems, at least superficially, traditional in orientation has chosen 

to invest in multiple wives, but not concrete block rooms. 

The intended function of room determines, to an extent, the wall 

construction materials, techniques, and thicknesses selected by the 

builders. The choice is influenced chiefly by its effect on the thermal 

properties, cost and aesthetic qualities of the resulting structure. 

Each room type tends to have certain perceived thermal requirements and 

preferred aesthetic attributes. Since construction is, of course, 

influenced by the finances of the household these may not always be 

achieved. The amount of money the householder is willing and able to 
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spend on a room will depend not only on his affluence, but on the pro

posed room function. 

The Darnaj sample illustrates the effect of room function Oll wall 

type (Table 24). Sitting rooms and goods storage rooms, often essen

tially interchangeable, are only built using cement blocks or thick 

wall mudbrick techniques. These two wall types are best thermically 

and aesthetically, but most costly. Food storage rooms and food storage 

rooms/kitchens tend to be made with a thick wall construction, but this 

is not invariable and in no case were cement blocks utilized. 

Animal rooms/pens and hay/grain storage rooms are usually built 

of puddled earth or mudbricks laid using a thin technique. ;" Only 20 per

cent of the animal rooms or pens recorded in Darnaj and 8 percent of the 

hay/grain storage rooms were made using a thick earth construction tech

nique. Some, but not all of the thick-walled cases can be explained by 

function changes from sitting rooms or goods storage rooms to animal or 

hay rooms. In the instances remaining, there is a tendency for thick

walled animal pens and hay rooms to occur in compounds such as number 21 

where there is generally a high percentage of thick-walled structures. 

Kitchens and general storage rooms are least identifiable from 

wall type, but in both cases thin wall techniques are utilized more fre

quently than thick wall techniques. The percentages are even further 

skewed in favor of the thin wall techniques if the two kitchens and 

three general storerooms that formerly functioned as sitting rooms, 

goods storage rooms or food storage rooms are omitted from the sample. 

In summary, it can be stated that for Darnaj rooms built as 

sitting rooms, goods storage rooms, food storerooms or food storage 

rooms/kitchens tend to be constructed using thick wall techniques, while 
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Table 24. Relationship of wall type to current room function. 

Wall Construction 
Room Type Cement Thick Earth Thin Earth Totals 

Sitting 2 36 0 38 

Goods Storage 1 27 0 28 

Food Storage 0 13 4 17 

Food Storage/Kitchen 0 7 0 7 

Kitchen 0 5 13 18 

General Storage 0 5 9 14 

Animal Room/pen 0 7 28 35 

Hay/Grain Storage 0 3 33 36 

Totals 3 103 87 193 
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rooms built as kitchens, general storage rooms, animal rooms or pens, 

and hay/grain storage rooms tend to be made with thin wall techniques. 

Hence, cheaper, albeit less thermically and aesthetically attractive, 

materials and techniques are frequently chosen for utility rooms. This 

relationship must be seen in the context of the type and extent of 

variation occurring within the individual compound being analyzed, how

ever. In some compounds in Darnaj there is 1e~s variation than in most. 

In the nearby towns of 'Asharah and MayadJ:n I have visited houses where 

all rooms, including animal pens, kitchens and latrines were made of 

concrete blocks or stone and cement. Here where no intra-compound 

variation in wall type occurs, it is obviously not a useful attribute 

for determining room function. 

The correlation of differences in wall construction with room 

function is SUbstantiated by the literature. The most striking example 

is the construction of temporary summer houses of poles with brush or 

reed walls and roof (Hansen 1961:21, 22; Charles 1939:75; Canaan 1933: 

56; Thoumin 1936:126; Christensen 1967:116; Ede1berg 1966-1967). These 

are deemed cooler than the stone or mudbrick winter residences and are 

often built in nearby fields, in the courtyard, or on the house roof. 

Within a permanent compound, variation between wall materials is also 

correlated with function. In De~oker, Iran, Christensen (1967:105) 

records a compound where the living room is of mudbrick while the animal 

rooms, granary and courtyard walls are of broken stones with a mud 

mortar. No information is given on wall thicknesses, although the plan 

(Christensen 1967:104, plan 1) shows the granary and courtyard walls as 

thinner than the living and storeroom walls. Likewise, it is hard to 
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evaluate the relative cost of the rooms in this sample without addi

tional data. The two other available examples, however, both substan

tiate the Darnaj trend towards using cheaper materials and techniques 

for utility rooms. Of the sample house from Sulaimaniye (Christensen 

1967:113, plan 3 and 1967:114) notes that the walls of the animal rooms 

and storerooms are carelessly built and in the Yeshawa house (Christensen 

1967:108, plan 2) he records that the guestroom is of carefully made 

mudbrick while the animal rooms are made from rammed earth of variable 

strength (Christensen 1967:110). 

Wall Height 

In the Darnaj sample a range of wall heights from 1.4 m to 5.0 m 

were estimated. Differences in wall height (and therefore ceiling 

height) have only imperceptible effects on the thermic properties of the 

room (Givoni 1976:161). Building costs are decreased somewhat by lower

ing wall height and may be further diminished by the fact that low walls 

require less thickness for stability than do high walls; thus there can 

be a double savings in both labor and materials. The major consequence 

of decreasing wall height in an unroofed enclosure is a loss of privacy 

and security. In a roofed area low ceilings can impose movement 

restrictions. For humans in'many cultures even when the ceiling height 

allows an upright posture, additional clearance must be allowed or a 

feeling of psychological discomfort may occur. An estimated 2.3 m in 

height is needed for adequate physiological and psychological comfort 

(Givoni 1976:161). 

Based on the Darnaj data, it seems likely that intended room 

function is the primary variable operant in determining wall height. 
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All sitting rooms, goods storage rooms, food storage rooms and food 

storage rooms/kitchens allowed an upright posture for most adults (under 

2.0 m) and all sitting rooms and goods storage rooms had ceilings higher 

than the 2.3 m necessary clearance cited by Givoni (Table 25). Lower 

walls are found in kitchens, general store rooms, animal rooms/pens and 

hay/grain store rooms, and the range in wall heights is greater in these 

room types (Table 25). This is caused partly by changes in room func

tion, the high walls usually belonging to rooms that had previously 

functioned as sitting, goods sto~age, or food storage rooms. In none 

of these room types is a standing height mandatory. (Perhaps in con

junction with kitchen heights it should be related at this point that 

a squatting posture is commonly used when cooking.) 

The literature provides almost no information on comparative 

wall heights, although Canaan (1933:62) notes that there is a tendency 

for traditional Palestinian kitchens to be low-roofed. 

Exterior Wall Finishes 

There is considerable variety in exterior finishes us~d on earth 

structures, both between different regions and within a single com

pound. Walls may be left unfinished, plastered with brown mud (Hall, 

McBride and Ridde1 1973:249; E1 Khoury 1975:3; Galloway 1958:362; Hansen 

1961:25; Thoumin 1932:9; Watson 1979:283) or white mud (Watson 1979:283) 

limed (Watson 1979:283), or plastered with a mixture of finely crushed 

white marl, finely seived barley chaff and water (Hall, McBride and 

Ridde1 1973:259). In addition a whitewash may be applied. In Darnaj 

concrete block structures are painted or left unfinished. Mud 
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Table 25. Relationship of wall height to functional room type. 

Mean Wall Height Standard Range 
Type (in meters) Deviation (in meters) 

Sitting 3.6 .760 2.5 - 5.0 

Goods Storage 3.47 .594 2.5 - 5.0 

Food Storage 3.21 .797 2.0 - 5.0 

Food Storage/Kitchen 3.38 1.28 2.0 - 5.0 

Kitchens 2.28 .528 1.4 - 3.0 

General Storage 2.34 .743 1.6 - 4.0 

Animal Room/pen 1.9 .531 1.4 - 4.0 

Hay/Grain Storage 2.21 .594 l.8 - 5.0 
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structures are unp1astered, or plastered with mud or lime. The lime is 

always white, but the mud-plaster mayor may not be whitened with a 

whitewash. In addition to rooms where only one of the above finishes 

is utilized, many of the Darnaj room units have one type of finish on 

one section of the vall and another finish or finishes elsewhere. 

The choice of an appropriate exterior wall finish can aid in 

maintenance, as well as influence the cost and th~rmic and aesthetic 

properties of the room. 

In arid zones if the top and base of the wall are protected 

mudbrick walls last 25 to 50 years, and an exterior plaster prolongs 

the life span (Sparks 1951). Not all exterior plasters are equally 

effective in reducing wall erosion. Mud plasters, for example, are 

less efficacious than marl or lime plasters. 

The use of a mud plaster raises the cost of the wall only 

slightly, as the labor and materials involved are minor and both locally 

available. Marl and lime plaBters are more expensive, whether locally 

prepared (as in Darnaj) or purchased (Watson 1979:283). Whitewash 

likewise adds to the cost as do paint and cement, both of which must 

be bought. 

The initial step in the cyclical processes of wall heating and 

cooling described above is an exchange of heat between the wall surface 

and the surrounding air. The rate of exchange is determined by both 

the nature of the vall surface and its color. Rougher wall surfaces 

allow more contact with the air and hence exchange heat more rapidly 

(Givoni 1976:110). Most important, hovever, is wall color. When solar 

radiation impinges on a surface some is absorbed and some reflected 
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(Givoni 1976:107). In general light colors have a lover absorptivity 

and higher reflectivity than dark colors. For example, the absorptivity 

of fresh whitewash is 10 to 20 percent, of white oil paint 20 to 30 

percent, of medium grey finish 60-70 percent, of concrete brick 70-75 

percent,· and of matt black finish 90 to 95 percent (Givoni 1976:215, 

Table 11.1). In addition to absorbing heat, the wall surface radiates 

its own heat and during the cooler nights this aids in cooling the wall. 

Color does not directly correlate with emissivity. Thus, while aluminum 

foil and polished steel are poor radiators with emissivity coefficients 

of .05 and .25, respectively, both black paint and whitewash are good 

radiators with coefficients of .9. The effect of a light exterior wall 

surface on interior room temperature is marked. 

With direct and reflected solar radiation the most intensive 
sources of heating during the summer, the effect of a light 
external color in minimizing internal daytime temperatures is 
far greater than that of increasing either thermal resistance 
or capacity, with the added advantage that comfort at night 
is improved (Givoni 1976:346, 347). 

The aesthetic qualities of the room exterior are increased by 

smoothing the surface with whitewashes. A white plaster made with 

crushed lime or white mud can serve the same visual function as a white-

wash. Whitewash may be applied in limited areas, such as around doors 

and Windows for a decorative effect (Canaan 1933:55), or, possibly, to 

ward off evil spirits (Copeland 1955:24-26). 

Decisions about exterior room finishes seem to be determined 

chiefly by intended room function and household wealth. It is also 

theoretically possible that styles of exterior finishes can change 

through time, making this wall attribute a useful guide to relative 

chronology. The Darnaj sample shows no temporal trends in the 
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application of exterior wall coverings, except those correlated with the 

recent adoption of concrete blocks and stone and cement architecture. 

Different room types have different local requirements with 

regard to thermic properties and aesthetic qualities. Since both these 

are affected by decisions about room finish type, it is to be expected 

that exterior wall finish will correl~te to a certain extent with room 

function. Furthermore, wall finish affects room costs and householders 

are willing to spend more on some room types than others. 

The Darnaj sample reveals several relationships between exterior 

surfaces and room function, but does not show any clearcut correlations 

between specific room types and exterior finishes (Table 26). Finishes 

including at least some lime plaster are usually found only on sitting 

rooms, goods storage rooms, and food storage rooms. Not all sitting 

rooms, goods storage rooms or food storage rooms have exterior surfaces 

partially finished with lime, however. In fact, slightly over half the 

sample of these room types is completely unlimed and the entire spec

trum of finishes is utilized. This makes exterior finish a rather un

reliable attribute for determining the function of these room units. 

Animal rooms, hay/grain rooms and general storage rooms with partly 

limed exterior surfaces (a total of three rooms) are all ex-living 

rooms. No kitchens have exterior liming. These room types are normally 

either mud plastered or left unplastered. An unplastered exterior sur

face seems a fairly good indication that the room is a kitchen, general 

storage room, animal room, or pen, or hay or grain storageroom, as the 

sample of 45 rOOMS with unplastered exterior surfaces includes only 

four that do not fulfill one of these functions. 



'l'ab1e 26. Relationship of exterior wall finish to current room function. -- LP = lime 
plaster; MP = mud plaster; UP = unp1astered; WW = white washed. 

LP LP,MP LP MP LP, Some MP Cement/ 
Room Type LP MP UP UP MP UP UP Cement WW Paint 

Sitting 3 0 0 1.3 4 12 2 0 2 2 

Goods storage 3 1. 2 8 2 8 0 1 2 1 

Food Storage 0 0 0 3 3 17 2 0 2 0 

Food Storage/ 
Kitchen 1 0 0 2 1. 3 0 0 0 0 

Kitchen 0 0 0 0 4 7 7 0 0 0 

General Storage 0 0 0 1. 6 1. 6 0 0 0 

Animal Room/pen 0 0 0 1 16 6 11 0 0 0 

Hay/Grain Storage 0 0 0 1 7 9 17 0 0 0 

Totals 7 1. 2 29 43 63 45 1 6 3 

Totals 

38 

28 

17 

7 

18 

14 

34 

34 

190 

I-' 

" VI 
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Sinc~ building costs are increased as the use of lime increases, 

it may be expected that the percentage of rooms with exterior liming 

will increase as households become more affluent. The Darnaj data do 

not bear out this hypothesis well (Tables 27 and 28). The most aes

thetic and expensive mudbrick wall finishes are fairly evenly distrib

uted among rooms (including all but animal rooms, hay/grain rooms and 

general storerooms which were omitted from the sample as they are never 

initially lime plastered) owned by all wealth categories and, in fact, 

there is a slight tendency for a higher percentage of the rooms owned 

by lower income groups to have the most expensive plaster types, If 

category 1 and 2 rooms are combined, the absolute number of rooms is 

about the same for each wealth group, but a slightly higher percentage 

of the rooms owned by the wealthy have the two more expensive mudbl'ick 

wall finishes. 

Interior Wall Finishes 

The same finishes are used on room interiors as on room ex

teriors. The consequences of the different interior plastering alterna

tives are also basically the same with respect to cost and aesthetics. 

The aesthetic differences between wall treatments may be heightened in 

an unlighted room, as the lightness of a white plastered or whitewashed 

surface aids in brightening and illuminating the room interior. The 

thermic advantages of white exterior walls described above do not 

operate for interior valls, however. 

Room function is the most important determinant of interior vall 

finish (Table 29). Mudbrick sitting rooms and goods storage rooms are 

almost invariably lime plastered or at least whitewashed. Food storage 



Table 27. Relationship of exterior wall finish (on rooms excluding animal rooms and hay/grain 
storage rooms) to wealth category based on holdings in land and animals. --
I = wealthiest; 5 = poorest. LP = lime plastered; MP = mud p1astered~ UP = 
unp1astered; WW = white washed. 

Exterior Wall Finishes 
Wealth LP t LP some LP MP, LP UP, 
Category Cement/paint Cement, and MP WW and LP, MP. UP MP MP UP UP Totals 

1 0 1 10 0 4 3 18 

2 3 0 9 2 12 5 31 

3 0 3 12 4 15 2 36 

4 0 2 3 4 10 1 20 

5 0 5 3 4 1 3 16 

Totals 3 11 37 14 42 14 121 

I-' 

\Jl 



Table 28. Percentage of each exterior finish on rooms excluding animal rooms and hay/grain 
storage rooms within wealth category.--Wealth is based on holdings in land and 
animals. 1 = wealthiest; 5 = poorest. LP = lime plastered; MP = mud plastered; 
UP = unplastered; WW ~ white washed. ·All percentages are rounded to nearest 
integer. ·The finishes in this category are lumped together and referred to as 
Category 1 wall finishes. ··These finishes are referred to as Category 2 
finishes. 

Exterior Wall Finishes 
Wealth LP, LP some- LP MP, LP up, •• 
Category Cement/paint Cement, and MP WW and LP, MP, UP MP MP UP UP Totals 

1 0 ·6 56 0 22 17 101· 

2 10 0 29 6 39 16 100 

3 0 8 33 11 42 6 100 

4 0 10 15 20 50 5 100 

5 0 31 19 25 6 19 100 

I-' 

~ 



Table 29. Relationship of wall finish to current room function. -- LP = lime plastered; 
MP = mud plastered; UP = unplastered; WW = white washed. 

Interior Wall Finish 
LP LP LP MP MP Cement/ 

Room Type LP MP MP,UP UP MP UP UP WW Paint Totals 

Sitting 34 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 :;8 

Goods Storage 25 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 28 

Food storage 13 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 17 

Food Storage/Kitchen 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7 

Kitchen 4 0 0 1 10 1 2 0 0 18 

General Storage 2 1 0 0 7 2 2 0 0 13 

Animal Room/Pen 2 0 0 4 10 6 12 0 0 34 

Hay/Grain Storage 1 1 0 0 10 2 14 0 0 28 

Totals 86 4 0 5 41 12 31 2 2 183 

I-' 
~ 
~ 
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rooms and food storage rooms/kitchens exhibit more variation, but are 

usually limed. However, animal rooms or pens and hay/grain rooms are 
\ 

rarely limed and those that are have been living rooms in the past. 

Kitchens and general storage rooms are usually mudplastered but display 

a wide range of interior wall finishes, partly, but not wholly, due to 

changes in room function. If room functions are arranged in a hierarchy 

with sitting and goods storage rooms at the top, down through kitchens 

and general storage rooms, to animal rooms at the bottom, and interior 

finishes are arranged from cemented and limed at the top through mud 

plaster to unplastered at the bottom, room function and interior finish 

will covary. 

Because room function is so important in d~termining wall finish, 

the effects of differences in wealth are not discernible. Indeed, the 

single sitting room neither limed nor whitewashed nor painted belonged 

to compound 15, owned by the wealthiest household in the sample. 

When mentioning wall finishes, the literature tends not to dis-

tinguish between interior and exterior finishes, hence these must be 

discussed together. In general, it supports the notion that some 

variation in wall finish is due to room function and some ia due to 

differences in household wealth. The use of more expensive finishes 

correlates with living as opposed to animal and service areas (El Khoury 

1975:6; Christensen 1967:110; Sweet 1960; Watson 1979). Plasters in 

guest rooms may be applied with special care (Christensen 1967:110). 

Differences in household wealth are also reflected in the use of more 

e~ensive plasters (Galloway 1958:362; Watson 1979). 
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Roof TYpes 

The domestic architecture of Western Asia utilizes a wide 

variety of roof types including pitched, domed and flat styles. Con

struction materials range from wood to stone and mud brick to imported 

tiles and cement. Some roof styles require interior columns for sup

port, while others do not. 

The roof types used in Darnaj include flat reinforced cement 

roofs and beamed roofs. In addition some areas are left unroofed or 

partially roofed. Beam roofs are constructed with primary beams l~id 

across the width of the room. Sometimes secondary beams' are placed 

across these. Primary and secondary beams are usually peeled, unshaped 

poplar logs and branches, but primaries may be lumber, and secondaries 

may be planks, regular poles, split poles, or rough branches. Above 

the secondary beams or directly on the primaries, is a dense layer of 

brush, straw, palm fronds, or reed matting. On this lies a layer of 

earth, rolled flat and often lime plastered for greater impermeability. 

A recent innovation is the use of cement instead of mud. Rougher roofs 

of loose brush on beams are also used, and on these the thickness of 

the brush varies from very sparse to so thick that the roof is virtually 

impermeable to rain. A plastic sheet is sometimes thrown over this 

type of roof construction to further increase impermeability. The flat 

beam and mud style of roof used extensively at Darnaj is common through

out Western Asia from Iran (Watson 1979) to Palestine (Canaan 1933), as 

are simple brush roofs without a mud or lime covering. 

The choice of a roof type affects a room's interior climate, 

cost, durability, size, and aesthetic qualities. In addition, the use 
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of certain roof styles can augment the living space by creating a stable, 

flat roof surface for outdoor household activities. 

Roofs affect interior room climate with respect to temperature, 

air flow, and humidity. Basically, roofs display the same thermal 

dynamics as walls. Hence, the extent to which a roof is able to moder

ate exterior temperatures depends upon its absorption coefficient, 

thermal resistance, and heat capacity. Since roofs receive almost 

constant solar radiation during most summer days, absorptivity, as de

termined by color, is even more important than with walls. A comparison 

of air temperatures 10 cm. below grey roofs and white roofs (Givoni 

1976:148, 149) showed that with a grey roof the daily average was above 

the upper air temperature while with a white roof it was below the 

daily average temperature. Therefore, a white roof surface acts as a 

cooling agent for the room durin~ part of the day. Where summer tem

peratures are not normally above 33°C (91°F) a white roof alone is 

sufficient for heat regulation (Givoni 1976:149). While in the summer 

the roof is a potential source of heat gain, in the winter it is a major 

avenue of heat loss (Givoni 1976:145). When the room is artificially 

heated, the warm air rises to the ceiling and, if the roof insulation 

is inadequate, is lost to the outside. Ths beam roofs uaed in Darnaj 

and elsewhere in Western Asia have an inBula~ adequate for both Bummer 

and winter (Ragette 1974:25). Normally they are given a white finish 

with white mud, lime, or whitewash. This is an advantage for summer 

when the goal is to lower interior room temperatures, but, like white 

wall finishes, may be slightly disadvantageous during the winter. 

Sparse brush roofs are ineffective as insulators, although they do 
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lower daytime temperatures by providing shade. In some brush rocf ccn~ 

structions, however, the layer of brush is very thick and these roofs 

should provide good insulation. Vaulted roofs make room temperatures 

more comfortable during the summer, as the heat rises into the dome, 

where it can be dissipated through ~ents (Bonine 1980:201). 

Possibly the roof's most important task is to shield the room 

interior from rain and, where applicable, snow. Reinforced concrete, 

limed beam and very thick brush roofs are all effective rain shields 

in fairly dry climates, although for wetter areas or regions where the 

roof must bear a heavy load of snow, pitched roofs may be preferable. 

Flat roof surfaces can be tilted slightly and/or provided with rain 

spouts to aid in shedding precipitation. With the exception of a few 

of the thin brush roofs, all of the Darnaj roofs are designed to be 

water-resistant. Limed or cement roof surfaces are more effective mois

ture shields than unlimed brush roofs, but because of the small amount 

of rain in the Middle Euphrates, thick piles of brush Should normally 

provide an adequate covering. Some of the un1imed brush roofs are very 

sparse, however and could obviously be penetrated by rain. 

In Darnaj and many other areas of Western Asia where flat roofs 

are used the roof beams are the biggest construction expense (Leach 

1940:49; Barth 1953:101; Hall, McBride and Ridde1 1973:257) and are 

saved for reuse when a room is aband~ned or torn down (Kramer 1979:144; 

Hall, McBride and Ridde1 1973:248; Leach 194o:49). Unroofed areas are 

cheapest to build; rooms partly or wholly covered by brush roofs are a 

bit more expensive; reinforced cement roofs are the most costly. Between 

these extremes are the roofs using unfinished poles, split poles, or 
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purchased beams as a secondary layer. Of these three alternatives the 

finished beams are most expensive. Cement or mud is used with any of 

these three secondary roofing materials to provide insulation. The 

s~condary layer may be very tightly installed, so that few gaps are 

visible, or there may be gaps between the planks or poles. A wide apac-

ing of the secondary roofing materials reduces cost, but allows the 

layer above to be clearly visible. There is a cost variation in these 

roofing materials as well, with brush being the cheapest altern~tive. 

The final cost of the roof also depends on whether cement or mud is 

used to provide insulation. This was used in conjunction with pole, 

split pole, and plank roofs, but unfortunately I have no reliable data 

on its occurrence throughout the sample. For Darnaj, then, the cheapest 

roof type that is used on a mudbrick room is a brush roof; the most 

expensive is a beam, plank, and cement roof. Within each of these roof 

types there is also variability in the care with which the roofs have 

been built and the degree to which they are maintained and this, doubt-

less, provides another source of cost differential. 

It is not uncommon for the inhabitants of a region to utilize 

several different roof types and there are probably always price dif-

ferences. At Tell Toqaan Sweet (1960:113) notes that the low pitched • 
or gabled roof is the cheapest. Canaan (1933:48) lists three finishes 

used for flat roofs in Palestine, stating that a r.ixture of white earth 

and straw is the cheapest, followed by a plaster of coarse sand and 

lime, with a mix of equal parts of lime and ashes the most expensive. 

In other cases while construction costs are not explicitly discussed, 

they are easy to guess. Th'~'.s, it seems safe to assume that at Ain Ali 
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(Watson 1979:283) roofs including a reed or plant layer are a bit more 

expensive than roofs without and that the imported tile roofs of Lebanon 

(Gulick 1955:34, 35; Thoumin 1936:293, 295) are more expensive than the 

traditional flat roofs. Some other examples such as the flat, post

supported, and gabled roofs of Dartut (Christensen 1967) are harder to 

assess. 

The type of roof construction not only determines its own 

durability, but affects the durability of the room walls as well. Beam 

roofs merely topped by stamped or rolled mud are notorously high

maintenance, as they must be consolidated after rains or leakage will 

occur. A lime or cement surfacing increases the impermeability of the 

roof and consequently its durabilityo Cert~n roof styles can also 

increase the uselife of the room's walls by projecting over the wall 

surface and protecting it from rain. This technique is utilized in 

many areas of Western Asia (Canaan 1953:57, 94; Hansen 1961:26), but 

is not usually employed in Darnaj. 

Room size may be determined by the maximum spanning capacity of 

the roofing technique used. Barth, for example, states that room 

dimensions in the southern Kurdistan are limited by the size cf avail

able beams (Barth 1953:10). This problem can be circ~~vented by sup

porting roof timbers or vaults with interior posts or columns. (See 

El Khoury 1975 and Dalman 1964, and others for examples.) 

The aesthetic qualities of different roof styles are very hard 

to judge, since they are highly subjective. This is particularly true 

of roof exteriors. Suffice it to say that of ceilings used in Darnaj 

those where the secondary roofing elements are closely arranged (beam 
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categories) are the neatest and most regular-looking. Of the types 
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that have gaps allowing the tertiary roofing layer to be visible, those 

with straw, palm, or reed matting above the secondary roof supports 

seem most aesthetic. In general, brush or burlap roofs are most crudely 

made. 

The selection of some roof styles increments the available 

living space. A flat stable surface is necessary if the roof is to be 

used for sleeping in the summer, drying clothes, preserving vegetables 

and other household tasks (Hall, McBride and Riddel 1973:248). ~ae 

flat beam roofs and reinforced cement roofs, found throughout Western 

Asia and utilized in this way, are the most common roof styles where 

roof tops are used as living areas; however, Leatherdale (1948:67) 

reports that in northern Iraq where roof timbers are scarce stone domes 

are flattened at the cost of structural stability so that they can be 

used as sleeping surfaces during the summer. Sometimes when the roof 

is to be used as a living area a low parapet is constructed around the 

edges to afford extra privacy and protecti~n against dust (Bonine 1980: 

197). In Kurdistan the roof of one house frequently functions as a 

courtyard for the ho~se above it. Leach (1940:48) attributes this 

style to land scarcity due to a very hilly terrain. Similarly, Hodges 

(1972) feels the flat roof may be an urban development, designed to 

increase living space where there is a shortage of available land. 

There is evidence at Darnaj and in the literature that variation 

in the roof types used within a single locale can be explained by dif

ferences in time of construction, room function, and household wealth. 

~. 
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Obviously there is inter-site and inter-regional as well as intra-site 

variation. A glance at the available information suggests that inter

site and inter-regional variation in roof styles may be due to differ

ences in climate (particularly precipitation levels), locally available 

raw materials, the extent and nature of extra-local influences and 

perhaps, as suggested by Leach and Hodges (see above), land availability. 

A discussion of inter-site variation is beyond the scope of this treat

ment, however, so these will not be treated further and the following 

section will deal only with the relationships between roof type and 

construction period, intended room function, and household wealth. 

Someti~es roof types can be used as a temporal indicator (Gulick 

1955:34, 35; Ragette 1974:84, 181, 183; Canaan 1933:54; Thoumin 1936: 

293-295; Christensen 1967:117, 118). Often changes occur due to the 

adoption of nonlocal materials (Ragette 1974:84), techniques (Canaan 

1933:54), or both (Gulick 1955:34-35; Ragette 1974; Thoumin 1936:293-

295; Weulerrse 1946:238; Fevret 1949:163). 

When stylistic innovations are inspired by foreign contacts 

their adoption may be correlated with economic class. Lebanese roof 

styles provide an example of this. Red roof tiles were introduced from 

France at the end of the 19th century. A symbol of wealth and prestige 

(Weulerrse 1946:238), they were used mainly by returned American immi

grants or families with American relatives (Gulick 1955:35) and 

initially indicated a high degree of Western acculturation (Thoumin 

1936:293-295). By the mid 1930s Thoumin (19}6:293-295) felt that their 

usage was greater in areas highly influenced by Beirut where they were 

very common and could hence be ascribed to a metropolitan rather than a 
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Western orientation. By the mid 1940s tiled roofs were no longer the 

style utilized by the wealthiest Lebanese as they had been replaced by 

a more modern European-style villa roof (Fevret 1949:163) and by the 

early 1950s Gulick (1955:36) had noted the adoption of flat concrete 

roofs. He does not mention, however, whether these were first utilized 

by the wealthier segments of Munsif, the Lebanese village in which he 
• 

worked. A different kind of example of changes in roof types is cited 

by Christensen (1967:116-118). Here a change in settlement pattern is 

correlated with a change in roof type. In 1963 the village of Dartut, 

Iran was comprised of eight families of recently settled Luri tribesmen. 

As nomads they had built only post-supported and gabled roofs, but 

adopted the flat roofed style used by other indigenous groups when they 

established permanent residences. 

Today in Darnaj reinforced cement roofs indicate recent con-

structions. Similarly, the substitutions of cement, or cement mixed 

with mud, for the traditional mud layer in the flat beam-style roof 

should be correlated with recent construction; however I have no re-

liable quantitative data on this. Within the traditional roof styles 

none of the variation can be ascribed to temporal differences. Table 

30 shows the relationship of age to the roof t~~es for which data are 

available. Subcategorizations of rooms by function illustrate the same 

lack of age-type correlation. 

In the Darnaj bdm1ple room function accounts for much of the 

variation in roof type (Table 31). With a single exception (a limed 

pole and brush roof) only cement, plank, pole and split pole roofs are 

used for sitting rooms and goods storage rooms. These are the most 
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Table 31. Relationship of roof type to current room function. 
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aestheti~a11y pleasing and most expensive roof types. Less aesthetic 

roof types such as pole and straw and pole and brush roofs are accept

able for food storage rooms and food storage rooms/kitchens, but these 

must be waterproofed with lime. Kitchens, general storage rooms and 

animal rooms and hay/grain storage rooms in contrast need not be limed. 

Only animal rooms are commonly unroofed or only partially roofed. Table 

31, however, reveals a wide range of roof types used in utility rooms. 

In general, utility rooms have lower cost, less aesthetic and, 

frequently, more permeable roof types. Animal rooms are distinguished 

from other non-living rooms in that only they are commonly unroofed or 

only partially roofed. While hay/grain storage rooms display the same 

range of roof types as kitchens and general storage rooms, they are less 

permeable to precipitation. About 14 percent of the hay rooms in the 

sample have beam and pole roofs with a straw, reed or palm tertiary 

layer; another 29 percent are of limed brush. The 51 percent of the 

hay/grain storage rooms that are roofed with unlimed brush all show a 

thick brush roof construction. This is in contrast to the un1imed 

brush kitchen, general storage and animal room roofs which are fre

quently very loosely made, with only a thin layer of brush. The vari

ability in general storage rooms is related to the wide range in types 

of possessions k~pt in these. 

Some of the variability in utility rooms can also be accounted 

for by looking at the history of the rooms involved. Thus both the 

animal room with the pole roof and th(l hay/grain room with the split 

pole roof were once living rooms. Since the roof is an expensive part 

of the room, it is often disassembled when n room is changed from a 
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living room to a utility room, so the effect of room function changes on 

the sample is slight. 

The literature corroborates both the form-function relationship 

for roof style and the direction of that relationship suggested by the 

Darnaj data. At Tell Toqaan, Syria, usually only the reception room 

has the more prestigous flat roof (Sweet 1960:113). The Yekshawa, Iran 

example of a house describes flatroofed living rooms, storerooms and 

granaries, but stables with post-supported roofs (Christensen 1967:108). 

The guest room has especially· even roof beams ~~d lacks any interior 

supporting posts (Christensen 1967:110). At Ain Ali (Watson 1979:283) 

the roofs of living rooms utilize poplar primary beams which support a 

secondary layer of reeds or thin planks. This is then covered by a 

layer of a smaller cross beams and brush and capped with straw-tempered 

mud. For stables, porches and kitchens the reed or plank layer is 

omitted, leaving the brush visible. Similarly, in Su1aimaniye, Iran, 

the roofs of storerooms and stalls may be carelessly built (Christensen 

1967:114). 

In all of the above cases, it is clear that more money and/or 

labor is invested in living room roofs than in storeroom roofs, and 

that, in general, living room roofs exhibit a higher aesthetic quality. 

The final example of a form-function relationship for roof types is 

from Dartut, Iran (Christensen 1967:116, 117). Here flat roofed rooms 

are used as living rooms, gabled roofed rooms as grain storage rooms, 

and with one exception which is a kitchen, rooms with roofs supported 

by posts as stalls. The correlation between roof type and room function 

is, according to Christensen, almost perfect, but while it seems likely 
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that flat roofs are the most expensive, it is not certain whether the 

gabled roof of the granaries or the post-supported roof used for animal 

rooms is more costly. 

In some regions of Western Asia tiled roofs are said to be a 

sign of affluence t while the traditional flat roof is the mark of 

poverty (Hodges 1972:526; Gulick 1955:34, 35). In contrast, Sweet 

(1960:113) mentions that at Tell Toqaan flat roofs are the most pres-. 
tigious roof style with low pitched or gabled roofs and corbelled domes 

or beehive roofs being less popular. This last roof style should be 

less expensive because it does not reauire wooden cross beams (Copeland 

1955) • 

In Darnaj when reinforced concrete roofs are more common they 

may be an indication of a wealthier household~ At the moment there are 

simply too few concrete roofs to test this. Since the use of cement 

instead of the mud in a flat beamed roof increases construction costs, 

it is reasonable to suppose that this roof attribute might correlate 

with household wealth. Unfortunately, I do not have the data required 

to test this hypothesis either. Within the traditional roof types, 

despite some differences in construction costs, wealth is not effective 

in accounting for much variation in roof style either when all func-

tional room types are pooled (Tables 32 and 33) or when they are viewed 

separately. 

Floors 

Variation in floor surfaces occurs within a single compound, 

between different compounds in the same village, and between different 

regions. Thus, in Darnaj cement, limed, and dirt floors may all occur 
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Table 33. Percentage of each roof type wi thin each wealth categol'Y. -- Wealth based on 
holdings in land and animals. 1 = wealthiest; 5 = poorest. ·Percentages are 
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within a single compound; most compounds contain only limed and dirt 

floors while a few have cement as well. Limed, dirt, and cement floors 

seem most common throughout Western Asia, but wood (Leach 1940:49) and 

stone (Watson 1979:284) pavements are e1so used. 

The consequences of choosing a specific floor type are straight

forward. The choice affects the cost when materials need to be pur

chased or obtained from a distance. The major effect, however, is on 

aesthetics. This is partly because some floor surfaces such as cement 

may be currently more popular, but chiefly because there is a great 

difference in the cleanliness and ease of.dai1y maintenance of surfaces. 

Limed and cement floors are simply easier to clean than loose or even 

hard packed dirt floors. 

In the Darnaj sample the type of floor surfacing almost totally 

reflects room use (Table 34). Sitting rooms, goods storage rooms and 

food storage rooms are cemented or limed. Of the five cement floors in 

the sample, three occur in the concrete block house and one in the 

goods storeroom of a mudbrick house. The remaining cement floor is in 

the shaykh's diwan or guest room. General storage rooms, animal rooms 

and pens, and hay or grain storage rooms are never limed or plastered 

and their floor surfaces frequently are littered with straw, miscel

laneous small trash and dung which should eventually become embedded in 

the room stratigraphy. In cases where a room has changed function from 

a sitting room, goods storage room, or food storage room there may be 

traces of a limed floor beneath the present surface, but these were 

never readily visible and no excavations were attempted. Kitchens, 

food storage rooms/kitchens, and courtyards are occasionally but not 

invariably limed. 
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Table 34. The relationship of floor type to current room function. 

Floor TlEe 
Room Type Cement Limed Dirt Totals 

Sitting 2 36 0 38 

Goods 2 26 0 28 

Food Storage 0 17 0 17 

Food Storage/Kitchen 0 5 2 7 

Kitchen 0 8 10 18 

General Storage 0 2 11 13 

Animal Room/pen 0 0 35 35 

Hay/Grain Storage 0 0 36 36 

Totals 4 94 94 192 
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There seems to be a hierarchy with respect to priorities in 

floor finishes. Guest rooms, sitting rooms, goods storage rooms, and 

food storage rooms are provided with the most finished floors; kitchens, 

food storage rooms/kitchens, and general storage rooms are given second 

priority; animal rooms and hay/grain storage rooms are always left un-

finished. Kramer (1979:148, 149) has suggested that in Shihabad, Iran, 

floor surfaces reflect room function. While her floor types are not 

identical to those recorded in Darnaj, the basic hierarchy of finish 

types with respect to room function is the same. Thus 

• • • living room floors are carefully smoothed, usually plas
tered, and often whitewashed; kitchen floors are rarely white
washed, and storeroom floors are only very roughly plastered 
with chaff-tempered mud. Stable floors are not finished, and 
are covered with a treacherous but most diagnostic combination 
of animal dung and decomposing fodder (Kramer 1979:48). 

The literature repeatedly suggests that variatic~ in floor types 

can be correlated with differences in wealth. In the Rowanduz area in 

the 1930s wooden floors were a sign of affluence (Leach 1940:49); more 

recently in Kurdish areas of Iran (Hansen 1961:25; Watson 1979:282) 

cement floors are found in upper income homes. In Darnaj, floor type 

does not seem to be usable as an indicator of wealth. Cement floors 

are currently rare and, with the exception of the shaykh's guest room 

(a very special purpose room), are not found in any of the wealthiest 

compounds in the sample. 

In ShShabad variations in wealth may be indicated by the quality 

of floor maintenance (Kramer 1979:148). There, the ideal is to resur-

face living floors annually, but some residents are unable to do so 

because they lack the necessary chaff. Quality of floor maintenance is 
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not helpful for Darnaj as the general attitude is that, if a floor is 

well-made initially, periodic reliming is not necessary. Theoretically, 

if this is really adhered to, the condition of a limed floor would re

flect both the age of the room and the amount of use it had received. 

No data were collected on patterns of wear in floor surfaces, however. 

Windows and Doors 

Windows and doors are comprised of an aperture and frequently 

some type of removable cover to the opening. Window size can vary 

greatly from small holes placed in the walls to full-size windows. In 

Darnaj small apertures, here termed "holes," are more common than win

dows. The houses sampled had a total of 176 holes and only 32 window

size openings. This situation seems common, since the 1iteratu=e fre

quently mentions the smallness of window openings (Chesney 1969:127; 

Nissen 1968:109; Barth 1953:101; E1 Khoury 1975:3; Thoumin 1932:25; 

Lutfiyya 1966:20; Ragette 1974:32). In Western Asia window coverings 

range from screen and glass (Watson 1978:134,1979:122; Christensen 

1967:96, 110; Leach 1940:49) to oiled paper (Chesney 1969:127) to rags 

(Ragette 1974:32; Nissen 1958:109) to pieces of wood (Copeland 1955:23). 

Large windows may even be filled in with mud during the winter (Watson 

1979:122). 

Door openings exhibit variation in both length and width. In 

Darnaj p1ar.k, sheet metal, and wrought iron doors are all found. Watson 

(1979:122) records doors of planks, wattle and daub and corrugated metal 

or flattened gas cans at Hasanabad, and Christensen (1967:109) mentions 

both plank and sheet metal doors at Yekshawa, Iran. 
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The type, size and placement of doors and windows influence the 

interior climate and the amount of illumination in a room, its cost and 

aesthetic qualities, and the degree of privacy it affords. 

The interior climate of a room is, in part, determined by the 

size and placement of its window and door openings. This influence is 

mediated by the kind of coverings used in or over the openings when no 

ventilation is desired. The amount of airflow in a ventilated room is 

regulated primarily by the placement of window and door openings. In

creasing the dimensions of openings only affects the airflow if the 

opening is oblique to external air currents or openings in parallel 

walls ar~ simultaneously increased (Givoni 1976:291, 292). Even when 

these conditions are met the increase in ventilation is not propor

tional to the increase in opening size (Givoni 1976:292). Openings in 

parallel or adjacent walls provide a much greater airflow than openings 

in a single wall. When a room is cross ventilated the air speeds with

in the room can be 60 percent of the external air speeds and up to a 

maximum of 120 percent, but with no crose ventilation they tend to be 

around 15 percent with a minimum of 10 percent of the external wind 

velocity (Givoni 1976:308). Window height also determines the effec

tiveness of the ventilation system, since very little airflow occurs 

below sill height (Givoni 1976:299). High windows are therefore poor 

ventilators unless paired with low windows, allowing an airflow pattern 

from the lower to upper apertures. 

In addition to increasing the air currents within a room, 

windows decrease the insulation of a room dramatically, allowing a heat 

flow roughly proportional to their size (Givoni 1976:346). This heat 
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flow occurs both during the summer when hot air is entering the room and 

in the winter in artificially heated rooms when hot air is leaving the 

room. Even when window openings are masked the coverings are frequently 

poor insulators and are made even more so by cracks around the window 

openings. In a highly ventilated room the potential for temperature 

control is reduced and interior temperatures mirror the exterior c1i.mate 

more closely (Givoni 1976:34). 

Givoni (1976:343), based on his work in Israel, argues that in 

hot desert climates, since the air is dry, not much air movement is 

required to combat discomfort due to skin moisture and calculates that 

adequate internal airflow is generated by convection currents due to 

temperature differences in differently oriented walls. Thus in desert 

regions it is undesirable to ventilate rooms during the hot summer days, 

although during the cooler nights increased ventilation will help to 

reduce internal air temperature. In short, during the summer, if sleep

ing is done outdoors making night room temperatures less important, the 

best strategy for keeping interior room day temperatures cool is by 

damping external variation with thick walls and few apertures. During 

the winter, windows can increase room temperatures some during the 

warmer days, but provide an avenue for heat flow during cold days and 

at night, when the rooms are artificially heated. Again, the best 

strategy for maintaining an optimal temperature seems to be fewer and 

smaller apertures. 

Window and door openings affect internal environment by letting 

in dust as well as allowing airflow and, in areas with dust storms, 

this may encourage the adoption of smaller window openings. In some 
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areas windows open only onto courtyards, never onto streets or fields 

and it is possible that this also can be explained as an attempt to 

alleviate the problem of dust storms (Bonine 1980:198). In some houses 

door and window openings improve the interior climate by providing an 

escape route for smoke (Leach 1940:49; Canaan 1933:62; Barth 1953:101). 

Holes right below the roof are especially effective for this and re

stricting the air movement to the upper levels of the room makes the 

smoke rise (McHenry 1976:56). 

Windows, doors and roof openings provide the only natural 

illumination in a room and obviously a room without apertures or with 

few openings will be dark. This may be a disadvantage for certain 

activities, despite its thermic advantage during the summer. Large 

windows, particularly with glass panes, should be avoided because they 

cause glare (Walker 1953:5). This glare problem can also be mitigated 

by locating windows under protruding roof beams (E1 Khoury 1975:3). 

The nature of window and door coverings affect the potential 

for controlling interior climate. Doors and windows are customarily 

designed so that they can be opened either with a mechanical device or 

by totally removing the aperture covering. If the maximal control over 

temperature is to be attained, both windows and doors _should open and 

shut easily. Some techniques for closing windows, such as filling the 

opening with mud or bricks or attaching plastic or oiled paper panes 

to the window edge and securing them with mud and lime plaster require 

labor if the window is to be opened. Similarly, some glass or screen 

panes are designed so that they are embedded in a wooden frame and can

not be opened and shut at will. While all of these semi-permanent 
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window closures can be rem~ved if desired, this entails labor, making 

alterations in the window covering infrequent and reducing the potential 

for daily temperature control. 

When a door or window is shut its ability to regulate internal 

temperature depends upon its efficiency as an insulator and its ability 

to block out external light, when desired. The latter is perhaps a 

moot consideration, since windows and holes are frequently covered by 

interior wall hangings which can either be tied away from the opening 

or hung over it. The former quality, the heat resistance of the window, 

is very important in determining both heat gain during the summer and 

heat loss during the winter. The window coverings used in Darnaj and 

elsewhere in Western Asia are hard to rank as insulators. Door cover

ings are easier, as wood is a much better insulator than sheet metal. 

Furthermore, the sheet metal doors are frequently loosely made, allowing 

air to flow freely through the spaces. Thus, wooden plank doors should 

provide the best insulation followed by wrought iron, while sheet metal 

doors are the poorest insulators. 

The cost of the windows and doors lies chiefly in the type of 

covering used, although if window or door width is sufficiently de

creased it is possible to save money by omitting the l:.ntel (Thoumin 

1932: 9). Glass windows are much more expensive than any other window 

type. Glass panes set in metal frames are more costly than panes set 

in wooden frames. Of the door types wrought metal doors are more ex

pensive than plank doors which are, in turn, more costly than doors 

made of sheet metal. 
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Differences in aesthetic value between door and window openings 

and covers are subjective and hence difficult to assess culturally. At 

pr2sent in Darnaj there is a preference for larger and glass paned or 

screened windows, but this seems a rather recent innovation. There are, 

however, readily observable differences in the workmanship of various 

kinds of doors. Wrought metal doors are made by specialists and 

reasonably well crafted; sheet metal doors are usually very shoddy

looking affairs; plank doors vary from very smoothly planed doors of 

even boards to roughly finished units of unequal planks. 

A final consequence of window size and placement is the re

sultant degree of privacy. In Darnaj windows face both onto courtyards 

and onto exterior spaces such as alleys and fields. In some areas of 

Western Asia the lower windows face only the courtyard, while upper 

windows can face the street as well (Canaan 1933:66). In other areas 

few windows face the street (Leatherdale 1948:68; Bonine 1980:198). 

This is usually interpreted as reflecting a desire for privacy, al

though, as mentioned above, it may be an attempt at protection from 

dust. 

When windows and doors are installed, their style, size, and 

placement depends upon the current styles, the wealth of the household, 

the intended room function, and local religious or cultural beliefs 

about the need for privacy. 

Since windows with glass panes or screens are an innovation 

from the West, it might be expected that they would be a helpful 

chronological indicator. Table 35, which shows the percentage of rooms 

of each age range that have glass or screen covered windows, 



Table 35. Relationship of room age to Dumber of glass paned or 
screened windows. 

Age of Rooms 
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(in years) Percentage with Windows Number of Rooms 

5 or less 12 8 

6-10 29 28 

11-15 33 6 

16-20 32 22 

21-25 11 9 

26-30 0 26 

30 and above 14 7 

Totals 18 106 
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demonstrates that this is not so. There are two possible reasons. I 

have no data on the dates when glass wind~ws were first introduced in 

the Middle Euphrates. It may simply be that they were reasonably common 

there as long as 20 or 25 years ago and hence do not represent a recent 

enough stylistic change to allow seriation, given the limited time 

depth of my sample. Alternatively, and I feel more likely, window type 

does not correlate ~ith room age because of the possibility of remodel

ing windows and altering window coverings. 

Room function is one determinant of the number, style and 

placement of windows. This is probably due to differences in the per

ceived ventilation and illumination requirements of the different room 

types, the required visual appearance, and the amount of money the 

householder is willing to spend. 

In the Darnaj sample, with two exceptions (a food storage room 

and a food storage room/kitchen), only sitting rooms and goods storage 

rooms had formal windows with frames enclosing either screen or glass 

panes. Several kitchens had large window-sized wall openings, but none 

of these were covered. 

Sitting rooms were in general much more highly ventilated than 

goods storage rooms. They averaged 0.553 (S.D. = .795) windows and 

2.42 (S.D. = 5.4) holes in contrast to the 0.142 (S.D. =.448) windows 

and 1.57 (S.D. = 5.29) holes of goods storage rooms (Table 36). Simi

larly more sitting rooms had ventilation through doors and windows or 

holes located in either parallel or adjacent walls (Table 37) and fewer 

had no windows or hole at all (Table 36). Numerous times we were told 

that a certain room was the sitting room because it got the best 
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Table 36. Number of windows and holes with respeet to eurrent room 
funetion. -- SD = standard deviation. 

Average Average Pereentage with No 
Number of Number oi Windows or Holes 

Room Type Windows Holes Opening to Outside 

Sitting N=38 .552 2.42 
(SD = .795) (SD = 5.4) 8 

Goods Storage N=28 .142 1.57 
(SD = .142) (SD = 5.29) 29 

Food Storage N=17 .058 2.06 
(SD = .24) (SD = 1.712) 24 

Food Storage/Kitchen .142 1 
N=17 (SD = .378) (SD = 1.15) 29 

Kitehen N=18 .222 .944 
(SD = .548) (SD = 1.26) 44 

General Storage N=14 0 .256 
(SD = 0) (SD = .611) 71 

Animal Room/pen N=34 0 .142 
(SD = 0) (SD = .430) 97 

Hay/Grain Storage .055 .417 
N=36 (SD == .333) (SD = .874) 72 
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Table 37. Relationship of ventilation patterns to current room func-
tion. -- The figure in parenthesis is the percentage when 
windows or doors leading into adjacent rooms are included. 

,; with ,; with Cross 
,; with Cross Adjacent or Adjacent 

Room Type Ventilation Windows/Holes Ventilation 

45 29 61 
Sitting (N=38) (47) (42) (79) 

18 14 25 
Goods Storage (N=28) (18) (21) (29) 

59 24 71 
Food Storage (N=17) (59) (24) (71) 

Food Storage/ 14 57 71 
Kitchen (N=7) (14) (57) (71) 

6 39 39 
Kitchen (N=18) (11) (50) (50) 

21 0 21 
General Storage (N=14) (21) ( 0) (21) 

3 3 3 
Animal Room/Pen Or=34) ( 6) ( 3) ( 6) 

3 3 3 
Hay/Grain Storage (N=36) \ 3) ( 6) ( 6) 
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breezes. Given this, the observed differences in ventilation, the over

all similarities of structure and usage, and the fact that some families 

did not profess to own a sitting room and usually carried out activities 

normally done in the sitting room, such as entertaining guests, in the 

goods storage room (or less frequently in the food storage room), it is 

proposed that one of the major definitional distinctions between a 

sitting room and a goods storage room is the nature of the ventilation. 

This is interesting in view of the fact that windows should be a thermal 

liability rather than an asset during most times of the year. 

Like sitting rooms, food storage rooms and food storage rooms/ 

kitchens are well ventilated. Kitchens display a lot of variability, 

but, in general, have fewer windows and holes and are less consistently 

cross-ventilated. General storage rooms, animal rooms and pens and 

hay/grain storage rooms have few windows, and the number decreases 

further if units that have previously functioned as sitting rooms, 

goods rooms or food storage rooms are removed from the sample. The con

sequences of this lack of windows is that goods storage rooms and hay/ 

grain storage rooms are usually poorly ventilated. Since animal rooms 

and pens are frequently unroofed or only partially roofed, they re

ceive an airflow from other sources and the absence of windows and 

holes does not result in a lack of ~dequate ventilation. 

As the number and size of room apertures relates directly to 

the available natural illumination, the number of windows and holes 

(Table 36) reveals something about the relative brightness of different 

types of room units. Sitting and food storage rooms are usually better 

illuminated than goods storage rooms, kitchens, general storage rooms, 
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and hay/grain storage rooms. Likewise, the amount of money invested in 

sitting room windows is much greater than for other rooms. Glass paned 

windows are found almost exclusively in sitting rooms and in all seven 

cases where a room had more than one window that room was built as a 

sitting room. 

That windows tend to be an attribute ,of certain room types 

rather than others is corroborated by the literature. Living rooms and 

guest rooms often have windows (Thoumin 1932:26; Stirling 1965:22; 

Christensen 1967:110; Watson 1979:122 (Hasanabad), 282 (Ain Ali), and 

Hodges 1972:526, 527) and these may have glass panes (Christensen 1967: 

110). In contrast, storage rooms (Christensen 1967:1U9, 114; Ragette 

1974:32; Hodges 1972:526, 527; Canaan 1933:52; El Khoury 1975:4) and 

stalls (Christensen 1967:114) are said to lack windows. At Ain Ali 

(Watson 1979:283) kitchens mayor may not have windows and in a Yekshawa 

compound (Christensen 1967:109) the kitchen is described as dusky. An 

examination of the available published houseplans (Christensen 1967; 

Dalman 1964; Hansen 1961; Thoumin 1932, 1939; Charles 1939; Reuther 

1910; Bonine 1980) reveals that this relationship between room structure 

and function is common, but not ubiquitous. In particular it may not be 

as valid for houses owned by the more westernized, urban and upper class 

segments of the population, as these dwellings tend to have more windows 

and more storage rooms with windows. 

Doors also reflect room function. In Darnaj door openings for 

living' rooms are always greater than standing height, but it is neces

sary to stoop to enter some utility and animal rooms. While any room 

with limed floors may have a raised door sill, only hayrooms cannot be 
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easily entered by stepping into them. For this room type the "door" 

opening is sometimes more of a window raised to about waist height. In 

Darnaj sheet metal doors or very rough plank doors are usually used on 

courtyard entrances, animal yards, hay/grain storage rooms, general 

storage rooms and kitchens, while more finished plank doors are used 

on sitting rooms and food and goods storage rooms. Both Christensen 

and Watson corroborate the use of less finished door types on utility

type rooms. In Yekshawa (Christensen 1967:110) sheet metal doors are 

used on stalls and in Hasanabad storeroom doors are sometimes of wattle 

and daub (Watson 1979:121). 

Several sources (Leach 1940:49; Christensen 1976:96; Watson 

1978:134; Kramer 1979) note that the presence or absence of glass window 

panes and the size and quantity of these panes is an indicator of rela

tive household wealth. Since the use of glass windows increases build

ing expenditures, this seems reasonable. In the Darnaj sample 80 

percent of the houses in the wealthiest category have at least one glass 

or screened window (Table 38). None of the houses in the poorest cate

gory have formal windows. Thus, if merely the two ends of the wealth 

spectrum are examined the correlation between affluence and the use of 

formal windows seems to hold. The inclusion of the middle three wealth 

categories (categories 2, 3, and 4) complicates the picture and shows 

drawbacks of using this attribute alone as a wealth indicator, since 

among them windows are fairly evenly distributed with many, but not all, 

houses having windows. 
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Table 38. Relationship between wealth based on holdings in land and 
animals and number of glass-paned windows. -- 1 = richest; 
5 = poorest. 

No. of Percentage N in 
Wealth No. Average no. Houses with Houses with Cate-

Category Windows Windows/House Windows Windows gory 

1 9 1.8 4 0.8 5 

2 8 1.6 2 0.4 5 

3 11 0.71 7 0.5 14 

4 1 0.25 1 0.25 4 

5 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 
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Summary 

Each time a room is built an entire series of decisions must be 

made about the construction and finishing of walls, roofs and floors 

and about the style and placement of windows and doors. The room's 

thermal properties, cost, durability, and aesthetic qualities are all 

determined by which attributes are chosen by the builder. The preceding 

chapter has systematically examined some of the structural attributes 

of a domestic unit. It has discussed both the effect of a given attri

bute on the properties of the room and the circumstances under which a 

given attribute tends to be selected. The utility of this information 

for archaeologically discerning intra-site variations in wealth, family 

demography, and room function will be discussed in future chapters. 



CHAPTER 5 

COMPOUND FEATURES, FURNISHINGS AND HOUSEHOLD 
ARTIFACTS 

Each compound contains numerous immovable features such as bread 

ovens, hearths and niches. Movable furnishings such as trunks and tea 

chests, and household possessions such as dishes, bedding and clothes 

are also found. In a study of household variability, the most important 

diagnostic attribute of these features is their functional utility. 

Since many features, furnishings and artifacts overlap functionally 

they will be discussed in the following functional categories: (1) 

storage facilities; (2) cooking and serving facilities; (3) personal 

items; (4) bedding; (5) implements relating to agriculture and animal 

husbandry; and (6) luxury items. When applicable, the following ques-

tions will be answered for each feature, furnishing and household object 

discussed: (a) What are its major and auxiliary uses?; (b) Where in 

the compound is it usually found?; (c) When is it obtained?; (d) What 

is its normal use-history?; (e) Do the socioeconomic variables of wealth, 

household size and number of co-residing conjugal family units influence 

its occurrence or frequency in a compound? 

Storage Facilities 

Most of a household's possessions are usually in storage. The 

most common storage facilities are wall niches and window ledges, 

shelves, pegs and clothes racks, wooden trestles, china cabinets, small 
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wood and screen cabinets, trunks, suitcases~ wooden and cardboard boxes, 

sacks, pottery or glass jars, and metal cans. None of the storage 

facilities is single-purpose; all can be used to store any of a variety 

of items. 

Wall niches, which are common throughout Western Asia, and 

window ledges are used to store almost anything. Most frequently they 

are receptacles for clothes or bedding, other storage facilities such 

as sacks and boxes, or miscellaneous small items such as radios, 

spindles, dishes, and food. Occasionally, however, large items like 

winter stoves may be stored in niches and some niches may at times be 

totally empty. Niches are found in sooms designed for sitting rooms, 

goods storage rooms, and food storage rooms. They are permanent room 

features, built into the initial const?uction. Normally if a room 

changes function and the niches are no longer required, they are not 

remodeled. Thus animal pens or hay rooms that were once living rooms 

will still retain niches, although these are no longer in use. The 

number of niches per room d~es not correlate with wealth, household 

size, or number of co-residing conjugal family units. 

Wooden shelves are not a common feature in the Darnaj compounds. 

They are occasionally found in sitting rooms, goods storage rooms, food 

storage rooms and kitchens, and are placed high on the wall. Only in 

one instance were shelves constructed within a niche. Shelves are used 

to store pots and pans, food or miscellaneous items. They are not a 

useful indicator of socioeconomic variables. 

Pegs and clothes racks are frequently installed on the walls of 

the sitting rooms, goods storage rooms, food storage rooms and general 
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store rooms. At a given time they may be empty or hold clothes, bags, 

bottles, strings of dried okra, etc. Sometimes pegs are used to hold 

ropes strung across sections of the room and hung with clothing. ' 

Wooden trestles or trestles with clay bases and wooden cross 

supports are used to elevate bedding, trunks, boxes, sacks and other 

objects from the ground level. There are two qualities of trestles. 

The higher quality, made of milled boards, is usually found in sitting 

or goods storage rooms. Bedding and rugs are almost invariably stacked 

on this type of trestle, but they are sometimes used for trunks, sacks 

or other items. The lower quality is made wholly or partly of poles and 

is most often, but not invariably, in foods storage rooms or general 

storage rooms, and supports sacks of food, boxes, trunks, and numerous 

miscellaneous objects. Trestles are not a good socioeconomic indicator, 

but the number of board trestles is a rough index of the quantity of 

bedding stored. The relationship of household wealth, size and number 

of co-residing units to the amount of bedding owned by the household 

is discussed below. 

China cabinets can be purchased in the nearby village of Mayadin 

as well as in more distant towns like Dayr az Zawr, Aleppo and Damascus. 

They are made of either metal or wood with glass-paned doors and come 

in a variety of sizes. China cabinets are used to store not only 

dishes, but other food-related items such as extra primus stoves, small 

thermoses, pots and pans, miscellaneous food items, and a variety of 

the small objects. Some china cabinets are carefully arranged and a 

display of the dishes contained within is obviously desired; others 

give a visual impression of disarray. Their tops provide an additional 
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storage surface which is usually stacked with pots, pans and metal 

serving trays, but may be used to store rugs or bedding instead. For 

the purpose of analysis, I have separated china cabinets into large and 

small categories on the basis of the amount of floor area occupied in 

conjunction with a visual inspection for height. In the small category 

I have included the small wood and screen cabinets found in some house

holds. With respect to size they are the rough equivalents of the small 

china cabinets. Although originally designed for the storage and pro

tection of food, they are usually used to store dishes, pots and pans 

and various other small objects as well, and are thus the functional 

equivalents of the small china cabinets. 

The large china cabinets are one of the more expensive single 

items owned by most households. Furthermore, they are used to display 

the family's china and glassware. They are always found in the sitting 

or goods storage room, rather than the food storage room even though, 

in fact, they may be used to store small amounts of food. The small 

china cabinets and wood and screen cabinets are usually less visually 

appealing and while they also are more frequently kept in the sitting 

or goods storage room, they are occasionally found in food storage rooms 

as well. While china cabinets are occasionally purchased individually, 

they are a standard dowry item, and ~lthough I have no quantifiable 

data on their acquisition, it seems likely that the majority of the 

china cabinets in the sample were brought into the household as parts 

of dowries. While I have no data on the use-life of the china cabinets, 

it seems likely that this is fairly long, especially as several rather 

battered china cabinets were observed still in use. 
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The number of small china cabinets owned by a household does not 

correlate significantly with household size, wealth, or the number of 

co-residing conjugal family units in the household; however, both the 

number of large china cabinets and the total number of large and small 

cabinets correlate significantly with household size and number of co

residing units (Figs. 57 and 58). Multiple regressions indicate that 

the number of co-residing conjugal family units is the important vari

able for predicting either the number of large china cabinets or the 

total number of china cabinets owned by a household (Tables 39 and 40). 

This is understandable in light of the fact that china cabinets are 

frequently acquired in dowries. 

According to informants, trunks and suitcases are used chiefly 

to store clothes, personal possessions and dried vegetables. I did not 

feel able to ask to inspect the actual contents of the trunks in the 

sample households and so I do not have any observational data on their 

contents. Trunks come in a range of sizes -- from large decorated 

wooden chests down to small suitcase-sized trunks constructed of wood 

covered with sheets of aluminum printed with American soft drink 

labels. Because of the continuity in sizes and their functional simi

larity, I have combined the trunks described above and the plastic or 

leather suitcases found in some homes for analytic purposes. Trunks 

and suitcases are found in sitting rooms, and storage rooms for goods, 

food, or miscellaneous junk and agricultural implements. They are not 

found in hay rooms or animal rooms. Trur~6 are reportedly included in 

a dowry, but they may, as well, be purchased individually at any time. 

The number of trunks and suitcases correlates with both the number of 



Number- of People r = .60 
P7.00l Number of Units 

Number of Large China Cabinets 

Figure 57. Pearson correlations between the number of large china 
cabinets and household size and number of conjugal family 
units in the Darnaj sample. 
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Figure 58. Pearson corr~lations between total number of china cabinets 
and household size and the number of co-residing conjugal 
family units in the Darnaj sample. 



Table 39. Multiple regression of number of large china cabinets with 
household size and number of cn-residing family units. 

Independent F Multiple Multiple R2 
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Vm'iab1e Value Significance R R2 Change 

Unit 7.20 .012 .56 .31 .31 

People .02 .885 .56 .31 .00 

Overall F = 6.04 
Significance = .007 
Multiple R2 = .31 

Dependent Variable = number of large china cabinets. 



Table 40. Multiple regression of total number of china cabinets with 
household size and number of co-residing conjugal family 
units. 

Independent 
Variable 

Unit 

People 

F 
Value 

.02 

Significance 
Multiple 

R 

.038 

.896 

= 4.04 
.029 
.23 

Overall F 
Significance = 
Mul tiple R2 = 

.48 

.48 

Dependent Variable = total china cabinets. 

Multiple 
R2 

.23 

.23 

.48 

.00 
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people and the number of conjugal family units in the household (Fig. 

59). Both of these intercorrelated variables are probably contributing 

slightly to this relationship, since a multiple regression (Table 41) 

shows neither household size nor number of co-residing units independent 

of their intercorrelations to be significant for predicting the number 

of trunks and suitcases owned by a household. 

Cardboard boxes are used by some households to store a variety 

of items. Informants particularly mentioned storing dried vegetables 

in boxes stacked on the floor or hung from the roof beams. Like trunks 

and suitcases, cardboard boxes can be found in sitting rooms or any 

storage room. They are not considered dowry items and may be obtained 

at any time. In addition. since cardboard boxes are relatively perish

able, many of them probably have a short use-life, although I have no 

actual data on this. Discarded boxes, like all flammable refuse, are 

used to fuel bread ovens or hearths. Because of their transitory nature 

and the fact that there are no readily discernible relationships between 

number of cardboard boxes and any socioeconomic variable, I have 

attempted no statistical analysis. 

Paper. plastic and cloth sacks are all found in Darnaj house

holds. Many households weave large, coarse sacks of local wool. As 

with trunks, suitcases and cardboar~ boxes, there is much flexibility 

in the items stored in sacks. Some generalizations can be made, how

ever. The most common sack type is the large locally-woven bag, usually 

used to store foodstuffs such as grain, sugar and flour. These are 

placed on the floor, or, more frequently. set on WI den trestles, and 

are found in food storage rooms, or, if the household lacks this room 



Number of 
People 

r = .45 
2 .20 r = 

P 5 .007 

r = .60 
p:f .001 

r = .48 
2 r := 

Number of Trunks 
and Suitcases 

Number of 
Conjugal 
Family Units 

Figure 59. Pearson correlations between total number of trunks and 
suitcases and household size and number of co-residing 
conjugal family units in the Darnaj sample. 
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Table 41. Multiple regression of total number of trunks and suitcases 
owned with number of eo-residing units and household size. 

) 

Independent F" Multiple Multiple R2 
Variable Value Significance R R2 Change 

Unit 2.52 .124 .48 .23 .23 

People 1.46 .237 .52 .27 .04 

Overall F = 4.95 
Significance = .015 
Mul tiple R2 = .27 

Dependent Variable = number of trunks and suitcases. 
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type, in goods storage rooms or kitchens. Perhaps because of their 

size, these cloth sacks are also sometimes used to cover large items 

such as winter stoves or tents while they are being stored. Wool, 

woolen yarn, and cotton are perhaps the non-food items most frequently 

stored in sacks. They are usually kept in cloth or plastic sacks on 

the floor, in niches, or hanging from a peg on the wall. In addition 

to the sacks currently in use, most households have extra, empty sacks. 

As with cardboard boxes, no statistical attempts have been made to 

relate sack number with socioeconomic factors. Sweet (1960:119) associ

ates the use of sacks instead of chests or other stationary features 

with nomadism. The Darnaj residents are of nomadic descent, but it 

seems dubious to assert that their extensive use of bags is an indica

tion of these origi-'iiEf. 

The variety of pottery or glass storage facilities owned by the 

households in Darnaj sample is limited. Roughly conical water jars of 

a thick, porous, unglazed pottery are used by all to store water. They 

are placed in wooden stands or, in one case, in a metal can either 

indoors in sitting, goods storage, food storage, kitchens, water or 

wash rooms or in a shady spot outdoors. Evaporation through the porous 

jar surfaces keeps the water cool. The jars are manufactured in a shop 

across the Euphrates between 'Asharah and Dayr az Zawr. Although most 

households own only one water jar at a time, occasionally there were 

discarded or stored unused ones in the compound as well. Perhaps it 

should be noted here that the fact that a jar is d~~aged does not mean 

it is no longer in use. Two of the 30 households sampled were currently 

using damaged water jars as their major water storage vessel. The total 
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number of water jars including stored and damaged jars per household 

correlates significantly with the number of conjugal units in the house-, 

hold (despite that fact that household 15 with four conjugal units had 

only one water jar), but the amount of variance in water jar number 

explained by the number of co-residing units is low, a mere 12 percent 

(r = .35, p~.03). Furthermore. co-residing conjugal units did not 

seem to utilize separate water jars, so the correlation may be simply 

a matter of coincidence. The other pottery type occasionally found in 

Darnaj households was a brown glazed ewer. Inhabitants said that this 

jar type was designed to hold salt, but salt was found in only a few of 

the jars. Others contained food stuffs such as a few onions. but the 

majority were empty and in storage in food 01' general storage rooms. 

All the Darnaj households had at least some glass bottles or 

jars in evidence. but these were never numerous and the variety in 

types and sizes was great, so no statistics have been attempted. Glass 

jars range from large. approximately gallon-sized jars, often used for 

jams or to store preserved peppers or tomatoes to small glass jars of 

the type in which honey or jam can be purchased. These were usually 

empty or used to keep food and were stored in food storage rooms or 

kitchens or in china or wood and screen cabinets. A third common type 

of jar were medicine bottles, usually kept either in china or wood and 

screen cabinets or hung from pegs on sitting room, goods storage room 

or food storage room walls. 

Cans of various shapes and sizes are common objects in Da~naj 

and range in size from large gasoline cans to small food canso In 

general cans seem to be kept, although some of the cans were very old 
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and rusty and were not in use. The detailed study of these cans, their 

acquisition, reuse, storage and disposal would not be devoid of inter

est; however, it would be a rather complex and time-consuming studyo 

In sum, in Darnaj most storage facilities are multi-functional. 

The mere presence of sack, box, or chest does not allow one to predict 

the contents. Furthermore, at least at a given moment in time, some 

storage facilities may be empty or only partly full while others are 

crammed. To complicate the problem, some households have items normally 

kept in a storage facility just lying on the floor. These factors make 

it seem unlikely that it would be possible to ascertain the amount of 

food, wool, bedding, clothes, or most other types of possessions owned 

by the household simply on the basis of the number and type of storage 

facilities. I have not attempted this, however, and do not have the 

requisite information to do so. 

storage facilities do vary with room function to a certain ex

tent and this may be one functional index. The utility of storage 

facilities for indicating the socioeconomic characteristics of a house

hold varies with respect to whether the facility is often acquired as 

part of the dowry or not. Thus, the number of china cabinets, espe

cially the large china cabinets which are important elements of the 

dowry, co-varies positively with the number of co-residing family units 

independent of its intercorrelation with other socioeconomic variables, 

while other sto~age facilities, such as trunks t do not. Water jars are 

the one possible exception to this, but the percentage of variance in 

water jar number explained by the number of co-residing units is low, 
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and there were no instances of conjugal units each with their own water 

jar so this correlation may be a matter of coincidence. 

Cooking and Serving Facilities 

In Darnaj today most cooking is done in aluminum pans over a 

primus stove or a hearth (see Chapter 2). Food is served communally in 

bowls and on large metal trays placed on the floor. Five categories of 

cooking and serving facilities will be discussed here: primus stoves, 

hearths, bread ovens, pots and pans, and dishes. 

In the Darnaj sample all the households except three owned at 

least one primus and several (seven) had more than one. In some cases 

when multiple primus stoves were in evidence only one was being used 

and the rest were in storage. In other cases all were in use. In-use 

primus stoves were found in kitchens, courtyards, food storage rooms, 

goods storage rooms and sitting rooms, depending on where cooking was 

being done that day. Primus stoves are more quickly heated than hearths 

and are almost always used to prepare tea for guests. In some house

holds they may be used for all the daily cooking. The family with 

which we lived, for example, only cooked on a hearth once during our 

stay. That was when they prepared a special dinner of kabobs for their 

eldest son, who had just returned on leave from the army. In addition 

to providing heat for cooking, primus stoves are used to boil wash 

water. The number of primus stoves owned by a household correlates 

with neither household wealth nor the number of co-residing conjugal 

family units. The lack of a correlation with number of conjugal units 

should be understood with reference to the fact that women in extended, 

polygynous and multiple families normally cook together. Household size 
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does correlate significantly with the number of primus stoves (r = .45, 

p ~.OO7) which is reasonable since the necessity of feedin~ a large 

family may require several pots of food to be prepared simultaneously. 

Nevertheless, it should be noted that only a small proportion (20%) of 

the inter-household variation in number of primus stoves can be pre

dicted by differences in household size. 

The compounds in the Darnaj sample had from zero to four hearths 

at the time of the study. All of these except one were situated in 

either courtyards or kitchens. Hearths are used for the same purposes 

as primus stoves and occasionally for roasting meat as well. While 

archaeologically the hearth tends to be a well-preserved feature, indi

vidual hearths can be a transitory courtyard feature since some families 

cover-up hearths that are no longer in use and all surface traces are 

rather rapidly obliterated. Thus, the hearth numbers recorded for 

households should be representative of that moment in time and might 

well have been larger or smaller several months or even days later. 

The number of hearths per household correlates significantly with all 

of the socioeconomic variables tested (Fig. 60), but none of these vari

ables has a significant relationship to hearth number independent of its 

intercorrelations with the other socioeconomic variables (Table 42). 

Bread is baked on a special oven (see Chapter 2) which is 

always located outdoors and sometimes even placed outside the compound 

walls. All households except two had their own bread oven. One of 

these households was occupied by an elderly, crippled widow who lived 

mainly on charity and did not often bake. She did, however, occasion

ally still make bread using a traditional pastoral saj, a convex metal 
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Figure 60. Pearson correlations between total number of china cabinets 
and wealth, household size, and the number of co-residing 
conjugal family units in the Darnaj sample. 
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Table 42. Multiple regression of number of hearths with wealth, house
hold size and number of co-residing conjugal family units. 

Independent F 
Variable Value 

Wealth 2.49 

Unit .78 

People .15 

Multiple 
Significance 

.127 

.385 

.705 

= 4.06 
.01 
.35 

Overall F 
Significance = 
Multiple R2 = 

R 

.54 

.59 

.59 

Dependent Variable = num~e~ of hearths. 

Multiple R2 
R2 Change 

.29 .29 

.34 .04 

.35 .00 
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disc on which bread could be baked over a hearth. The other ovenless 

household, House 10, reported that their bread oven had been demolished 

recently when their neighbor built a wall and that they were currently 

sharing his oven. Thoumin (1932:25) reports that the poorest families 

do not own a bread oven and make their bread on their neighbor's oven 

or on the saj. Household 13, the widow's is one of the poorest in the 

village, but her age and crippled condition may be even more important 

reasons for her lack of an oven. Household 10 is one of the wealthiest 

in the sample, so this wealth-oven relationship does not work well for 

the 30 households. Kramer (1979:159) proposes that household wealth, 

because of its relationship to a family's ability to afford fuel for 

more than one oven, may influence the number of ovens owned. Five of 

the households sampled had more than one bread oven, but in no case was 

the second oven currently in use. All were either built as spare ovens 

or were old, worn-out ovens that had not been demolished. Given this 

cultural framework and the knowledge that the co-residing conjugal 

units of polygynous and multiple families usually bake together, it is 

not surprising that the number of bread ovens owned correlates signifi

cantly with neither wealth, household size, nor the number of co

residing conjugal family units. 

Cooking is done in metal pots and pans which come in a full 

range of sizes and shapes. No pottery cooking pots are currently used. 

Pots and pans are used for preparing food, storing food for short 

periods, and washing clothes and dishes, as well as cooking food. At 

a ~iven moment most of a household's pots and pans will be in storage, 

rather than in use. Thus, they will usually be found in or on top of 



a china cabinet or on a shelf in a sitting, goods storage, or food 

storage room rather than in the kitchen, courtyard, or wherever food 
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is actually prepared and cooked. Additional concentrations of pots and 

pans may be occasionally found on racks, beds or large cans in the 

courtyard where they are drying after being washed. Kitchens usually 

contain only a few pots and pans. Cooking utensils such as pots and 

pans are included in every dowry, but, like other items, may be pur

chased individually too. Worn out pots and pans may be recycled as con

tainers for animal food and are seen in animal pens and courtyards 

fulfilling this function. Other old cooking ware may be stored in 

general storage or food rooms or simply left in the kitchen. Each 

household was assigned a one to three (1 = below average; 3 = above 

average) ranking for the total number of metal pots and pans owned by 

the household. This total correlated significantly only with the number 

of co-residing conjugal units (r = .50, p~.OO3), a not surprising con

clusion in view of the fact that pots and pans are commonly dowry items. 

According to Watson (1978), at Hasanabad the number of pots and pans 

owned by a household co-varies with wealth, but this relationship was 

not found in the Darnaj sample. 

Serving utensils found in Darnaj households include small tea 

glasses and saucers, china cups for Arabic coffee, china plates and 

bowls, small metal bowls some with enameling, round metal serving trays, 

and spoons. Tea glasses are usually by far the most numerous. China 

and glassware are usually stored in china cabinets or, if the household 

does not own a china cabinet, in niches or on shelves. Serving trays 

are usually kept with the pots and pans,metal bowls with either the 
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glass and china or the pots and pans, and spoons in china cabinets or 

on the wall in special wooden spoon racks. At any given moment most 

serving utensils, like most pots and pans will probably be in storage, 

with another percentage possibly drying after being washed. Meals are 

served on the floor on communal metal trays with salads and soups 

placed in large serving bowls and eaten with a common spoon or spoons. 

Most families can gather around a single tray. On the few occasions 

when we observed large numbers of people being served, several trays 

and bowls were used instead of simply increasing tray or bowl size. In 

large gatherings the women will often eat separately. Dishes are 

always included in a dowry, but like pots and pans they may also be 

acquired later. Informants reported that they threw broken glass and 

china into the river or fields away from the house or into one of the 

small dump areas located near some households. That these seemed rela

tively free of broken glass may indicate that glass and china breakage 

is infrequent in the Darnaj households or that broken glass is usually 

dumped farther afield. The small amount of glassware actually in use 

in most households makes the former the more attractive explanation. 

Each household was given a one to three rating (1 = below aver

age; 3 = above average) based on the quantity of dishes in the compound. 

This rating correlates with both household size and number of co

residing conjugal units (Fig. 61), but both correlations are low ex

plaining only 10 percent and 12 percent of the variability, re~ectively. 

That the amount of dishes owned by a household is influenced by the 

number of co-residing family units could be expected since dishes are a 

dowry item. In light of the communal serving style, reasons for the 
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Figure 61. Pearson correlations between the quantity of dishes owned 
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family units in the Darnaj sample. 
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household size-number of dishes correlations are less obvious but are 

possibly in part a result of the correlation between household size and 

number of co-residing conjugal family units. A multiple regression 

(Table 43) shows that neither household size nor number of units inde

pendent of their intercorrelation explain a significant portion of the 

variability in ratings based on the number of dishes owned by a house

hold. A more explicitly quantified study would be interesting. Al

though Watson (1978) states that the relatively wealthier households of 

Hasanabad have more dishes than the poor, this was not true in Darnaj. 

In short the type and quantity of cooking and serving facilities 

owned by a household is not greatly influenced by the wealth, size or 

demographic composition of the household. The number of primus stoves 

owned does relate to family size, but the percentage of the variability 

explained is not great. Two categories of items associated with food 

preparation and serving are traditionally part of a woman's dowry, pots 

and pans and dishes. Of these two, only pots and pans are significantly 

related to the number of co-residing conjugal family units. The effect 

of acquisition through dowries on the number of dishes owned by a house

hold may be decreased by both breakage of original dowry items and by 

purchases made independent of dowries. 

Both the site of use and the area of storage deter~ine the dis

tribution of cooking and serving facilities within the compound. 

Usually most items are in storage. Since the chosen areas for both 

cooking and serving are very flexible (see Chapter 2), the presence of 

in-use items in a specific room is not a particularly reliable indicator 

of room function. 



Table 43. Multiple regression of the quantity of dishes owned with 
household size and number of co-residing conjugal family 
units. 

Independent F 
Variable Value 

Unit 1.09 

People .62 

Multiple 
Significance 

.306 

.436 

Overall F = 2.13 
Significance = .139 
Multiple R2 = .14 

R 

.34 

.37 

Dependent Variable = quantity of dishes owned. 

Multiple R2 
R2 Change 

.12 .12 

.14 .02 
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Personal Items 

In theory, personal items, things owned and used only by spe

cific family members, may help in estimating numbers of individuals and 

may be used in inferring the presence of classes of individuals. Be

cause in some households clothing was kept in trunks (and in one case 

in a wardrobe), I do not have enousn rough relative estimates of cloth

ing ownership. Hence on the basis of my data I cannot say whether there 

is positive relationship between household size and amount of clothing 

owne4. Intuition suggests that such a relationship might be present, 

but slight, and would certainly be influenced by other variables such 

as household wealth and the ages of the household members. 

The presence of children in the household could be imperfectly 

ascertained by the presence or absence of children's clothing. Toys are 

rather rare in the village and, while many households with children had 

some playthings they were not abundant. House 7 provides an interesting 

example of a child's plaything, a miniature mudbrick compound constructed 

in the courtyard. 

Cradles are not an indication of small children, as many house

holds had cradles even though all the children were above cradle age. 

While a simple Pearson's r gave a positive correlation of number of 

cradles with all socioeconomic variables (Fig. 62), a multiple regres

sion produced no independent correlations (Table 44). 

Bedding 

The bedding used in Darnaj consists of mats, cloth-covered foam 

pads, quilts and pillows. These are normally stacked on wooden trestles 

in sitting rooms or in goods storage rooms. During the summer when the 
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Figure 62. Pearson correlations betw6en number of cradles owned and 
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Table 44. Multiple regression of number of cradles with wealth, house
hold size and number of co-residing conjugal family units. 

Independent F Multiple Multiple R2 
Variable Value Significance R R2 Change 

People 3.19 .086 .69 .47 .47 

Unit .37 .550 .69 .47 .00 

Wealth .70 .412 .69 .49 .01 

Overall F = 7.02 
Significance = .001 
Multiple R2 = .45 

Dependent Variable = number of cradles. 
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family sleeps in the courtyard or on the roof, aome bedding may be kept 

at the sleeping location. This is particularly true if the household 

sleeps on the roof. In addition old bedding is occasionally seen in 

general storage rooms or kitchens. The quantity of bedding owned by the 

Darnaj households is vast by Western standards. Not infrequently two 

or three sides of a goods storage room are lined with trestles stacked 

to the ceiling with the household's bedding. Bedding is part of every 
~ 

dowry, but it is also made throughout the years, so that a household's 

worn-out bedding can be replenished and additional family members can 

be provided for. Because of the time limitations and large quantities 

of bedding owned by each household, individual pieces of bedding were 

not counted. Instead, each household was assigned a one to three rating 

(1 = below average, 3 = above average) based on the total quantity of 

bedding owned by that household. These ratings correlated significantly 

with the number of people living in the household (r = .31, P5.05), but 

the amount of variation explained was low (r2 = .10). Although the bed-

ding is a dowry item, the correlation with number of conjugal units is 

insignificant and, despite a wealth-quantity of bedding co-variation in 

Hasanabad (Watson 1978), this correlation was not significant in the 

Darnaj sample. 

Implements Relating to Agriculture 
and Animal Husbandry 

Both animal pens and storage facilities for plant and animal 

products have been discussed already. There are several other features 

and artifacts associated with either agriculture or animal herding. 

Agricultural implements include sickles, hoes, and shovels, as well as 



artificial fertilizers. Animal-related items are carts, harnesses, 

containers for animal food and water, and hen houses. 
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Agricultural implements are usually stored in either general 

storage rooms or food storage rooms. I have no quantifiable information 

on farm tools. Since during most interviews some household members were 

in the field working, some farm tools were unavoidably absent from the 

household and this was not one of the artifact categories which I had 

respondants verbally inventory for me. It must be noted that farming 

equipment should not, as has been suggested by Jacobs (1979:188) always 

be considered men's tools. In Darnaj women can and do work at all 

agricultural tasks and some tool types, such as sickles, actually seem 

to be used more frequently by women. 

Farm carts and harnesses are associated with the ownership of 

donkeys and mules. Harnesses are usually stored in general storage 

rooms, but carts are found both within the compound walls and in adja

cent fields. Whenever animals are kept within the compound, some pro

visions for feeding and watering them are made. These may consist of 

metal or clay troughs or old pans and dishes. Broken pieces of pottery 

are some~imes embedded in courtyard floors to hold food or water for 

chickens. Alternatively, a small hollow may be limed to serve this 

purpose. Hen houses are constructed of mudbrick in courtyards or animal 

rooms or pens, while metal boxes fashioned with holes are hung on room 

walls to serve as homes for pet pigeons. 

Luxury Items 

Archaeologists sometimes designate rare and ostensibly expensive 

objects as luxury objects or "elite goods." If this definition is 



adhered to for the Darnaj material, gold jewelry, sewing machines, beds, 

and bicycles, and motorcycles would all qualify as luxury items. 

Gold jewelry is considered a sound investment as well as an 

attractive adornment. It is purchased both for dowr;es and at other 

times of the year. Because gold jewelry is, to a certain extent, the 

equivalent of money in the bank, the amount of jewelry owned by the 

members of a household should mirror that household!s wealth. Since 

jewelry is owned by women and is part of the dowry, its abundance should 

also co-vary with the number of co-residing conjugal groups. While some 

women may wear one or two pieces of jewelry around the house, most of 

the household's gold is kept hidden and under lock and key. Because 

we were not well-known to most of the households in the sample, we 

decided not to attempt a jewelry inventory although this would be an 

interesting category to examine in future studies. 

Sewing machines are rather expensive items, owned by only five 

households in the Darnaj sample. No household owns more than one sewir~ 

machine and sewing machine ownership does not correlate with household 

wealth, size, or number of co-residing units. Thus, sewing machines 

are not distributed as one might expect elite items to be. They are 

owned by wealthy, poor and middle class alike. The utilitarian nature 

of the sewing machine may be part of the key to this. In household 

number 5, a poor household, the woman earns money by sewing clothes for 

other villagers. Her sewing machine is a means of sustenance not. a 

luxury. While the villagers made it clear that it was definitely con-

sidered low Atatus to allow your wife to earn money by sewing for 
II 



others, to make one's own clothes, as practiced in household 3. the 

second wealthiest in the sample. was accept~ble. 
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Me.tal beds are a prestige item in Darnaj. Their association 

with the wealthy was noted as early as the 1930s by Ashkenazi (1938: 

126), who says that wealthy Levantine bedouin tended to invest in iron 

bedframes. They are included in the richest dowries, but are not a 

common dowry item and may be purchased individually as well. Beds are 

usually kept in sitting or goods storage rooms but may be left in the 

courtyard where they s~~ve as beds during the night and. stripped of 

their bedding, act as drying racks in the daytime. In the Darnaj 

sample, seven metal beds were owned by six households. Bed ownership 

does not correlate significantly with any of the three socioeconomic 

variables tested. When individual cases are examined an interesting 

pattern emerges. Without exception, beds are owned either by wealthy 

households or by households who have sent a member to Kuwait or Saudi 

Arabia to earn money. Thus, the ownership of this item seems to be 

related both to household wealth and to the availability of ready money 

obtained through wage labor. 

Bicycles (at maximum 2) are owned by half the houses in the 

Darnaj sample and two of these households owned a motorcycle in addi

tion to a bike. Because of the very small sample of motorcycles, these 

have been combined with bicycles for statistical analysis. Childrens' 

and adults' bicycles have also been lumped together. The quality of 

the information on bicycle and motorcycle ownership should. be good, 

since I asked each household whether it owned either of these items 

rather than relying merely on observation. The number of bicycles 
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owned by a household correlates significantly with both household size 

and wealth (Fig. 63). A multiple regression indicates that shorn of 

their intercorrelations neither socioeconomic variable predicts a sig

nificant proportion of the inter-household variability in bicycle 

ownership (Table 45). If, however, a group of households composed of 

the wealthy plus those who have sent members to Kuwait or Saudi Arabia 

is compared with the rest of the Darnaj sample, the mean bicycle owner

ship for the former group is higher than for the latter and the differ

ence is statistically significant using a t-test (Table 46). Thus the 

relationships of bicycle ownership to the socioeconomic variables are 

essentially the same as those of bed ownership. 

In short, the idea of luxury goods needs to be approached with 

caution. If "elite" items are to be used as an indicator of wealthy 

households, it is necessary that the artifacts chosen be not only rare 

and possibly costly but that they be non-functional as well. Further

more, it must be recognized that lUXury items, while conceivably within 

the budgets of wealthy households, need not be bought by them. Con

versely, poorer households may buy an occasional luxury good. This is 

probably especially true where periodic wage labor provides occasional 

cash surplusses to the family income. 

Summary 

Each compound has a distinctive quantity and distribution of 

features, furnishings and artifacts. The quantity of certain of these 

is influenced by the socioeconomic variables, wealth, household size and 

number of co-residing conjugal family units. Their spatial distribution 
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Tabl~ 45. Multiple regression of number of bicy~les with household 
wealth and size. 

Independent 
Variable 

People 

Wealth 

F 
Value 

1.41 

.52 

Significance 
Multiple 

R 

.246 

.476 

Overall F = 3.76 
Significance = .036 
Multiple R2 = .22 

.45 

.47 

Dependent Variable = number of bicycles. 

Multiple 
R2 

.20 

.22 

R2 
Change 

.20 



Table 46. T-test demonstrating the relationship between bicycle ownership and households that 
are either wealthy or have members who have worked in Kuwait or Saudi Arabia. 

Number Standard F I-Tailed Degrees 
of Cases Mean Deviation Value Probability of Freedom 

Households that are 
Wealthy or have Members 16 .8750 .885 Who have Worked in 
Kuwai t or Saudi Arabia 

2.97 .023 28 
Remaining Households 
in Sample 14 .4286 .514 

I\J 

~ 
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within the compound is related to both the functional use of space and 

the number of co-residing family units. 

Items like pots and china cabinets that are part of most dowries 

are the best object type for indicating multiple units. Any of these 

items can also be purchased independent of dowrieso Hence, large 

expensive items like china cabinets that are less likely to be casually 

acquired are the best indicators of multiple co-residing units. Dowry 

items are also usually stored in discrete sets within separate rooms. 

The frequency of some objects used by individuals could theoret

ically be associated with the number of people in the household. The 

quantity of bedding, dishes, and clothes should logically increase with 

increasing household size. Of the object categories tested, however, 

only the number of primus stoves and the quantity of bedding co-varied 

with household size, and the amount of intp.:r-compound variation ex

plained was low. 

None of the so-called luxury or elite goods examined was 

directly related to household w~alth in the Darnaj'sample. Sewing 

machines were seen as too utilitarian to be considered a true luxury 

item, while metal beds and bicycles had a unique distribution, being 

found in the homes of both the wealthy and of those households-who have 

had members engaging in wage labor in Kuwait or Saudi Arabia. 

The distribution of movable objects within the compound is 

determined chiefly by where the objects are stored. Only a small per

centage of a household's goods are in use at any given moment. Since 

most features, furnishings and artifacts are normally kept in specific 

types of rooms, this does not mean that objects in storage cannot be 



used to aid in determining room function. It does mean that their 

presence in a specific room is not necessarily an indicator of specific 

activities being performed in that room. 

The statistical relationships between the three tested socio

economic variables and household features, furnishings, and artifacts 

are summarized in Tables 47 and 48. The implication of these findings 

for archaeological investigation will be discussed in Chapters 7 and 8. 
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Table 47. Simple correlations between household features, furnishings, 
and objects and the socioeconomic variables, wealth, house
hold size, and number of co-residing conjugal units. 
N.S. = not significant at the .05 level. 

Wealth 

China cabinet (small) N.S. 

China cabinet (large) N.S. 

China cabinet (total) N.S. 

Trunk N.S. 

Waterjar N.S. 

Primus stoves N.S. 

Hearth r = .54 
r2 = .29 
P ~ .001 

Pots N.S. 

Dishes N.S. 

Bedding N.S. 

Cradle r = .58 
r2 = .34 
p ~ .001 

Sewing machine N.S. 
Bicycle r = .42 

r2 = .18 
P ~ .01 

r·1etal·bed N.S. 

Bread oven N.S. 

Number 
of People 

N.S. 

r = .35 
r2 = .12 
P ~ .03 

r = .31 
r2 = .09 
p ~ .05 
r = .45 
r2 = .20 
P < .007 

N.S. 

r = .45 
r2 = .20 
p ~ .007 
r = .53 
r2 = .28 
P ~ .002 

N.S. 

r .32 
r2 = .10 
P ~ .05 
r • 31 
r2 = .10 
P ~ .05 
r = .69 
r2 = .47 
P ~ .001 

N.S. 

r = .45 
r2 = .20 
P ~ .006 
N.S. 

N.S. 

Number of 
Conjugal Units 

N.S. 

r = .56 
r2 = .31 
p ~ .001 

r = .48 
r2 = .23 
P ~ .004 
r = .48 
r2 = .23 
P ~ .004 
r = .35 
r2 = .12 
P ~ .03 

N.S. 

r = .37 
r2 = .14 
P ~ .03 
r = .50 
r2 = .25 
P ~ .003 
r = .34 
r2 = .12 
P ~ .04 

N.S • 

r = .46 
r2 = .21 
P ~ .006 

N.S. 
N.S. 

N.S. 

N.S. 



Table 48. Summary of relationships between household features, fur
nishings and objects and socioeconomic variables as 
determined by multiple regressions or (where appropriate) 
simple correlations. -- NS = not signigicant at the .05 
level. 
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Number Number of Conjugal 
Category Wealth of People Family Units 

China cabinet (small) N.S. N.S. N.S. 

China cabinet (large) N.S. N.S. F = 7.20 
P ~ .02 

China cabinet (total) N.S. N.S. F = 4.78 
p~ .04 

Trunk N.S. N.S. N.S. 

Water jar N.S. N.S. 2 = .12 r 
p ~ .03 

Primus Stoves N.S. 2 r = .20 N •. S. 
p ~ .007 

Hearths N.S. N.S. N.S. 

Pots N.S. N.S. 2 = .25 r 
p ~ .003 

Dishes N.S. N.S. N.S. 

Bedding N.S. 2 = .10 N.S. r 
p ~ .05 

Cradle N.S. N.S. N.S. 

Sewing machine N.S. N.S. N.S. 

Bicycle N.S. N.S. N.S. 

Metal bed N.S. N.S. N.S. 

Bread oven N.S. N.S. N.S. 



CHAPTER 6 

ROOM FUNCTION 

There are two separable aspects of a room's function: (1) the 

formal designation of a room type; and (2) the actual usage of the room. 

Like Americans, Syrians habitually refer to rooms by rather stereotyped 

designations~ Thus one room is a sitting room and another a kitchen. 

(For a more complete discussion of room types see Chapter 2.) In addi

tion some rooms may be designated by multiple terms. For example, a 

room can be both a food storage room and kitchen. While most formal 

room types imply a room function, the actual use of the room is usually 

much more flexible. Sitting rooms can be used to store goods and food, 

and to prepare food, while guests may be entertained in goods or food 

storage rooms. Again, this is analogous to the situation for middle 

class Americans who may sometimes study in the kitchen and eat in the 

study. 

Identification of Formal Room TYpes 

The variability in three general categories of room attributes 

relates to formal room function: (1) spatial attributes; (2) structural 

attributes; and (3) room contents. Relevant spatial variables to be 

discussed include room size, room orientation, and room placement. 

Structural variables include wall types and finishes, floor and roof 

construction type, and door and window styles. 
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Spatial Variables as Indicators of Room TYpe 

Three spatial variables, room size, room orientation, and room 

placement, are all to some extp.nt correlated with formally designated 

functional room type. (See Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion.) 

Both sitting rooms and goods storage rooms are relatively large, 

usually around 20 square meters. Food storage rooms exhibit a bit more 

variability, but are still in this general size range. Kitchens and 

hay/grain storage rooms tend to be small, frequently in the 6 to 10 

square meter range, while general storage rooms and animal rooms/pens 

exhibit considerable variation. Animal accommodations, in particular, 

vary a lot in size and dimensions. They are the only room type that 

may, without breaking convention, be extremely large and irregularly 

shaped. All other room types are normally roughly rectangular. 

Orientation provides only a weak indication of room type with 

those rooms facing to the southeast most frequently being sitting rooms. 

The proximity of a room to other rooms in the compound and the 

ease of access from one room to another is affected by room function. 

Animal r~oms and hay/grain storage rooms usually cluster together in 

one area of the compound, while rooms designed primarily for occupation 

by humans occupy another. Distinct animal and human courtyards are 

found in some compounds, but most frequently the segregation appears to 

be an informal grouping of rooms with similar functions, and is in no 

way inviolable. In some compounds hay/grain storage rooms and/or animal 

rooms are immediately adjacent to sitting and goods storage rooms. 

Most of the rooms in Darnaj open onto the central courtyard. 

The major exceptions to this rule are animal and hay/grain storage 
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rooms, either of which may open into an animal room, and which are the 

only room types which may do so. Occasionally other room types open 

into one another. For example, a goods storage room may access into a 

food storage room or a food storage room into a kitchen, but this is 

rare. 

Structural Variables as Indications of 
Room TYpe 

Variability in the wall construction materials utilized within 

a single compound is one indication of room type. Both in Darnaj and 

in all relevant cases from the comparative literature, living rooms 

tend to be constructed of more expensive, sturdy, and aesthetically 

pleasing wall types, while utility rooms and animal rooms tend to be 

made of less expensive, durable, and aesthetic wall materials. 

Walls built with the same building material may differ in thick-

ness. For example, in Darnaj mudbrick walls may be either thick or 

thin. Thin walls, which are somewhat cheaper and easier to build, 

although they are less efficient thermically and frequently appear to 

be used in the construction of kitchens, general storage rooms, hay/ 

grain storage rooms and animal pens. Any room type may be made with 

thick mudbrick walls; however, sitting rooms and goods storage rooms 

must have thick walls. 

Wall height also covaries with room function. One of the basic 

requirements of a sitting room, goods storage room or food storage room 

is that it must have enough ceiling clearance to allow an adult to 

stand upright. Hence all of these rooms are over 2.0 m and most are 

2.3 m or higher. For kitchens, general storage rooms, animal 



rooms/pens, and hay/grain storage rooms there is no mandatory miniMum 

wall height and the actual range is considerable. 
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Exterior wall finishes affect the durability, cost, thermal 

properties, and aesthetic qualities of the room. In Darnaj there is no 

straightforward relationship between room function and exterior wall 

finish. Although rooms built to serve as kitchens, general storage 

rooms, animal rooms/pens, or hay/grain storage rooms are usually not 

limed, other room types exhibit the full range of exterior finishes. 

In general, however, within a single compound exterior room finishes 

inc~rporating lime plaster and/or whitewash are applied preferentially 

to sitting rooms and goods storage rooms, less frequently to food 

storage rooms, and almost never to utility or animal rooms. Further

more, sitting rooms, goods storage rooms and food storage rooms are 

normally finished with some type of exterior lime or mud plaster, so 

that the complete lack of an exterior plaster is a good indication that 

the room is a kitchen, general storage room, animal room/pen or hay/ 

grain storage room. 

The selection of an interior wall finish is strongly influenced 

by intended room type. The general rule is that the interiors of sit

ting rooms and goods storage rooms must have one of the more aesthetic 

wall finishes: paint, lime plaster, or, rarely, mudplaster and white

wash. The Darnaj sample includes 64 of these room types and provides 

only two exceptions. Both of these occur in the compound of the 

wealthiest household in the sample (House 15), so they are not due to 

the inability to afford the more expensive feature. Food storage rooms 

also tend to have interior lime plaster, although they exhibit a bit 



more variability. Utility and animal rooms may have any type of in

terior wall finish, but there is a tendency for the less durable, 

aesthetic and expensive types to be used. 

None of the literature discussing wall finishes clearly dis

tinguishes between exterior and interior finishes. It does however, 

support the idea that at least part of the variability in interior wall 

finishes is due to differences in room type, with the use of more aes

thetic and expensive finishes correlating with living as opposed to 

utility and animal rooms (El Khoury 1975:6; Christensen 1967:110; Sweet 

1960; Watson 1979). 

It is clear that both in Darnaj and elsewhere in Western Asia 

room function explains some of the variability in roof type. First, any 

room that is to serve as a sitting room, goods storage room, or food 

storage room must have an impermeable roof to protect the goods and 

people housed within from rain. In addition, sitting rooms normally 

have one of the more aesthetic roof types. In the Darnaj sample there 

is but a single exception to this. Thus, in Darnaj sitting or goods 

storage rooms may have roofs of cement or of beams with planks, pole, 

split poles, or poles laid far apart with a neat interstitial filling 

of straw, reeds, or palm covered with earth and lime plastered. Food 

storage room roofs must be impermeable, but need not be aesthetic, so 

rough brush may support the earth and lime plaster. For kitchens, 

general storage rooms and animal rooms impermeability is clearly a 

secondary consideration, as these are frequently brush without earth 

and lime plaster, and are often shoddily constructed with visible 

breaks. Hay/grain storage rooms, however, are usually rain-proof 
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although this may be achieved with either a limed or a very thick brush 

roof. 

In Darnaj floor typs corresponds well with room function. Sit

ting rooms, goods storage rooms, and food storage rooms invariably have 

the more durable, aesthetic and easy-to-clean cement or lime plaster 

floors; general storage rooms, animal rooms/pens and hay/grain storage 

rooms are always dirt. Kitchens and food storage rooms/kitchens may 

be eith~r of dirt or lime. As discussed previously, similar relation

ships between floor type and room function occur elsewhere in Western 

Asia. 

The number, type and placement of windows and doors affects the 

interior climate of the room as well as its brightness, cost, aesthetics, 

and the degree of privacy it affords. The thermal advantages of windows 

are debatable in a very hot summer and cool to cold winter climate. 

Small openings may improve the interior climate somewhat by encouraging 

air movement, but too extensive an open area will seriously reduce the 

effectiveness of the walls' insulating powers. Nevertheless, in Darnaj 

sitting rooms are the best ventilated of all the room types. Hay/grain 

storage rooms are the least well-ventilated, for although animal rooms/ 

pens seldom have windows, they are usually at least partially open to 

the outside via the roofs. Framed glass or screen windows, the most 

expensive, aesthetic and coveted window style are found almost exclu

sively in sitting rooms, rarely in food storage, dnd never utility or 

animal-related rooms. 
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Room Contents 

The furniture and other contents stored in a room are, when 

taken in their totality, quite indicative of formal room type. There 

is, however, no invariable relationship between anyone object and a 

room type such that the presence of the object in a room will infallibly 

identify the room. Thus, while food sacks are always found in food 

storage rooms, the presence of a food sack or sacks in a room does not 

necessarily mean the room is a food storage room. These may be found 

in kitchens, general storage rooms, goods storage rooms and even sitting 

rooms as well as food storage rooms. The best indication of room func

tion can be given by comparing the contents of the rooms in a single 

compound. 

In general, sitting rooms contain the least amount of goods. 

The ideal sitting room is basically bare with perhaps pictures or cloth 

hangings covering the walls and sometimes a bag containing a Koran on 

one wall. Rugs and pillows are stored in a niche to be taken out and 

spread on the floor when the room is in use. 

Most sitting rooms do not live up to this ideal and contain 

varying amounts of furniture and other objects. Precedence is usually 

given to placing the more expensive and attractive pieces in the sitting 

room, although in practice almost anything can be-found there. 

Goods storage rooms are used to store most of the household 

goods. They contain, among other things, china cabinets, trunks, suit

cases, bedding, pots and pans, dishes, and clothing. It is character

i~tic of most goods storag9 rooms that they are quite crowded, but 



orderly, with most of the furniture and goods arranged along the walls 

or hung up and the center of the room left bare. 
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Food storage rooms are used for the storage of most of the food 

consumed by the human members of the household. They normally contain 

wooden trestles on which foodstuffs are placed, numerous sacks contain

ing grains, flour, sugar and dried foods, strings of dried okra, loose 

onions and potatoes, and miscellaneous cans, jars, and ceramic ewers 

containing fat, salt, spices, and preserves. 

Kitchens, the rooms in which much of the actual cooking of foods 

is done, c~ntain primus stoves and/or hearths. 

General storage rooms may contain any of a wide variety of 

things, including household goods, in-storage winter stoves or stove 

pipes, agricultural implements, bicycle parts, and wood. 

Hay/grain storage rooms are used to store hay or dried grass, 

usually loose, or grain, usually in sacks. Animal rooms/pens are 

characterized by a scatter of hay and grass, dung and feeding troughs 

or old pans put out with water or food. Hen houses are also commonly 

found within animal rooms, but may be located in general courtyard 

areas as well. 

The Effect of ChangeS in Room Type 

Occasionally during the life span of a room its formal func

tional designation changes. This may occur as either the demographic 

or functional needs of the household change (for example when a married 

son and daughter-in-law move out or as additional sheep are acquired), 

but more frequently takes place when the room has begun to show distinct 

signs of aging and is no longer considered suitable for its original 
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purpose. At this time the room may be torn down, its roof and some of 

its wall bricks scavenged -- or its room type may be degraded to one 

requiring a less aesthetic appearance or less impermeable roof and 

walls. Thus, a sitting room or goods storage room becomes a food 

storage room, kitchen, hay room or animal room. A similar phenomenon 

has been observed elsewhere in Western Asia (Horne n.d.) and seems to 

be characteristic of a large area. 

\{hen the functional designation of a room is altered, certain 

attributes of architectural structure and room contents are changed; 

others remain the same. Given sufficient information about a room at 

a given point in time, it is possible to determine both the present and 

former functional designation. 

Original wall thickness can always be discerned, even if por

tions of the original walls have been replaced with walls of a different 

construction. In most cases, room size should be discernible via foun

dation remains even if the size of the room has been modified by com

pletely tearing down some walls and reusing only a portion of the 

original room. Similarly, niches and wall openings can be detected 

even when these have been loosely bricked over. Wall plasters are 

allowed to deteriorate when the function of the room is altered, but 

are never purposely removed, which allows the fact that the room was 

once plastered to be seen. 

If the change is from a sitting or goods storage room to a hay 

or animal room, the resultant stratigraphy should show hay and/or dung 

embedded over an original, rather eroded plastered floor surface. The 

change in floor surface after a room becomes a kitchen or general junk 
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storage ro~m is probably slower. The lime floor is no longer maintained 

and is swept infrequently if at al~so that gradually a layer of dirt 

may cover the original, partially deteriorated plastered surface. 

Roof materials are expensive, so high quality types frequently, 

although not invariably, are exchanged for lower quality brush roofs 

when a room's function is degraded -- or the room may be l~ft completely 

unroofed. 

In general, then, major effort is not expended to alter the 

architectural characteristics of a room when its function is altered. 

With the exception of roofs, whose basic materials are expensive and 

capable of being scavenged, structural attributes are allowed to remain, 

but are not maintained and the effects of the new room use ar~ allowed 

to progress unopposed. Room contents, however, are altered to corre

spond to the new requirements of the room type. 

Accuracy of Prediction of Formal Room Type 

For the Darnaj sample we are provided with both a typology of 

functional room designations and a knowledge of how the spatial and 

architectural properties of a room and the room's contents relate to 

room type. The following section describes how this information can 

most effectively be used to discern room function in individual cases 

and assesses the accuracy of the predictions using the Darnaj data. 

Sitting and goods storage rooms are the easiest to identify on 

architectual criteria alone. They are usually the most sturdily-built 

and aesthetic rooms in the dwelling. For Darnaj the most efficient and 

accurate way of isolating these room types is to first select all the 

rooms with thick wall construction, interior plaster, and limed floors. 
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These are potentially sitting or goods storage rooms. The corpus is 

finally narrowed down by examining variation in roof construction and 

room size, eliminating any rooms that have less aesthetic and expensive 

roofs or are much smaller than the other potential sitting and goods 

storage rooms in the compound. It is hard to distinguish between 

sitting rooms and goods storage rooms and, since many compounds had 

multiple-purpose sitting and goods storage rooms, little attention has 

been paid to this problem here. Suffice it to say, that in compounds 

with two or more sitting/goods storage rooms when only one has glass

paned windows or has considerably more windows than the rest, this is 

invariably designated as the sitting room. 

If these architectural criteria are used to analyze the sample 

of rooms from Darnaj 93 percent of the sitting and goods storage rooms 

were identified as such, with only three rooms incorrectly identified 

as sitting or goods storage rooms. All of the rooms mistakenly identi

fied as sitting or goods storage rooms were, in reality, food storage 

rooms. Taking into account room contents incre~ses the predictive 

accuracy. If either a paucity of furnishings or the presence of large 

quantities of household goods includin~ ch~na cabinets, bedding, trunks, 

or pots and pans is considered diagnostic of sitting and/or goods 

storage rooms, 100 percent of the sitting and goods storage rooms in 

the sample were correctly identified and only one room that was not a 

sitting/goods storage room was misidentified as such. 

Architecturally, food storage rooms tend to be just slightly 

below sitting and goods storage rooms in sturdiness and aesthetics. 

Those rooms disqualified as sitting/goods st~rage rooms because they had 
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less aesthetic roof types or were smaller than the other potential 

sitting/goods storage rooms in the compound should be classified as 

food storage rooms, as should any reasonably large rooms lacking only 

one or two of the characteristics of sitting/goods rooms. The attri

butes of food storage rooms are much more flexible than those of 

sitting/goods storage rooms. Most are thick-walled, large, rectangular, 

and have limed interior walls and lime plastered floors, yet none of 

these attributes is mandatory and few food storage rooms have all of 

them. The single inviolable characteristic of a food storage room is 

that it must have an impermeable roof. 

If the above architectural characteristics are used 76 percent 

of the food storage rooms in the sample are r.orrectly identified and 

nine rooms are incorrectly designated as food storage rooms. Two of 

the incorrectly identified rooms are kitchens; one is a hay/grain stor

age room, one is a general storage room; one is an animal room; and 

four are sitting/goods storage rooms. 

If contents are taken into account and large quantities of human 

food stored in a room lacking china cabinets and stacks of bedding are 

considered as indicative of food storage rooms, the predictive accuracy 

becomes much greater. Ninety-five percent of the food storage rooms 

are correctly identified and only two rooms, one a kitchen and the 

other a sitting room are incorrectly identified as food storage rooms. 

Some animal rooms can readily be identified on the basis of 

three distinguishing architectural characteristics: very large size, 

very irregular shape, and either the complete lack of a roof or the 

presence of a brush roof over only a portion of the enclosed area. 
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other than animal rooms, diwans are the only very large room type. 

These formal reception rooms are, however, always sturdily built, with 

highest quality materials and architectural embellishments. Roof type 

is a slightly less reliable attribute than size or irregularity of shape, 

for although animal rooms are far and above the most numerous type to 

totally lack or have only a partial roof, a rare kitchen or general 

storage room may be completely or partially unroofed. 

Other animal rooms are very hard to positively identify on the 

basis of architecture alone. These, plus kitchens, general storage 

rooms, and hay/grain storage rooms are so similar architecturally that, 

while it is possible to identify a room as belonging to one of these 

types with some reliability, it is often hard to specify exactly which 

type. There is a fair amount of variation in the architectural attri

butes of kitchens, general storage rooms, hay/grain storage rooms and 

animal rooms. In general, any room which does not come up to the stan

dards of a sitting, goods storage or food storage room can be classified 

as a kitchen, general storage, hay/grain storage or animal room. This 

means rooms that: (1) are very small; (2) lack impermeable roofs; or 

(3) do not have high enough walls to allow an adult to stand erect, or 

rooms that have several of the following characteristics: (1) thin wall 

construction; (2) unplastered or mud plastered interior walls; (3) dirt 

floors; or (4) brush roofs. Using these architectural criteria, 91 per

cent of the kitchen, general storage, hay/grain or animal rooms were 

correctly identified. All the misidentifications were kitchens and hay/ 

grain storage rooms mistakenly called food storage rooms. In addition 
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one food storage room was incorrectly identified as a kitchen, general 

storage room, hay/grain storage room, or animal room. 

Some refinements can be made to the kitchen, general storage 

room, hay/grain storage room, and animal room identification in indi

vidual cases. 

Rooms with window openings acting as doors are always hay/grain 

storage rooms, but a permeable roof is never associated with a hay/grain 

storage room. Hay/grain storage rooms usually do not have window or 

hole openings unless the window is the only opening to the outside and 

is functionally a door. Finally, limed floor surfaces are never found 

in animal rooms. 

The spatial characteristics of the compound are also useful for 

delineating between room classifications within a single dwelling, al

though they are much less powerful than structural attributes. When 

there are rooms whose functional room designation cannot be discerned 

on the basis of structural criteria, spatial ones may help. They are 

especially useful in distinguishing between kitchen, general storage 

rooms, hay/grain storage rooms and animal rooms/pens. In general, 

rooms designed to be used by humans are placed closer to one another 

than they are to animal-related rooms. 

This means that if a room that cannot be positively identified 

as a kitchen, general storage room, hay/grain storage room or animal 

room is close to the sitting/goods storage/food storage complex, it is 

likely to be a ki.tchen, but if it is close to previously identified 

animal or hay/grain storage rooms, it is likely to be an animal-related 

room. 
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Room contents are the most reliable index of room type in these 

questionable cases. Since kitchens normally have hearths and/or primus 

stoves, evidence of either of these items or of blackening that might 

have been caused by them is a good indication of a kitchen area. Animal 

rooms/pens usually have some facilities for providing the animals with 

water and, perhaps, food, while hay/grain rooms frequently lack any 

moveable objects. In some instances however, either may contain any of 

the various kinds of objects normally kept in general storage rooms. 

General storage rooms are discerned either by a very large number of 

"junk" objects or by the presence of these items in the absence of 

hearths, primus stoves, blackening (invariable indicators of a kitchen), 

or hay (invariably found in hay/grain rooms and animal rooms). 

The Identification of Room TYpes in 
Extinct Societies 

The above section has described the identification of functional 

room designations in a situation where the locally-significant room 

types and the material attributes associated with them are known. For 

the extinct societies usually studied by archaeologists this information 

is unavailable. A rationale for delineating room function under these 

circumstances is outlined below. 

According to Rapoport (1969:48) the house is the embodiment of 

a culture's concept of the ideal environment, "the physical device to 

perpetuate the genre de vie" (Rapoport 1969:49). Thus, despite a cer-

tain amount of idiosyncratic variability the members of a society tend 

to entertain similar stereotypes about the qualities of a suitable 

house, the number, arrangement, size and structural characteristics of 
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the component rooms. The keys to an archaeological assessment of room 

function are: (1) the determination of emic designations of room types; 

(2) the delineation of cultural criteria for these types; and (3) the 

correlation of m&terial attributes with these cultural criteria. 

Since the archaeologist studying extinct cultures by definition 

lacks live informants, the determination of emic categories is usually 

impossible unless written texts concerning the topic are available. The 

archaeologist must derive room types on the basis of c1usterings of the 

architectural attributes and, if possible, the room contents and evi

dence of use-wear of a large sample of rooms. 

The delineation of room functions rests on the interpretation 

of three types of evidence: (1) architectural attributes; (2) room 

contents; and (3) room use-wear, defined as any non-intentional altera

tions caused by the use of the room (Fige 64). Architectural attributes 

imply potential use, while both room contents and room use-wear imply 

actual use. Thus, when a room is constructed, it is planned with a 

specific formal room type in mind. Each room type is associated with a 

set of preferred and permissible structural features; the strong corre

lation of architectural attributes with functional room types has been 

discussed above and demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 4. The formal func

tional designation of a room denotes that it is intended ideally for a 

specific set of activities fer which it ia potentially most suitable, 

given local norms. As noted above, actual room use, as reflected by 

room contents and room use-wear may be much more flexible, although 

the bulk of the utilization of an area frequently approximates those 

activities implied by its room tiPe. 
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The association of architectural attributes with functional room 

types relies on an ethnographically-derived interpretation of specific 

room qualities as being most suitaGle for given activities and, hence, 

room types. Thus, for entertaining guests, as in a sitting room, an 

aesthetic, well ventilated, comfortable, and perhaps costly room is con-

sidered most suitable throughout much of Western Asia; for storing food 

a waterproof area is necessary; and for cooking over a primus stove or 

hearth an area at least high enough to squat under, with good ventila-

tion, and possibly a bit of shade is desirable. 

As discussed in detail in Chapter 3 and partially summarized in 
"J"''-' ,'I 

Table 49, each locally-used architectural feature affects the qualities 

of the room in predictable ways. Thus, if the builder of a room in 

Darnaj wishes the room to be comfortable in the summer, he should con-

struct it of thick mudbrick with a white exterior surface, a thick, 

white roof, and small window openings with secure closures. Given a 

clustering of structural features, it is possible to ascertain the 

qualities of the room they describe. The tendency for certain activi-

ties, and hence room types, to be systematically associated with spe-

cific room qualities, then allows the postulation of a functional room 

designation. 

It is possible to to assign a list of ideal qualities for any 

given room function logically. Yet these properties may not be re-

flected in the actual room design. Obviously, some individuals may not 

be able to emulate the ideal because of insufficient monetary resources; 

but the disparity between real and ideal is usual~y more pervasive than 

this. Either because of an inadequate technological capability, lack 



Table 49. Correlation of room characteristics with architectural features. -- w = winter; s = summer. 

Architectural 
Features 

Wall material 

Wall t:hick
ness 

Exterior wall 
finish 

Interior wall 
finish 

Roof type 

Floor type 

Windows 

Aesthetic Stylish 

Comfortable 
Temperature 

(w) 

Comfortable 
Temperature 

(s) 

cement mudbrick mudbrick 

thick 

lime 
plaster 

lime 
plaster 
or paint 

paint 

lime 
plaster 

or 
paint 

planks or cement 
closely 
spaced 
pole or 
split pole 

cement or cement 
limed 

bi g glass big 
panes glass 

panes 

thick thick 

white 
surface 

thick roof thick and 
whit«! 

small small 

Easy 
Well to Well 

Lit Ventilated Rainproof Clean Durable 

thin roof 
of brush 

big 

limed or 
very thick 
brush 

thick 

lime 
plaster 

lime white 
plaster 

limed or 
cement 

cement cement 
or or 

limed limed 
. large 

I\) 

~ 



of access to needed building supplied, or the existence of local tradi-

tions, tastes and symbolisms, the cultural stereotype of a dwelling may 

not specify design features which would best provide the room qualities 

suggested by logic as preferable or even necessary. 

Travelers' and ethnographers' descriptions of West Asian 

peasant dwellings suggest that the ideal was not always, if ever, 

achieved. Wittman, a physician traveling through the Ottoman Empire at 

the end of the 18th century remarks that: 

The habitations of the poorer classes of Syrians, to whom 
the psorophthalmy more particularly attaches itself, are formed 
of a few stones badly cemented together by the means of mud or 
dung, and which, having but a small elevation from the soil, 
rather resemble cells or caverns, for the abode of anchorites, 
than dwellings in which the conveniences of social life are 
consulted. Being utterly destitute of chimnies, or other 
openings to carry off the smoke, the vapours of the dried 
camel's dung, which is burned for fuel, disperse themselves in 
the foul atmosphere by Which the wretched inmates are envel
oped, and, among other baneful effects, cannot fail to irritate 
the organ of vision. It is most probably owing to the same 
cause of the impure air which they inspire in these miserable 
hovels, that the countenances of the Syrian peasants are hag
gard, squalid, and without that animated glow which denotes an 
equable circulation of the blood, and a free passage through 
the execretory channels of the skin (Wittman 1803:224). 

Similarly Canaan (1933:6) reports that Palestinian houses some-

times lacked a chimney, using doors and windo~~s to release smoke from 

the fire and were, hence, very smokey, and Crist (1954) comments that 

the houses of Dahr, L~banon are very damp, cold, and poorly lighted and 

ventilated. The lack of adequate ventilation (Lutfiyya 1966:20) and 

light (Barth 1953:101; Lutfiyya 1966:20; Thoumin 1932:25), in particu-

lar, have been noted by travelers and ethnographers. 

The homes in Darnaj today are far from ideal thermically as 

they tend to be hot in the summer and cold in the winter. During the 
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summer. much time is spent outdoors in the shade during the day. and 

sleeping and oocializing after dark are likewise done outside. The 

house provides a cooler refuge only during the hottest hours of the day. 

In the winter and especially in the rain. the house is more important 

as shelter. It is at this time that its thermal deficiencies become 

most apparent. and villagers frequently complain of the coldness of 

winters. 

Despite the disclaimer that societies do not always make their 

dwellings correspond to the ideal. when there is structural variability 

in room construction within a single dwelling, the variability usually 

reflects room type in expectable ways. Table 50 shows the association 

of the room types observed in Darnaj with architectural attributes. 

The qualities given to each room type by the architectural attribute 

clusters most frequently associated with it are indicated in Table 51. 

Table 52 shows my ~ priori expectations, and is strongly, although not 

perfectly, correlated with Table 51. This, plus the very consistent 

association of architectural features with room types that was observed 

in Darnaj and that the comparative literature suggests must be true of 

much of the rest of Western Asia as well, indicates that in the absence 

of other evidence architectural attributes alone can be used to derive 

functional room types. Room identifications will be most secure, how

ever, when room contents or other evidence of actual room usage are 

available for at least part of the sample. 

Actual room use normally corresponds in a rough way to formally 

designated room function. Goods storage rooms !!! used to store goods. 

Nevertheless, as discussed in Chapter 2, actual behavioral patterns are 



Table 50. Correlation of architectural features with room type. -- - indicates that any locally-
used architectural feature is equally acceptable. SH = standing height. 

Exterior Interior 
Wall Wall Wall Wall Roof Type of Room Wall Door 

Room Type Material Thickness Finish Finish Type Floor Windows Size Height Height 

Si tting Room Thick Lime Plank, Lime Has Large SH SH 
(cement) pole, opening 

Split possibly 
pole glass 

Goods Storage Thick Lime Plank, Lime Has Large SH SH 
Room (cement) pole, opening 

Split rarely 
pole glass 

Food Storage Thick Usually Limed Lime Opening Large SH SH 
Room lime, never Med. 

but glass 
variable 

Kitchen Thin Unlimed Usually Usually dirt oro. Rarely Small Vari- Vari-
mudplas- un1:itn.ed lime ope~ng able able 
ter or never 
unplastered glass 
but 
variable 

General Storage Thin Unlimed Usually Usually Dirt No Vari- Vari- Vari-
Room mudplas- unlimed windows able able able 

ter or 
unplastered 
but 
variable 

N 
~ 
VI 



Table 5O--continued 

Exterior Interior 
Wall Wall Wall Wall Roof Type of Room Wall Door 

Room Type Material Thickness Finish Finish Type Floor Windows Size Height Height 

Animal Room/ Thin Unlimed Usually Usually Dirt None Vari- Vari- Vari-
Pen mudplas- unlimed able able able 

ter or 
unplas-
tered but 
variable 

Hay/Grain Thin Unlimed Usually Limed, Dirt None Vari- Vari- Variable 
Storage Room mudplas- some able able some-

ter or thick times 
unplas- brush window 
tered but acts as 
variable door 

N 

1-
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Table 51. Characteristics of different room types in Darnaj. -- Room 
qualities shown are those produced by the architectural 
features most commonly associated with each room type. 
+ = present; - = absent; SH = standing height. 

Actual Room Characteristics 
Q) Q) 

~~ 
og 

() Q) fH 0 
or! as~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 
~ .s:: ~ as as 0 0 or! I co 
41 II J.t J.t ~ J.t +» M Q)Q)~ +oJ +» .s:: or! o Q) or! g. »~ S::M s:: .s:: J.t~ ~ M fH~ M~ M Q).o Ii) Q) r-ItlC 
CD » E E M s:: or! co Q) M p..as'C til ~ or! o or! 

Room Type CI) ~ o Q) CI) CI) as as~ CI) E J.t 0 0,.. as CI) o CI) 
< tI} 08 ~> p:; rs::i0 ~ H~P:; tI} ~=: Q=: 

Sitting Room + + + + + + + Large SH SH 

Goods 
Storage Room + -/+ + + + Large SH SH 

Food Storage Large 
Room + -/+ + + Med. SH SH 

Kitchen +/- Small SH SH 

General Vari- Vari- SH 
Storage Room - -/+ able able 

Animal Vari- Vari- Vari-
Room/Pen + + able able able 

Hay/Grain Vari- Vari- Vari-
Storage Room + able able able 
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Table 52. Expected room characteristics for the room types found in 
Darnaj. -- N = necessary; P = preferable; I = irrelevant; 
SH = standing height. 

Expected Room Characteristics 
Q) Q) 

~~ 
'tS 

0 Q) tt-t 0 
'r-! ~ 0 ., ~ 
~ .c: ~ 1\1 1\1 0 0 'r-! I co 
Q) co J.4 J.4 r-4 J.4 ~ r-4 Q)Q)~ ~ ~ 
.c: 'r-! o Q) 'r-! p.. s= s= r-4 s= 

r-4-&' J.4~ ~ r-4 tt-tp. r-4~ s= ~a.1 r-4 Q).a Q) Q) 
co ~ E E r-4S= 'r-! co Q) r-4 p.1\1'tS t'I r-4 'r-! o 'rot 

Room Type Q) o Q) Q) Q) 1\1 a.1r-4 Q) E J.4 0 'r-! co Q) o Q) 

< tI) 08 ~> Il:: ~o ~ H~1l:: tI) ~::t: A::t: 

Sitting Room N P N P N P P N/P Larg3 SH SH 

Goods 
Storage Room P P P P N P P N/P Large SH SH 

Food Storage Large-
Room P P P P N P P N/P Med. SH SH 

Kitchen I I P P P P P I Small SH SH 

General Vari- Vari-
Storage Room I I I I P/I I P P/I able able SH 

Animal Vari- Vari- Vari-
Room/pen I I P/I P I I I I able able able 

Hay/Grain Vari- Vari- Vari-
Storage Room I I I I N I I N/P able able able 



extremely variable. Thus, some of the evidence of room use will be 

directly related to formal room types and some will be idiosyncratic. 
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If evidences of actual room use are correlated with architectural attri

butes for a large enough sample, the effects of idiosyncratic activities 

should be slight. 

There are two types of evidence for actual room use, room con

tents and room use-wear. Room contents include all movable objects. 

For discerning room function only 1!~ artifacts on room floors are 

of use. Objects may either be in storage or in some type of actual use 

context, but at any given point in time most items are being stored. 

Thus, the presence of many cooking pots may well mean that the room was 

being used to store cooking vessels, not that it was a food preparation 

area. Room use-wear denotes all non-intentional modifications of a room 

caused by the activities occurring within it. This category of evidence 

includes blackening, food stains, and use patterns on floors. Use-wear 

is particularly powerful because it is the direct result of actual 

activity patterns. 

The archaeological discovery of house floors with ~~ arti

facts is much less frequent than the recovery of simple architectural 

remains. However evidences of actual room use are extremely valuable 

for testing hypotheses about the functional interpretation of room 

types determined on the basis of clusterings of architectural features, 

and for this only a small sample of rooms of each type is needed. In 

Darnaj, for example, the association of a room type characterized by 

limed floors, thick mudbrick walls with lime plastered interiors, 

frequently some lime plastering on the exterior, and beam and plank, 
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pole or split pole roofs with quantities of household goods and more 

expensive and perishable items would confirm an identification as a 

living and storage area for humans. The presence of dung and animal 

troughs in many unroofed areas would suggest their use as animal areas, 

and the existence of blackened walls and roofs and sometimes hearths 

or primus stoves in small, unplastered. brush roofed rooms would verify 

their designation as kitchens. 

Thus, it may be possible to identify room function based on a 

sample of rooms for which only architectural information exists. The 

keys are the discernment of clusterings of structural attributes in a 

large sample of rooms, the examination of the consequences of these 

attributes of room qualities, and the comparison of the room qualities 

with ethnographic expectations for potential room usage. While a de-

lineation of room types on the basis of architectural features alone 

is possible, the argument is much more convincing when augmented by 

evidence of actual room use for at least some of the rooms in the 

sample, and this.type of evidence is available either in the form of 

in situ room contents or room use-wear. ---



CHAPTER 7 

HOUSEHOLD DEMOGRAPHY 

Household size and the age, sex, and kin affiliation of house

hold members are all components of household demography. However, only 

household size and a single aspect of kinship structure, the number of 

co-residing conjugal family units, will be discussed here. 

Household Size 

Household size is of potential interest to the archaeologist 

for two reasons. First, acceptable methods for translating archaeolog

ical materials into estimates of household size will allow computation 

of a site's populationt a CO~R.on concern to archaeologists. For this, 

the archaeologist does not need to be able to accurately predict the 

size of individual households. A means of determining either average 

household size or of translating some site-wide archaeological variable 

such as floor space or number of hearths into number of people is 

adequate. He does need to be able to compute absolute numbers of indi

viduals. 

The second type of research problem to which estimates of house

hold size are relevant are studies of the socioeconomic dynamics of the 

community. These may, although they generally do not, broach subjects 

such as the role of household size in determining the subsistence 

strategiss chosen (e.g., do small households herd their animals 
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differently than large ones? Do the households of artisans tend to be 

smaller than those of agriculturalists?). The political power or the 

wealt.h of a household may also be related to household size. For the 

second type of study absolute numbers of residents of the households 

may be desirable, but are not vital. What is necessary is to be able 

to discuss inter-household population variation in individual cases. 

That is, to say which households are large and which are small. 

Population Estimates 

Estimations of site populations have been based on analyses of 

ecological parameters, skeletal numbers, food residues, number and den

sity of artifacts, site area and habitation space (S. F. Cook 1972). 

Habitation space can be dealt with in terms of total site area, square 

meters of living area, or numbers of dwellings. 

When site area is used, it must be comQined with estimates of 

population density for the site. One method is to rely on the popula

tion density for historic villages or cities judged to be similar to 

the site in question, then simply multiply by site area. This is a 

particularly common means of dealing with survey data, since they can 

be applied to unexcavated sites. For West Asian urban sites the popu

lation densities of Baghdad (Adams 1965; Adams and Nissen 1972), and 

Aleppo and Damascus (Frankfort 1950) have served as estimators. For 

villages, Gremliza's (1962) survey of 55 Iranian villages is a tradi

tional ethnographic source (Adams 1965). Recently Sumner (1979) ex= 

amined census data and area maps for 110 villages in the Kur River 

Valley, Iran. He found a significant correlation (r = .76, p~.Ol) 
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between village area and population, but felt this relationship was not 

sufficient for predicting the population of individual villages. 

An examination of the variability in village population density 

suggests that much of it is due to differences in the amount of func

tionally specialized space; however, length of village occupation, 

cultural preferences such as possible desire of recently settled nomads 

to live in dispersed settlements, and sociocultural factors encouraging 

or discouraging either emigration or immigration also influence popula

tion density. Because of the complexity of the factors contributing to 

population density and the large potential intersite variability in 

population density, it is preferable to combine a knowledge of the site 

boundaries with information about space allocation achieved through 

excavation when attempting to estimate site population. 

Thus, Sumner (1979) notes that Ta11-i Bakun A (level III) may 

have a slightly higher population density than modern villages in the 

area, since none of the domestic architecture excavated incorporates 

the animal areas which are currently a feature of most modern dwellings. 

Redman and Anzalone (1980), investigating the medieval community of 

Qsar es-Seghir, Morocco, opened 19 initial 9 x 9 m excavation units and 

enlarged the most interesting of these. This allowed them to divide 

the entire site into areas differing in function and/or population 

density. They stress that "any population estimate calculated directly 

from total site area does not account for differing land use or housing 

size and probably would result in a serious error in estimation" (Redman 

and Anzalone 1980:287). Furthermore, it may be necessary to engage in 

random sampling of the site in order to achieve reliable intra-site 



density estimates. The relative proportion of Redman and Anzalone's 

(1980) three land use categories -- civic land, interior residential 

or commercial space, and exterior residential or commercial space-

differed strikingly when calculated on the basis of the judgment 

samples as opposed to the random sample. 

A variant of this simple areal approach to the calculation of 

site population is to figure the number of persons on the basis of an 
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estimation of the total dwelling area. Naroll (1962) conducted cross-

cultural research on a world-wide sample of 12 societies and concluded 

that the relationship between dwelling area and population first ob

served by Cook and Treganza (1950) for 17 Yurok villages in California 

was valid and that one tenth the dwelling area in square meters could 

be used as a rough population estimate. LeBlanc (1971) compared cases 

from South America, Samoa, and Iran and discovered that average total 

area per person varied conSiderably, but average living area per person 

approximated 10 m2 in all three cases. Similarly, Kramer (1979:158) 

commented on the fact that the dwelling area is approximately 9.75 m2 

per person at ShShabad: "provocatively close to the 10 square meters 

per person discussed in cross-cultural studies" (Kramer 1979:155). 

Others (Read 1978; Casselberry 1974) have cautioned that the situation 

is complex and formulas used to derive population must consider vari-

ables such as dwelling type and the spatial organization and configura

tion of the dwelling areas. 

Methods of estimating population using total site area or total 

dwelling area are easily attacked on theoretical grounds. First, the 

proposal that population can be calculated on the basis of total 



dwelling area implies cross cultural uniformity in the amount of per 

person area required for each individual, his activities, and his 

possessions. A moment's reflection makes it clear that the nature and 

extent of the activities performed within roofed dwelling areas will 

vary drastically from society to society, depending upon variables such 

as the local climate, the sUbsistence base, the nature of domestic 

manufacturing activities, and cultural attitudes toward space use. In 

Darnaj, for example, many activities are performed outdoors during most 

of the year, not in room interiors. In addition, in many households 

there are few times, except at night, when the entire family is at home. 

Thus, the actual amount of dwelling area required for a household's 

activities depends on both the nature and extent of customary indoor 

activity and the degree to which the domestic activities of different 

household members are coterminous. 

The possessions of a household will also help determine the 

minimum required floor space. Needless to say there can be considerable 

cross-cultural variation in the type and quantity of the goods owned by 

a typical household. While the material inventory of a Bushman family 

may be meager, the possessions of a typical American family are far 

from it. The household goods inventory varies between households within 

a single culture as well as cross-culturally and, while some of the 

variation may be due to household size, some may be due to wealth dif

ferentials, differences in subsist~nce strategies and/or individual 

buying or manufacturing idiosyncrasies. Thus, it is unreasonable to 

assume either cross-cultural or inter-household uniformity in the 
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amount of dwelling space per person required for either goods storage 

or activity patterns. 

Similarly, it is possible to make a case against cross-cultural 

invariability in the amount of living area each individual requires to 

avoid psychological strain from crowding. In the early 1960s Calhoun's 

(1962) experiments with rat colonies demonstrated that crowding could 

act as an important psychological stressor. Subsequently, Galle, Gove 

and McPherson (1972) investigated this phenomenon on the human level 

and found that the number of persons per acre correlated positively 

with rates of mortality, ineffectual parental care, juvenile del in-

quency, and psychiatric disorders and correlated negatively with fer-

tility rates. Controlling for ethnic group and social class, however, 

made the differences insignificant and they concluded that the effective 

variable in crowding was the number of persons per room rather than per 

acre and that stress was due to the inability of the individual to avoid 

constant contact with others rather than specific spatial limitation. 

This view of the stress-space relationship is supported by Baum and 

Valins' (1977) recent stUdies of different types of institutional 

architecture, which suggest that the stress in crowding relates to the 

inability of individuals to adequately control social interaction. Thus, 

in crowded situations people must interact with too many others and 

frequently these include individuals who are unknown or poorly known. 

Hence, 

• • • crowding • • • a~pears to represent a syndrome of stress 
related to the breakdown of social regulation. Unwanted 
interaction and the inability to regulate the time and place 
of interaction a~pear to contribute to this stress. • • • 
(Baum and Valins 1977:102). 
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1~is view of crowding implies that it is definitely not a simple matter 

of each individual requiring a specific amount of territory. Rather, 

psychological crowding depends upon the way the available dwelling space 

is subdivided, the local norms of social interaction, cultural attitudes 

toward personal privacy, and the relationships of the individuals co

residing in the dwelling unit, all of which will vary cross-culturally. 

Variation in cross-cultural proxemics doubtless also plays a 

role in the space allotment in domestic architecture. Modern ATab 

ideals specify very spacious dwellings, but since they have little 

desire for privacy within the family unit, there may be few partitions 

within the house (Hall 1969:157-159). There is no reason to assume that 

the inhabitants of prehistoric West Asian communities entertained 

similar proxemic notions to modern Arabs. 

Cross-culturally derived factors for converting dwelling area to 

population size also presume that the residents of a site have been able 

to provide the architecture suited to their perceived needs. In some 

societies this may be true. In others, where land, building materials, 

and/or labor are expensive or scarce it is likely that some or all of 

the households may be unable to construct dwellings of the size or type 

that their household demography demands. 

Finally, the cross-cultural method has not considered inter

household variability in wealth, social status, political position, 

kinship structure, or subsistence strategies~ While the sources of 

cross-cultural variability discussed above will cause interaite dif

ferences in the average dwelling area, these sources of inter-household 



variability will yield differences in the way space is allocated in 

individual dwellings on a single site. 
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The data from the Darnaj sample demonstrate some of the prac

tical and theoretical difficulties with using simple areal approaches 

to population calculation. Obviously, in a very dispersed community 

like Darnaj total site area would be a risky indicator of population. 

The density of dwelling units varies greatly within different areas of 

the community and while some sectors are relatively dense others have 

a 3 to 1 or greater ratio of fields to compounds. 

If some measure of living area is chosen as the unit from which 

population is to be calculated, the problem becomes what to choose. 

LeBlanc (1971) has suggested that roofed dwelling area is the appro

priate spatial feature, but at Darnaj dwelling area could be interpreted 

as the sitting and goods storage rooms, which are the major living 

rooms, or the sitting, goods and food storage complex, all the rooms 

designed for people, the total roofed area which includes some animal 

roores, or the total area occupied by rooms. Since there is considerable 

variation between these spatial categories in the number of square 

meters of floor space per person (Table 53), the choice of the spatial 

category will have a considerable effect on the final estimate of site 

population. 

The average area occupied by rooms designed for people is 10.7 

square meters per person for the entire Darnaj sample, very close to 

Naroll's cross-cultural average. I have discussed above the reasons 

why Naroll's cross-cultural theories are inappropriate and consider 

this average for Darnaj to be merely fortuitous. Furthermore, an 
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Table 53. Aver~ge number of square meters per person for several types 
of functional room categories in the Darnaj sample. 

Spatial Category 

Sitting Rooms and Goods Storage 

Sitting, Goods and Food Storage 

Rooms Designed for People 

All Rooms 

Total Compound 

Average Number of 
Square Meters per Person 

6.3 

8.6 

10.7 
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examination of the square meters of living space per person in the 

individual compounds of the sample reveals a great deal of variation 

(Table 54). For example, the area of rooms designed for people ranges 

from 6 to 58 square meters per person. Thus while approximately 10 

square meters per person is a sample-wide average, it obviously has no 

psychological validity and is of no use for predicting individual house

hold size. 

In the second general method of estimating site population the 

number of households contemporaneously residing in the community being 

studied is multiplied by the average household size. Obviously this 

method requires excavation. Figures for average house size, amount of 

land devoted to public structures, streets, fields, plazas, and all 

other non-residential areas and total area contemporaneously occupied 

must be generated from archaeological data, then a total number of 

dwelling units calculated on the basis of this information. The estima

tion of average household size can be done by: (1) direct use of ethno

graphic or ethnohistoric figures; (2) a more complex analysis of 

probable demographic processes occurring at the site, also founded 

ultimately on ethnographic or ethnohistoric information; or (3) on an 

analysis of the architectural remains found at the site in light of the 

available ethnographic data and theory. 

When direct ethnographic or ethnohistoric analogy is used this 

may be based on records pertaining to the specific area and time period 

being studied (Redman and Anzalone 1981), on ethnographic studies of 

the historic descendants of the prehistoric population being investi

~ated (Hill 1969), or merely upon general notions of average household 
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Table 54. House-by-house inventory of number of square meters per 
person for several different spatial categories. 

No. of Sitting/ Sitting/ Rooms for Total 
Household People Goods Goods/Food People Rooms 

1 9 7.5 8.9 10.8 32.8 
2 7 12.1 12.1 12.1 22.0 
3 9 5.2 5.2 ·10.2 22.7 
4 7 4.7 9.1 11.7 31.0 
5 4 10.3 16.3 16.3 21.3 
6 8 7.0 9.5 9.5 39.5 
7 8 5.4 8.3 10.6 14.25 
8 7 9.6 13.7 14.9 35.6 
9 10 4.5 6.3 6.9 15.5 

10 7 2.4 5.7 13.4 25.4 
11 4 8.3 12.3 13.5 27.3 
12 10 5.7 9.6 9.6 23.6 
13 1 18.0 42.0 58.0 92.0 
14 8 4.5 5.8 8.0 23.8 
15 28 3.6 3.6 6.7 39.6 
16 9 5.3 8.2 8.2 26.3 
17 6 7.3 7.3 13.0 31.0 
18 5 4.4 4.4 8.0 24.0 
19 5 5.0 10.0 10.8 22.2 
20 4 10.5 10.5 14.0 23.8 
21 9 5.6 11.4 16.8 47.1 
22 6 6.7 6.7 10.5 33.7 
23 6 7.7 14.0 14.0 33.7 
24 2 23.0 29.0 38.5 62.5 
25 2 22.0 22.0 31.0 120.0 
26 1 14.0 39.0 50.0 154 .. 0 
27 9 5.1 7.3 8.c 26.7 
28 8 5.5 5.5 7.8 23.5 
29 6 7.3 7.3 7.3 16.8 
30 7 6.3 6.3 6.3 11.6 
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size cross-culturally or in the area being discussed (5. F. Cook 1972: 

13-15). A more sophisticated variant of the approach is to consider 

the ethnographic materials in light of current demographic theory. Thus, 

Haviland (1972) calculates average household size for the prehistoric 

Maya on the basis of ethnographic analogies modified by considerations 

of the effects of post-contact population declines, the impact of 

Spanish laws attempting to obliterate the extended family on household 

structure, and the way that the introduction of diseases such as malaria 

may have affected mortality curves. 

In a slightly different vein, Sumner (1979) has accepted Cow

gill's (1975) and Carneiro and Hilse's (1966) statements that the rate 

of population growth in prehistoric Western Asia was low. This neces

sitates a low parent-child ratio and, unless some type of household 

structure incorporating multiple conjugal family units is proposed, 

implies a small household size. 

A final variation of the methods calculating population size by 

multiplying household number by household size is to calculate household 

size on the basis of archaeological materials. These may be either 

architectural or artifactual. Turner and Lofgren (1966) used the ratio 

~f the capacity of individual serving bowls and ladles to cooking jars 

to estimate family size, then multiplied by the number of hearths to 

obtain the entire population for the pueblo. Jacobs (1979:188) sug~sts 

that a similar technique might be used to calculate family size at 

Tell-i Nun where the smallest rice pot owned by a woman usually produces 

enough rice for her family. While this may work in some cases, in 

others where growing families either keep the pots from periods when 
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they were smaller or anticipate household size increases by buying 

bigger pots, it clearly would not. Furthermore, in cultures where serv

ing is done on flat individual plates or in communal dishes, it will be 

difficult to determine the average volume of a single serving. Thus, 

even if cooking pot size is influenced by household size, it will not 

be possible here to translate pot volume into absolute numbers of co

residing people. 

As explained in Chapter 5, in Darnaj the only household 

features, furnishings or possessions whose quantity is influenced sig

nificantly by household size independent of its intercorrelations with 

household wealth and the number of co-residing conjugal family units 

are the number of primus stoves and the quantity of bedding. In both 

cases household size explains only a small fraction of the inter

household variability in artifact distribution. At Darnaj there is no 

simple, obvious, relatively invariable relationship between household 

size and any artifact type. The reason why it is theoretically impos

sible to determine numeric values for household size using architectural 

features has been discussed above. 

I have explained the theoretical problems with estimating site 

population on the basis of factors that numerically translate either 

total site area or roofed dwelling area into numb~rs of people. There 

are no basic objections to the method o~multiplying the number of 

simultaneously-occupied dwellings at a site by average household size, 

except that it is hard to determine an average household size. The lack 

of an absolute cross-cultural relationship between spatial measures or 

artifacts and numbers of people makes it impossible to calculate an 



average household size directly on the basis of these archaeological 

characteristics. 
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Alternatively, if there is a systematic within-site co-variation 

of spatial or artifactual characteristics with household size, it might 

be possible to determine the distribution of relative household sizes. 

This, combined with an analysis of household family structure, which is 

important since multiple and polygynous households tend to be larger 

than simple family households, could yield an archaeologically based 

rationale for the selection of the average household size for a specific 

site. The feasibility of archaeologically discerning both relative 

household size and the presence of multiple and polygynous households 

will be discussed below. 

Variability in Household Size 

The practical and theoretical difficulties of translating 

archaeological evidence into numerical estimates of site population or 

household size have been discussed above. ~ne alternative is merely to 

classify households as bigger or smaller. Assuming (a) that there is 

inter-household variability in size, and (b) that this variability is 

reflected in the archaeological remains, it should be possible to 

characterize individual households as larger or smaller. 

The Darnaj data provide an opportunity for examining the dy

namics of the relationship between household size and material culture 

using tIle sociocultural model described in Chapter 1. Large households 

can include more children, more conjugal family units, more generations, 

or all of the above. The expansion of household size due to increases 
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in the number of co-residing conjugal family units will be dealt with 

in the second section of this chapter. The discussion here pertains to 

differences in household size due to variations in the number of chil

dren and is based upon the statistical analyses in the preceding chap

ters which have attempted to isolate this socioeconomic variable. 

It has already been demonstrated that of all the attributes of 

the compound and its contents, only the area of the sitting and goods 

complex, the area of rooms designed for people, the area of all rooms 

including hay/grain storage rooms and animal rooms, the number of 

primus. stoves, and the quantity of bedding are significantly influenced 

by the number of people residing in the compound. 

In order to understand the reasons for the relationships between 

spatial organization and household size it is necessary to appreciate 

differences in the real and perceived spatial requirements of large 

versus small households. 

The addition of young children to the household increases the 

requirements for activity and storage space, but not greatly. Children 

do spend time playing in the courtyard ar house rooms, helping with 

daily household activities, and, of course, sleeping with the rest of 

the family, but the rather minor spatial demands of these activities 

can be easily accommodated by most compounds. Because children do not 

have rights to privacy from their parents, nor parents privacy from 

their children, it is not deemed necessary to construct additional 

rooms to accommodate children. 

Children themselves have few personal belongings. A child will 

have clothing and perhaps a few toys, although in many cases these may 
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be passed from child to child, if still in usable condition. These 

possessions are not stored separately, but are mingled with the other 

belongings of the child's conjugal family unit. Most households own a 

cradle regardless of whether infants or small children are numbered 

among its current membership. Of common household items~ only bedding 

and the number of primus stoves increase as the number of children in 

the household increases. This will be discussed in more detail below. 

The important points here are that additional children do not require 

much additional space for storage and that the area that their belong

ings occupy need not be differentiated from the areas occupied by the 

belongings of other family members. These storage requirements may 

change as the child grows to adulthood, earns money, and begins to 

accumulate possessions. 

Incrementing household size with children places only minor 

demands for increased space on the household and does not require the 

duplication or construction of any special function reoms. That the 

functional demands of a large household are for increased space, not 

an additional number of room units, is corroborated by the fact that it 

is the area of the sitting and goods storage room complex and the area 

occupied by rooms designed for people, rather than the number of room 

units in either category, that relate to household size. Interestingly, 

Kramer (1979:158) also finds that at ShShabad it is the area of rooms 

rather than the number of rooms that is the best indication of household 

size, but this is probably due to differences in the animal husbandry 

techniques used by large and small households (see Chapter 2), not to 

differences in the domestic activities of the two types of households. 
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There is considerable variation in the way households respond 

architecturally to functional requirements arising from household size. 

The correlation between household size and the area occupied by rooms 

designed for people is high (r = .82, r2 = .67). Nevertheless, there 

is considerable residual variability. About 33 percent of the inter

compound variability in the area devoted to rooms designed for people 

is not explained by differences in household size. Thus, while the 

relative inexpensiveness of mudbrick rooms allows the household to build 

in response to the need for additional living space that is imposed by 

increases in household size, there is considerable variation in the way 

individual households accommodate living space to househo~d size. The 

lack of any explicit cultural rules about the spatial requirements of 

individual household members and the loose cultural relationships be

tween people and either activity or storage space make this variability 

understandable. 

The relationship between household size and the two household 

artifacts that correlate with it, the number of primus stoves and the 

quantity of bedding is even more flexible. Only 20 percent of the 

variability in primus stove number and 10 percent of the variability in 

the quantity of bedding is accounted for by household size. Further

more the inclusion of these two factors into a regression equation pre

dicting household size does not add significantly to its explanatory 

value (Table 55). 

The magnitude of the inter-household variability in the rela

tionship between living space and number of people poses a problem for 

the archaeologist. Figure 65 is a graph depicting the relationship 
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Table 55. Multiple regression of household size with the area occupied 
by rooms designed for people, the number of primus stoves, 
and quantity of bedding owned by the household. 

Independent 
Variable 

Area occupied 
by rooms de
signed for 
people 

Number of 
Primus stoves 

Quantity of 
Bedding 

F 
Value 

38.41 

.55 

.14 

Significance 
Multiple 

R 

.001 

.224 

.711 

Overall F = 38.41 
Significance = .001 
Mul tiple R2 = .83 

.82 

.83 

.83 

Dependent Variable = number of people. 

Multiple 
R2 

.68 

.69 

R2 

Change 

.68 

.02 

.00 
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between household size and the compound area devoted to rooms designed 

for people. I have attempted to predict whether a household is large, 

medium or small on the basis of this spatial measurement. Since aver-

age household size in the Darnaj sample is 7, I have designated house

holds with 6, 7, and 8 members as average, 5 or fewer as small and, 9 

or more as large. The range in the area of rooms designed for people 
2 2 ' 2 

is 40 m to 188 m , but most of the sample clusters in the 40 m to 

2 110 m range. I divided this range of measurements into three segments 

and predicted relative household size on this basis. Thus compounds 

whose living area is within the lowest range, should be small in com-

parison to those in the largest range. The measurements of two of the 

living areas far exceeded the 40 m2 to 110 m2 range and these were 

placed in a fourth category for which I predicted extra large households. 

Using this method (Fig. 65), slightly over half of the households are 

correctly assessed (18 out of 30). Perhaps even more relevant is that 

no households that I predicted to be large were actually small. Nor 

were any households that I predicted to be small actually large. The 

category of compounds for which an average household size was predicted 

included small, medium, and large households. Furthermore, medium-sized 

households were found in all prediction categories except the extra-

large which was comprised of the two largest households in the sample. 

This experiment suggests (a) that even when household size is highly 

correlated with ~ spatial variable such as the area of the rooms designed 

for people, a high degree of variability may make the prediction of even 

relative household size for individual cases inaccurate, and (b) that 



if such a prediction is desired it may be most accurate to compare 

extreme values and discard middle range ones from the sample. 
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It is not intuitively obvious which household material charac

teristic, if any, will co-vary with household size. It is unlikely 

that there are any universal indicators of the number of co-residing 

individuals; however, the Darnaj data suggest that the archaeological 

features correlating with household size will have the following attri

butes: (1) a logical cultural relationship with household size; (2) a 

cost and availability permitting access to all desirous households; 

and (3) considerable intra-site variability. The postulation of a 

relationship between household size and any archaeological feature must 

rely on the assertion that there are logical cultural reasons for an 

increase in the number of people residing in a househcld to affect the 

selected feature. This assumes a basic knowledge of the typical be

havio~ pat~eTns and may vary from culture to culture. For an empirical 

relationship between household size and any material feature to exist 

it must be possible for all the households whose demographic character

istics make that feature culturally desirable to be able to obtain it. 

Therefore the feature must be both easily accessible and inexpensive. 

For example, in Darnaj where mudbrick buildings are inexpensive and 

space, while more costly, is not excessively so, it is possible for 

households to build dwellings responsive to their needs. Elsewhere this 

may not always be so. For example in Baghdad the number of people per 

household is greatest for low socioeconomic groups, but the number of 

rooms occupied by a household is least (AI-Azzawi 1969). Lastly, for 

any variable to be a useful predictor it must exhibit considerable 
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intra-site variability. If the range of the predicting variable is 

small, even slight differences in its relationship with individual house-

holds will cause large errors in prediction. 

The ability to separate large from small households archaeolog-

ically has interesting research potential in and of itself. Several 

relevant issues have been mentioned above. Its utility for estimating 

average household size is more problematical. Since relative household 

size can only be very imprecisely discerned, it is certainly not pos-

sible for the archaeologist to plot a distribution of relative house-

hold sizes, assign 1 or 2 persons to the smallest household grouping, 

then increase the number of persons per house incrementally until the 

entire range of houses in the sample has been allotted numerical values, 

and conclude by computing the average household size of his population. 

Even if tri- or bi-modal distributions of those dwelling attributes 

relating to household size allow the archaeologist to separate large 

from small households with a minimum of ambiguity, an indication of 

relative number of large, medium and small households will not aid in 

determining household size. There is no obvious way that the large 

average household size of Darnaj (7 persons per household) could be 

discerned by comparing the percentage of large versus small households. 

Discerning Households which Include 
Multiple Family Units 

The basic unit of household structure is the conjugal family 

defined as a parent or parents and his or her unmarried offspring (Fig. 

5). This grouping defines a unit of reproduction and frequently of 

production as well. When households are extended, multiple, or 
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polygynous they can frequently be viewed as containing more than one . , 
conjugal unit. Thus, households including two married brothers, a 

couple and their married son, or the two wives of a polygynous man 

would each consist of two conjugal family units. While sociologically 

these three situations are very different, I have not attempted to 

separate them in the analysis. This omission is because the material 

differences between multiple and polygynous households are, if extant, 

subtle and because my sample includes too few examples of each household 

type to make their separation feasible. 

The excavators of sites as spatially and culturally separated 

as Mexico (Healen 1977:50), Poland (Me1isauskas 1972:71, 72) and Israel 

(stager 1981) have postulated dwelling patterns in which households may 

be composed of more than one conjugal family unit. They have based 

their interpretations on cultural generalizations developed using two 

different kinds of research strategies, the inter-cultural and the 

intra-cultural. 

The inter-cultural or cross-cultural methodology compares the 

material features of a sample of diverse cultures. A dependent variable 

such as household size or number of co-residing conjugal family units 

is chosen, then other attributes of a sample of cultures varying with 

respect to this sociological feature are statistically compared. The 

floor area of dwelling units is the most commonly chosen attribute for 

cross-cultural studies of extended and multiple family households. The 

reasoning is basically that, since extended and multiple families will 

tend to be larger, their houses should contain more floor area. Note 

the similarity of the basic assumptions to those of Naro11 (1962), 



LeBlanc (1971) and others who have attempted to use living space to 

determine household size. Thus S. F. Cook (1972:15) proposes that 

dwellings larger than 350-500 ft2 house more than one conjugal family 

unit. 

• • • no house under 350 square feet could have contained a 
family of more than 6.0 persons, but in one above 350 square 
feet, the number could have been greater. • •• It is un
likely that houses would become larger than a floor area of 
500 square feet and still accommodate a single family (S. F. 
Cook 1972:15). 

This argument has been taken even farther by Ember (1973) and 

Divale (1977) who hypothesize that societies with matrilocal residence 

patterns would have larger households and hence larger dwellings than 

neolocal or patrilocal societies. Divale (1977) proposes that average 

floor areas between 14.5 m2 and 45.6 m2 can be interpreted as evidence 

of patrilocality while average floor areas of 79.2 m2 to 270.8 m2 indi-

cate matrilocality. The difficulties with cross-cultural studies 

attempting to relate floor area to population have been discussed above 

and the same criticisms apply to attempts to link floor area with house-

hold structure of residence patterns. 

The intra-cultural research method has been used recently by 

ethnoarchaeologists. This method entails examining a single area where 

both single and multiple unit households are found and attempts to 

discover what material characte~istics differentiate simple and extended 

family households from those with a multiple or polygynous household 

structure. It is into this research category that the Darnaj study 

fits. The existence of redundant activity and/or storage loci seems 

to be the hallmark of households incorporating more than a single 
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conjugal family unit. Thus, Kramer (1979:158) mentions the importance 

of dwelling room number for discerning co-residing conjugal family 

units, while Jacobs (1979:188), relying on the fact that most woman's 

tools are privately owned, stresses redundancy in household equipment 

such as bedding, pots and pans, and cooking stoves. 

A detailed examination of the material correlates of multiple 

conjugal units using the Darnaj data is informative. Again, the 

general theoretical perspective described in Chapter 1 will be followed. 

The number of co-residing conjugal family units, independent of inter

correlations with household size and weQlth, explain6 significant pro

portions of the variation in the number of sitting and goods storage 

rooms, the area of the sitting and goods storage complex, the total 

number of sitting, goods storage, and food storage rooms, the number of 

china cabinets, the number of water jars, and the quantity of pots and 

pans~ 

Sixty-eight percent of the inter-compound variation in the 

number of sitting and goods storage rooms is explained by differences 

in the number of co-residing conjugal family units. The percentage of 

the variability in the area of the sitting and goods storage complex 

and the number of sitting, goods storage and food storage rooms ex

plained by the number of co-residing conjugal units is less than 68 

percent and these spatial measures are seen as simply mirroring the more 

sensitive index, the number of sitting and goods storage rooms. 

The high correlation between the number of sitting and goods 

storage ~ooms and the number of conjugal family units is the result of 

a cultural rule specifying that each conjugal unit must have its own 



sitting, goods storage, or sitting/goods storage room. This rule is 

never violated in the Darnaj sampleo The necessity for a couple to have 

a room of their own is explicitly voiced by the Darnaj inhabitants. 

Observations of local behavior suggest that the importance of the spa

tial segregation of the conjugal family units comprising a household 

may be more related to the storage of the dowry and of the other posses

sions of the family than to the desire to isolate domestic activities 

or provide privacy. Universal adherence to a norm of at least one 

sitting or goods room per conjugal family unit is allowed by the rela

tive inexpensiveness of mudbrick architecture. Thus, any family with 

enough capital to marry a son should be able to build a separate room 

for him as well. 

The domestic artifacts that are significantly correlated with 

the number of co-residing conjugal family units, independent of its 

intercorrelations with wealth and household size, are the number of 

china cabinets, the number of water jars, and the number of pots. The 

relationship between water jars 'and conjugal family units will be 

considered spurious, since the percentage ~~'-variation in number of 

water jars explained by the number of conjugal units is low (l~) and 

in no houses with multiple water jars did the conjugal family units have 

separate jars. 

Fifty-six percent of the variability in number of large china 

cabinets and 25 percent of the variability in number of pots is ex

plained by the number of co-residing conjugal family units. Both large 

china cabinets and pots are dowry items which explains their co-variation 

with number of conjugal units. 



Large china cabinets are relatively expensive, however, and may not be 

included in the dowries of the poor. In addition, large metal china 

cabinets seem to have been added to the dowry assemblage within the last 

15 to 20 years and are frequently not owned by women who were married 

more than 15 years ago. While china cabinets can be porchased apart 

from dowries, this seems to be a fairly rare occurrence, possibly be

cause of their high cost. Thus the fairly high correlations between 

the number of large china cabinets and the number of co-residing conju

gal family units can be explained by a strong tendency for china cabi

nets to be included in the dowry, coupled with a low acquisition rate 

for china cabinets apart from dowries and with long cabinet use-life. 

Pots and pans are invariably included in the dowry. Neverthe

less it is probable that the number of vessels included in the dowry 

varies. Although I have no data on the use-life of pots and pans, it 

seems likely that in some households that were established 25 or 30 

years before my study many of the pots and pans that were originally a 

part of the dowry would have been discarded. Furthermore, pots and pans 

are less expensive items and are purchased individually as well as for 

dowries. Thus, numerical inter-dowry variability, relative inexpen

siveness. and a shorter use-life may explain the low, although still 

statistically significant, amount of the variability in pot number 

explained by the number of co-residing conjugal units. 

Dishes and bedding are also dowry items; however neither of 

these showed a significant relationship to the number of co-residing 

conjugal family units, perhaps because both are frequently acquired 

independent of dowries, have shorter use-lives than things like china 



cabinets, and show extensive quantitative variability in the original 

dowry assemblages. 

According to Laslett (1972:8), even in societies where some 

type of multiple household structure is prescribed, a certain percentage 

of the households will actually be composed of a simple family. Fur

thermore he contends that it is generally accepted by demographers that 

the simple family predominates almost everywhere (Laslett 1972:9). 

My method for archaeo1ogically discerning households, including 

multiple conjugal family units, relies on the assumption that wherever 

multiple or polygynous household structures exist, simple family house

holds will also exist. If the number of co-residing conjugal family 

units affects certain aspects of the dwelling and its contents, the 

variation in household composition within the community will be mirrored 

by variation in the material assemblages within individual households. 

The variation in the number of sitting and··goods storage rooms 

per compound has previously been shown to result from activity area 

redundancy associated with multiple co-residing conjugal family units. 

A perusal of the data reveals that most compounds have at least two 

rooms designated as sitting, goods storage or sitting/goods storage 

rooms. These are usually built side by side, share a connecting wall, 

and have been constructed at the same time. Any additional sitting or 

goods storage rooms may be placed in the same row as these two or may 

occupy other areas of the compound. Similarly, the additional rooms 

may have been built later than the original room block. For these 

reasons, it is logical for the Darnaj sample to consider a two room 

sitting and goods complex as typical and to associate this with a simple 



family household. Each sitting or goods storage room above this base 

will be seen as an indication of a co-residing conjugal family unit. 

Thus, I would interpret compounds with one or two sitting and goods 

storage rooms as housing a simple or extended family, compounds with 

three sitting and goods rooms as housing two conjugal family units 

either in a multiple or polygynous household, and so on. The predic

tions using this scheme are shown in Table 56. Twenty-six out of thirty 

households (8~) are correctly interpreted using this scheme. All the 

errors are one conjugal unit away from the correct prediction; two of 

the errors are overestimations, and two are underestimations. 

Like the number of sitting and goods storage rooms, the number 

of large china cabinets has been shown to bear a relationship to the 

number of nuclear families in a household. A glance at the distribution 

of large china cabinets within households in the sample shows the prob

lem with using this relationship as an index for estimating the number 

of co-residing conjugal units. Exactly one-half of the households do 

not have any large china cabinets at all. While the china cabinet is 

a dowry item, it is obviously not an item included in all dowries. 

This precludes a simple one to one relationship between china cabinets 

and conjugal family units and makes it hard to discern multiple unit 

households using the number of china cabinets owned as an index. Table 

56 also shows the results if a prediction of conjugal family units is 

based on the number of large china cabinets. Eighty percent of the 

households in the sample are correctly predicted, but this is due to a 

sample bias in favor of simple families. Only three of the eight non

simple households are identified as such. 
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Table 56. Number of conjugal family units as predicted by the three 
different methods outlined in the text. -_. = incorrect 
prediction; C = concentrated; D = dispersed. 
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The quantity of pots and pans tells little about the household 

structure, at least as this attribute has been measured here. All mul-

tiple unit households have lots of pots (category 3), but variation in 

the quantity of the pots and pans owned by simple family households is 

great. Furthermore, it is hard to analyze the distribution patterns of 

pots and pans within the compound, since these are frequently very dis-

persed, being found simultaneously in the sitting room, goods storage 

room, food storage room, kitchen, and courtyard. 

A more useful analysis of household goods relies on the fact 

that pots and pans, dishes and bedding are part of every dowry, and are 

individually owned and stored by every conjugal family. A family may 

store its household goods in a single room or disperse them over several 

rooms. In multiple families including a married son, the parents may 

have their goods dispersed over several rooms, while the son's are con-

tained chiefly in his room. In polygynous households each wife's 

belongings may be segregated or the senior wife's belongings may be 

dispersed and the junior wife's segregated; in joint households a 

reasonably strict division of the possessions seems characteristic, 

although my sample for this category is too small to be considered 

reliable. 

Analytically, each room may be characterized as containing 

either a complete or partial set of household goods and on this basis 

each household may be said to have a certain number of segregated and 

a certain number of dispersed sets of household goods. For example 

House 1 has a single room with a complete set of household goods, in-

eluding bedding, dishes and pots and pans. No other single room has 
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as complete a set of basic household goods, but another complete set is 

discernible, chiefly dispersed throughout two other rooms. Thus, House 

1 is recorded as having one segregated and one dispersed set of house

hold belongings; the presence of two complete sets of household goods 

is interpreted as an indicator of two co-residing conjugal family units. 

The results of such an analysis are shown in Table 56. Eighty-five 

percent (26 out of 30) of the households were correctly identified. 

This is the same percentage of multiple family households that was dis

cerned using sitting and goods rooms as an indicator, but with the 

exception of House 8 the misidentified households are different. 

Thus, it is possible to discern the presence of multiple co

residing conjugal units more accurately than it is possible to delineate 

large from small households. This seems to be because there are no cul

turally explicit rules which define the material needs of a large house

hold as different from those of a small household. There are, however, 

defined cultural rules, specifying the material needs of each conjugal 

family unit in a multiple polygynous household. As with those features 

used to predict household size, attributes indicative of multiple con

jugal family units must be culturally logical, affordable and exhibit 

considerable inter-household variability. 

The key to identifying multiple unit households seems to be 

duplication of resources. The Darnaj example illustrates two potential 

sources of intra-compound redundancy for households composed of more 

than one conjugal family unit. The first source is activities sepa

rately performed by each conjugal family. The second is goods owned 

and stored by each unit individually. Of particular interest is the 
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utility of the dowry system for differentiating conjugal family units. 

This system insures that each woman owns certain, usually culturally 

specified, goods acquired at one time. 

Conclusions 

It is necessary to conclude that, while some aspects of house

hold demography such as the number of co-residing conjugal family units 

do have distinct material correlates, others such as household size may 

not. In the Darnaj example the lack of clear cultural rules specifying 

the spatial requirements of an individual seems to mean that the house

hold size/living space relationship depends strongly on personal taste 

and that much of the inter-household variability is idiosyncratic. 

Given that there is no direct material link between household 

size as determined primarily by number of children and any material 

attribute of the household, how can site population be estimated? The 

most satisfactory procedure seems to be to the following: 

1. Determine whether multiple unit households exist, using the 

criteria outlined above. 

2. Estimate the number of multiple unit households and the number 

of single unit households. 

3. Assign a number of individuals per residence to each type of 

household. 

4. Do the requisite arithmetic to calculate the total number of 

site inhabitants. 

Obviously, the problem lies in assigning an average number of 

members for each type of household. Table 2 shows the modern range of 
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variation in household size in several West Asian areas. The data from 

the KhabUr (Dodge 1940) are probably atypical because they represent 

Assyrian families moved to the region as part of a government relocation 

program. 

It could be argued that before modern medicines were introduced 

the number of surviving children and hence household size would have 

been less. However, a census taken in a small Middle Euphrates hamlet 

in the late 1920s, clearly before the use of Western medicines would 

have been extensive, argues against this (Charles 1939:101, 102). The 

kinship diagrams shown in Figure 66 demonstrate that both household com

position and household size were similar to those in the region today. 

Most of the comparative cases have average household sizes of 

around 5 or 6 persons per household, although the range is from 4.4 to 

7.5. Some of the examples include households with more than one co

residing conjugal unit. These tend to average about 1.5 persons mo~e 

than single unit households. Thus, it does not seem unreasonable to take 

5 persons per-household as average for single unit households and 6.5 

for multiple unit households. 
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Figure 66. Genealogical relationships of household members in a hamlet 
near Darnaj in the late 1920s. -- Question marks indicate 
that maternal links cannot be specified in polygynous 
households. Household sizes are shown in parentheses. 
Adapted from Charles 1932:101, 102. 



CHAPTER 8 

HOUSEHOLD WEALTH 

Economic status is another socio-demographic household attribute 

of interest to anthropologists dealing with extinct cultures. An analy

sis of the degree of inter-household wealth differentiation and of the 

correlation of economic status with other social and cultural variables 

such as family size, ethnic groups and occupation is necessary for an 

understanding of the socioeconomic dynamics of the area under study. 

For prehistoric societies information about economic differen

tiation in household wealth can be gained only through an analysis of 

the material remains associated with dwelling structures and, less 

directly and hence less securely, those goods found in burials. For 

early historic societies, written records supplement other material 

remains, providing information on such things as occupations, taxes, 

inheritance, and land sales. While these documents are critical for 

providing certain insights into social differentiation, they present 

only a part of the story, frequently overemphasizing the state, mercan

tile interests, and the urban sector. Furthermore, since most documents 

were written to serve the needs of a contemporary society rather than to 

assauge the curiosity of future generations, they need to be interpre

tively analyzed like any other archaeological assemblage and simply may 

not answer some questions of interest. For certain issues the texts 

are mute and other types of archaeological evidence must suffice. Thus, 

314 
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for both prehistoric and historic periods, if household wealth differ

entiation is to be understood, it is necessary for the archaeologist 

to have a method for making statements about relative affluence based 

on domestic architecture and household belongings. 

It seems likely that in highly differentiated societies the 

very wealthy will have different possessions from the very poor. Cur

rently, archaeologists usually distinguish the affluent on the basis of 

their association with large, fancy dwellings and "elite" goods defined 

as rare and presumably expensive items, frequently imports. This is 

based on the assumption that in a highly stratified society the wealthy 

(and consequently powerful) have greater access to (a) labor, and (b) 

material goods. Thus, domestic architecture that requires a greater 

labor investment or which incorporates unusual non-local materials 

should be associated with elites. Similarly, rare artifacts, judged to 

have been expensive either because they are long-distance imports or 

because they would have required considerable labor to produce, are 

used as indicators of affluence. 

Such criteria are probably perfectly adequate for cases in which 

wealth differentials are great: they do separate the prince and the 

pauper. For certain research problems much more sensitive discrimina

tions are necessary, however. For example, the evolution of social 

complexity is currently a topic of much interest among prehistorians 

and early historians studying Western Asia. By the Ubaid period (ca. 

5200-4000 B.C.) it is easy to ascertain wealth differences in Mesopo

tamia, but the rudiments of stratification are probably developing 

earlier in the Hassuna (ca. 6500-5500 B.C.), Samarra (ca. 5500-4700 
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B.C.) and Halaf (ca. 5000-4200 B.C.). If archaeologists are to under

stand the ontogeny of social complexity, they must be able to discern 

the rather subtle variations in affluence that seem to be occurring in 

these periods and study both the intra-societal distribution of wealth 

and changes in its distribution through time. That the archaeological 

criteria that can separate the palace from the slum can merely be writ 

smaller to ascertain more minor variations in wealth is not intuitively 

obvious. The Darnaj case study provides an empirical test of the 

validity of traditional wealth measures for delineating inter-household 

wealth differences. 

Darnaj inhabitants define wealth as holdings in land and ani

mals. This definition seems to be common in rural Western Asia (Kramer 

1979; Watson 1979). For some analyses each household's land and animals 

have been translated into monetary amounts based upon the prices current 

at the time of the study (summer 1980). This, of course, entails some 

inaccuracy since both land and animals vary in quality. For other 

analyses the households were grouped into five wealth categories based 

on their total capital holdings (1 = the wealthiest; 5 = the poorest). 

The number of households in each wealth category approximates a normal 

distribution. 

This chapter begins with an analysis of the relationship be

tween household wealth and both compound architecture and contents, with 

particular emphasiS on local socioeconomic reasons for the observed 

wealth-material culture correlations or lack of them. When available, 

comparative data from elsewhere in Western Asia me cited to aid in 

evaluating the general applicability of the correspondences noted. 
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Next the value of the observed wealth-material culture relationships for 

predicting household wealth is assessed o A further section describes 

local stereotypes of the wealth-material culture relationship and dis

cusses their effect on the distribution of certain architectural attri

butes and household possessions. In conclusion, a general statement 

about possible archaeological approaches to household economic status 

is provided. 

Architectural Correlates to Wealth 

Both the archaeologist and some of the Darnaj residents would 

predict that wealthier households should have larger dwellings with more 

and bigger rooms and/or special function rooms. Furthermore, the 

dwelling should be better-built, reflecting the ability of the affluent 

to invest more heavily in both building materials and labor. In Darnaj, 

however, while the compounds of wealthy households do occupy more land, 

they do not have more rooms. Structural features vary in their rela

tionship to household wealth, but are in general poor predictors. 

Spatial Measures 

As demonstrated in Chapter 3, three spatial measures correlate 

significantly with household wealth independent of its intercorrelation 

with other socioeconomic variables. These are total compound area, 

courtyard area, and total area occupied by rooms (including animal 

rooms). These areas all reflect the total amount of land the household 

has allocated to the compound. In light of the economic situation at 

Darnaj it is logical that this should correlate positively with house

hold wealth. Since the village is not walled and is dispersed, building 
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land is available. Nevertheless, by local standards it is expensive. 

Furthermore, since compounds are usually constructed in field areas, 

building land and farm land are synonymous. This means that the space 

the household has allotted to the dwelling has simply been subtracted 

from the farm area at its disposal. A household owning very little land 

must exploit its resources more efficiently than one with much land and 

this implies, among other things, a smaller compound area. 

Given this cultural perspective, total compound area should be 

the best indicator of household wealth. Interestingly, of the three 

significant spatial measures it has the highest F-values (Tables 4, 6, 

and 18) which would tend to support this thesis. Courtyard area is a 

function of both the total area initially included within the compound 

(e.g., total compound area) and the amount of space allocated to rooms. 

While compound area tends to remain stable throughout the history of the 

dwelling unit, courtyard area will vary as rooms are added and then torn 

down and is thus directly affected by household demography as well as 

wealth. The total area occupied by rooms is the third significant 

spatial indicator of wealth. It is, however, only significant at the 

.05 level. The significance of this measure is probably due primarily 

to the influence of the area occupied by animal rooms and hay/grain 

storage rooms on total area, since the area occupied by rooms designed 

for people does not co-vary significantly with household wealth inde

pendent of its intercorrelation with household demography. The area 

occupied by animal and animal-related rooms is an indication of the 

number of animals owned, which is one of the major components of house

hold wealth. 
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Elsewhere in Western Asia, the total compound size-household 

wealth relationship varies from case to case (see Chapter 3). Thus at 

Tell Toqaan, as at Darnaj there is a significant relationship between • 
household wealth and total compound area. Among the Fulani (actually 

an African rather than West Asian comparison), compound area co-varies 

with household size, not wealth, and at both Hasanabad and Tell-i Nun 

neither household wealth nor size seem to relate to total compound area. 

Neither Darnaj nor Tell Toqaan are walled villages, which suggests that . 
at Tell Toqaan, as at Darnaj, building land is available. Tell Toqaan 

land prices are not discussed by Sweet, but it seems likely that land 

in this modern Syrian village is expensive. Land is both available 

and free to the Fulani. Both Hasanabad and most of Tell-i Nun are 

established walled villages where land is probably relatively expensive 

and scarce. Thus, the comparative data suggest that the following com-

pound size-household wealth relationships can be tentatively proposed: 

(1) when building land is available, but expensive, total compound area 

will co-vary with household wealth; (2) when building land is both 

available and cheap, total compound size will reflect household size, 

not household wealth; and (3) when building land is scarce and expensive, 

compound size will not be indicative of either household size or house-

hold wealth. 

The comparative data for courtyard areas is sparser than that 

for compound areas, but Kramer's data from ShShabad do seem to support 

a wealth-courtyard area relationship. It is likely that, since court-

yard area is simply total compound area minus the area devoted to rooms, 

the courtyard area-household wealth relationship will parallel the 
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total compound area household wealth relationships. Courtyard area is, 

however, altered as rooms are added to the compound or are torn down. 

Therefore, as the area devoted to rooms correlates with household size, 

courtyard size will probably be a less sensitive indicator of wealth 

than compound size. 

As discussed previously, the total compound area devoted to 

rooms including animal rooms is significant chiefly due to the contri

bution of extensive animal complexes in some compounds. The area of 

rooms devoted to people does not, independent of its intercorrelations 

with household size, correlate significantly with household wealth. 

In Darnaj extensive animal ownership is one indication of wealth, so to 

the degree that animal holdings can be predicted at least one component 

of wealth can be ascertained. The size of the animal area is a much 

more direct way of doing this than total room area, and total room area 

in itself does not seem to have any direct cultural relationships with 

household wealth. 

Despite the fact that it might be logical to hypothesize a 

correlation between the number of rooms in a compound and the wealth 

of the resident household, in Darnaj household wealth, independent of 

its intercorrelations with household size and composition, does not 

correlate significantly with any of the indices of room number that 

were investigated except total room number (Table 23). Instead these 

co-vary with household size and compositio~. The ability of all house

holds, irrespective of their economic status, to tailor their architec

tural space to household needs and the consequent lack of a wealth-room 

number co-variation is due to the inexpensiveness of mudbrick architec

ture by local standards. Despite the fact that additional rooms do 
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represent added expenditures in both materials and labor, the local 

availability of most building materials and the ability of villagers to 

recruit volunteer labor from family and friends make room construction 

feasible for most households. 

The available comparative literature suggests that under certain 

circumstances household wealth does correlate with some indices of room 

number. Watson (1978), Sweet (1960) and Stirling (1965) all propose 

that extra living rooms, built as guest rooms, are usually owned by the 

affluent. Also frequent has been the assertion that a large total room 

number coincides with household affluence (Thoumin 1932:25; Elazari

Volcani 1930:43; see Chapter 3 for a more complete discussion). Unfor-

tunately none of the above investigators provides quantified data to 

support their hypotheses and hence their conclusions, while possibly cor-

rect, are not easily verifiable. An explanation of the situation with 

~egard to the Darnaj case study does, however, cast some doubt upon the 
-

reliability of intuitively-generated behavior-material culture correla-

tions. The popular local stereotype of a wealthy man's compound included 

the notion that it should contain many rooms. As an ethnoarchaeologist 

mapping and photographing numerous compounds and carefully noting the 

characteristics of those I entered as a guest, this stereotype initially 

seemed reasonable to me and it was not until I carefully examined the 

data that I realized that in Darnaj neither total room number nor number 

of sitting and goods storage rooms was an indicator of household 

affluence. The only quantified example of a room number-affluence 

correspondence is for the city of Baghdad (Al-Azzawi 1969:91). There 

the average number of persons per household is nine for the low income 
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group and seven for the middle and high income groups. The average 

number of rooms occupied by the households is three for the low income 

group, four for the middle income group and five for the high income 

group. Thus, in this urban area there is a distinct tendency for the 

homes of the wealthy to have more rooms. That poor households have 

fewer rooms per person than affluent ones is probably an indication 

that they are unable to respond adequately to their housing needs. 

Given the high cost of housing today in many urban areas, this is un

surprising. 

The following relationship between room number and household 

wealth is suggested hy the data from Darnaj and Baghdad and is not con

vincingly contradicted by any of the available comparative material: 

(1) when building costs are very low by local economic standards, the 

number of rooms occupied by the household will not reflect household 

wealth; but (2) when construction costs are high due to the high cost 

of land, labor or building materialp., room nu~ber and household wealth 

will correlate positively. 

structural Features 

The relationship of household wealth to the structural features 

of the compound is less straightforwar~. Both floor type and interior 

wall finish are so strongly tied to room function that they are indica

tive of little else. Wall construction material does not presently act 

as a wealth indicator but may do so in the future. Exterior wall 

finishes and roof types are distributed fairly evenly throughout the 

five wealth categories utilized. Of structural attributes only the 
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number of framed glass windows is at present an indicator of wealth as 

measured by holdings in land and animals. 

In Darnaj three basic types of wall construction occur, thin 

mudbrick, thick mudbrick, and stone or concrete block and cement. Thin 

mudbrick walls occur only in certain room types and are not indicative 

of wealth differentials. Both thick mudbrick and stone/concrete block 

constructions are used for living rooms. Since stone/concrete rooms 

represent about a ten-fold increase in building costs, it would be logi

cal to assume that only the wealthier families could afford them. Cur

rently, however, there are simply too few stone/concrete block houses 

in Darnaj for the wealth-wall construction correlation to be very strong. 

stone/concrete block houses are a recent introduction to remote villages 

such as Darnaj. This non-indigenous construction type was adopted 

first in urban areas, then in villages near the bigger cities and on 

major transportation routes, and has only recently become popular in 

less accessible villages such as Darnaj where transportation costs for 

building materials are high. 

Several students of Western Asia have asserted that at least 

part of the variation in wall construction materials within a single 

area is explained by wealth differentials (Sweet 1960:114-115; Lutfiyya 

1966:19, Ashkenazi 1938:121; Armstrong and Hirabayashi 1951:426). This 

is probably so, but only under defined conditions: when two or more 

~all construction materials are well established (e.g., when neither has 

been recently introduced), and when there is a distinct price differen

tial between them. 
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As noted previously, in Darnaj neither interior nor exterior 

wall finishes are wealth indicators. Interior wall finishes are highly 

correlated with room function, regardless of the economic status of the 

household. Rooms with exterior finishes of lime plaster, lime plaster 

with some cement or mud plaster with whitewash and no unp1astered or un

whitewashed areas are actually invested in slightly more frequently by 

the poor than by the wealthy (Table 57). If this category of finishes 

is combined with a category including rooms with finiShes incorporating 

lime plaster, but having some unp1astered or simply mud plastered areas, 

the picture is reversed. In general, however, exterior wall finishes 

seem to be fairly randomly distributed between the wealth categories, 

and would be of little use in prediction. 

Both Galloway (1958:362) and Watson (1979) report that wealthier 

households tend to use more expensive wall plasters, but neither pre

sents any quantified evidence, so their assertions are hard to evaluate. 

In Darnaj lime plaster and whitewash are relatively inexpensive and the 

lime is prepared by local householders. Thus, lime, the most expensive 

- finish used on mudbrick walls (paint is more expensive, but is not 

usually used over mudbrick), is within reach of even the poorer house

holds. It is possible that under some circumstances some of the wall 

finishes in common use may not be affordable to all segments of the 

economy, and it seems likely that Watson and Galloway may be dealing 

with relatively more expensive wall finishes and/or poorer communities 

than Darnaj. 

Roofs are not useful indicators of household wealth in Darnaj 

either. Reinforced cement roofs are associated only with stone/concrete 



Table 57. Distribution of exterior wall finishes among wealth categories. -- Wealth deter
mined by holdings in land and animals. 

Exterior Wall Finishes 
Weal th Category LP, LP with 
(1 = wealthiest some Cement, LPMP, LPUP, 
5 = poorest) Cement/paint MPww LPMPUP MP MPUP UP 

1 0 9 27 0 10 21 

2 100 0 24 14 29 36 

3 0 27 32 28 36 14 

4 0 18 8 28 24 7 

5 0 45 8 28 2 21 

Totals 100 99- 99- 98· 101· 99· 

Key: LP = lime plastered; MP = mud plastered; UP = unp1astered; ww - whitewash. 
Combinations of these symbols indicate rooms with multiple finishes. 

·All percentages are rounded to nearest integer. This may cause discrepancies in 
total percentages. 

\.N 
IV 
VI 
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block and cement houses and are therefore at present too rare to be good 

predictors. The traditional roof types, although they vary somewhat in 

cost, are fairly evenly distributed over wealth categories (Tables 32 

and 58), hence they fail to act as accurate wealth predictors. 

Elsewhere roof styles are cited as indicators of relative 

affluence (Hodges 1972:526; Gulick 1955:34, 35; Sweet 1960:113). Both 

Hodges and Gulick are referring to the tiled roofs used along the Medi-

terranean coast which are considerably more expensive than the tradition-

al flat roofs. Sweet gives no information on the actual monetary dif-

ferential between the low pitched or beehive roofs and the flat roofs 

which are proposed to correlate with the wealthier households at Tell 

Toqaan •. Logically the flat roofs would be more expensive because of 
• 
the wood required for their construction. It is possible that in a 

village of sufficient poverty the less affluent would be unable to 

afford roof beams, but some quantified information on the relationship 

between roof ownership and affluence would be of interest. 

In the Darnaj sampJe, floor type is not correlated with eco-

nomic status. The choice between a dirt and a limed or cement floo~ 

is dictated primarily by room function. The lack of a relationship 

between affluence and cement floors, the most expensive floor type, may 

well be due to their rarity at present. Elsewhere both floor type 

(Leach 1940:49; Hansen 1961:25; Watson 1979:282) and the quality of 

floor maintenance (Kramer 1979:148) are said to co-vary with wealth. 

The comparative literature suggests that glass-paned windows 

are one of the characteristics of the homes of the affluent (Leach 

1940:49; Christensen 1976:96; Watson 1978:134). In the Darnaj sample 



Table 58. Distribution of roof types among wealth categories. -- Wealth determined by holdings in land 
and animals. 

Roof TlEe 
Beam Beam Pole Beam Beam 

Wealth Category Beam straw, Pole Pole Beam Part 
(1 = wealthiest Beam Beam Split Reed, Brush Brush Partial No Pole Plank 
5 = poorest) Cement Plank Pole Pole or palm (limed) (unlimed) Roof Roof Plastic pt.Pole 

1 0 19 12 30 0 0 22 29 17 33 0 

2 100 23 36 19 15 7 36 24 33 0 0 

3 0 27 28 22 8 64 17 29 0 0 100 

4 0 12 16 15 69 7 3 18 17 67 0 

5 0 19 8 15 8 23 22 0 33 0 0 

Totals 100 100 100 101· 100 101· 100 100 100" 100 100 

·Al1 percentages are rounded to nearest integer. Th~s may cause discrepancies in total percentages. 

'" IV 
'I 
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also, there is a positive relationship between household wealth and the 

number of glass-paned windows used in dwelling construction, if the 

three middle wealth categories are lumped (Table 38). Houses in the 

highest wealth category have the most glass-paned windows, those in the 

lowest lack glass-paned windows, and those in the middle category fall 

in between with respect to window number. Since glass-paned windows 

are an additional building expense such a relationship would be pre

dicted. The Pearson correlation between wealth and window number is 

.45 (p~.oo6). Number of glass-paned windows also correlates signifi

cantly with number of people per household (Fig. 67), however, and a 

multiple regression shows the effects of neither wealth nor household 

size in and of themselves to be significant (Table 59). 

In general, then, structural features seem to be closely related 

to wealth only when, as in the case of stone or concrete block and 

cement as wall materials in Darnaj, the cost of the structural feature 

is very high by local economic standards. Thus, in Darnaj most struc

tural features do not correlate with economic status because they can 

be afforded by all. One explanation for an investment in some of the 

slightly more costly structural features is suggested below in the 

section on local prestige. 

Household Possessions as Wealth Indicators 

In the Darnaj sample none of the household possessions that were 

analyzed correlated significantly with household wealth independent of 

its intercorrelations with household size and number of co-residing 

conjugal family units (Table 5). This is in direct contradiction to 



Wealth 

r = .75 

p..s..OOl 

r = .48 

Number of 
Windows 

Household 
Size 

Figure 67. Intercorrelations of wealth, household size, and number 
of windows. 
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Table 59. Multiple r.egression of number of windows with household 
wealth and size. 

Independent F Multiple Multiple R2 

330 

Variable Value Significance R R2 Change 

Wealth .703 

Household 
Size 1.590 

.409 .454 

.218 0501 

Overall F 2 = 4.51 
Multiple R = .251 
Overall Significance = .02 

Dependent Variable = number of windows. 

.206 .206 

.251 .044 
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both local and commonly-held archaeological ideas about the relationship 

of movable possessions to wealth. 

In Darnaj the locS! stereotype of a wealthy man's home specified 

that it should contain a large quantity of household goods: bedding, 

pots and pans, china and china cabinets~ etc. None of these items show 

even a simple correlation with household wealth. The reason is simple. 

All are items commonly included in a dowry. Therefore the strongest 

relationship between the quantity of any of the items owned and any 

socioeconomic variable is with the number of married women residing in 

the household. 

The possessions of individual women can usually be discerned in 

multiple and polygynous households and always in simple households, and 

these vary in content. The quantified analysis of the personal posses

sions of individual women has not been attempted, but a subjective 

examination of the data makes it appear unlikely that any strong rela

tionship between household wealth and the quantity of household goods 

owned by a female family member exists. There are several cultural 

reasons for this. 

The size and content of the original dowry is affected by sev

eral factors including the economic status of the bride's family, the 

size of the brideprice, and the time when the dowry was acquired. The 

economic status of the bride's family, which affects the amount of 

money they can afford to spend on their daughter's dowry, is not neces

sarily the same as that of the groom's family. I do not have data on 

this for Darnaj, but in many societies it is common for women to marry 

into families of higher socioeconomic status. In Darnaj the ideal is 
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to marry within the family, preferably a father's brother's daughter. 

This does not, however, presume that both parties are roughly equivalent 

in wealth, as my_~ata show considerable intra-familial variance in 

affluence. The size of the brideprice, a portion of which is custom

arily spent on the dowry, is determined in part by the wealth of the 

groom's family or, in the case of a man acquiring a second wife, the 

groom himself, and in part by other factors such as the wealth of the 

bride's family, the personal qualities of the bride and the relationship 

between the bride's family and the groom's family. In particular, the 

brideprice is much lower when the bride and groom's families are closely 

related, and this is frequently cited as one reason for marrying a 

cousin. The time when the dowry was purchased may affect the kind more 

than the quantity of the dowry items, since styles in furnishings and 

other household goods change through time. In Darnaj, for example, big 

metal china cabinets have become very popular within the last 10 or 15 

years and therefore tend to be found much more frequently in those 

households where a recent marriage has taken place. 

Archaeologists frequently define rare and presumably expensive 

items as "elite goods," and may use their intra- or inter-site distribu

tion as evidence of stratification. There are several items within the 

Darnaj material assemblage that might qualify as "elite goods" by this 

definition. They include gold and silTer jewelry, bicycles, metal beds, 

and sewing machines. 

Since most expensive jewelry is locked up in storage except on 

special occasions, I felt that some women might be too suspicious of 

me to exhibit all their jewelry. As this reticence would bias the 
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sample, rendering it virtually useless, no inventory of jewelry was 

attempted. Sewing machines, metal beds and bicycles were studied, how-

ever. 

None of these predicted luxury items were significantly related 

to household wealth once inter-correlations with household ~ize and 

composition were factored out using a multiple regression. The explana

tion for a lack of correlation between wealth and sewing machine owner

ship may lie in the utilitarian nature of the sewing machine. For metal 

beds and bicycles the picture is different. Metal beds are a very rare 

item, owned by only six households, and do not exhibit a significant 

simple correlation with wealth. Bicycles, a more common'article, cor

relate significantly with both household size and wealth. A multiple 

regression, however, shows that neither factor alone, independent of its 

correlations with the other, makes a significant contribution to an 

explanation of the variation in the number of ' bicycles owned. Despite 

this, the distribution of metal beds and bicycles does seem to have a 

relationship to household wealth. All of the metal beds were owned by 

households which have had members working in Kuwait or Saudi Arabia. 

The distribution of bicycles is more complex, but a tendency for house

holds with either considerable capital wealth or an outside source of 

income from labor in Kuwait or Saudi Arabia is demonstrated by at-test 

(Table 46). Wage labor provides a sporatic source of wealth which seems 

to often be rapidly invested in consumer goods, rather than invested in 

capital assets like land and animals. 

In general, compound contents are not reliable predictors of 

household wealth. Household goods, such as bedding and dishes, are 



obtained in quantity as part of a woman's dowry; hence, the quantity of 

these items is most heavily influenced by the number of married women 

residing in the compound. Ownership of some expensive items like sewing 

machines is regulated, in part, by the functional needs of the house-

hold. Other expensive objects like metal beds and bicycles appear to be 

most preponderant in the homes of the wealthy and those who have been 

abroad earning money. For these too, particularly in the case of 

bicycles, the functional needs of the household probably have a bearing 

on ownership. A further complicating factor, not formally investigated 

in this study, is the multiplicity of ways in which movable goods can 

be acquired, as dowries, by inheritance, as gifts, by purchase, as 

hand-me-downs, and as loans. Hayden (1981) too has noted the inaccuracy 

of household possessions as wealth indicators in the New World for many 

of the same reasons. 

The Predictive Value of Compound Architecture 
and Household Possessions 

Of all the attributes of compound architecture and household 

possessions studied in the Darnaj sample, only spatial features proved 

to be significantly related to household wealth, independent of its 

intercorrelations with household size and composition. Total compound 

area had the strongest correlation with wealth; socioeconomic reasons 

for this have been discussed previously. A significant relationship 

between two variables does not, however, imply that one variable can be 

accurately used to predict the other, so it is necessary to empirically 

ascertain the utility of total compound area as a predictor for house-

hold wealth. 
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Figures 68, 69 and 70 illustrate two alternative methods of pre-

dicting relative affluence on the basis of total compound area. The 

first method, shown in Figure 68 relies on a division of compound areas 

into groups on the basis of natural breaks. The households to the left 

of line a form a cluster that would be interpreted as belonging to poor 

to average households; the two between a and b should be wealthy, and 

the single household to the ribht of b, very wealthy. Using this method 

very few predictive errors are made. One compound is ,incorrectly rated 

too high. Thus, this method is quite accurate, correctly classifying 

29 out of 30 cases. It is not without disadvantages, however. In cases 

like this one where much of the distribution of courtyard areas is 

fairly continuous it is not suitable for making very fine wealth dis-

tinctions and with even more continuous distributions of the predicting 

variable it would be even less tuned to subtle distinctions. 

An alternative method, designed for delineating more wealth 

categories with the same data is depicted in Figures 69 and 70. Here 

the range of total compound areas (approximately 100 m2 to 1600 m2) has 

been divided into five equal categories. The households plotted to the 

left of line a, with compound areas between 100 and 400 m2 would be 

interpreted as belonging to the poorest wealth category; those between 

a and b with compound areas measuring between 400 and 700 m2 would be 

interpreted as belonging to the second poorest (number 4) category and 

so on. If the five wealth categories used earlier to tabulate discrete 

structural compound features are used as the index of household wealth, 

only eight households of the sample thirty are correctly identified 

(Fig. 69). This may simply reflect the basic artificiality of those 

wealth categories, as they were arbitrarily chosen to allocate the 
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sample households into a wealth distribution roughly approximating a 

normal curve. Since in terms of actual capital translated into monetary 

units, the households tend to cluster toward the lower end of the wealth 

spectrum, the divisions including average and poor households encompass 

a smaller range of monetary units than the divisions including wealthy 

households. Thus the range of the poorest classification is from 0 to 

5000 S.P. of ~apit!ll assets (0-51250.00 U.S.), onlY' 5000 Syrian Pounds, 

while the wealthiest classification is from 100,000-350,000 S.P. 

($25,000-587,500 U.S.), a range of 250,000 Syrian Pounds. 

Since the wealth groupings previously established have no real 

cultural validity, they are not really the appropriate index against 

which to evaluate the success of the second method for predicting house

hold wealth. What is important is that relative wealth be correctly 

predicted rather than that any specific arbitrarily-constructed cate

gories be reprGduced. The wealth categories depicted in Figure 70 have 

been chosen to maximize the number of correct wealth predictions using 

the arbitrary Method 2 predictive categories for compound areas. Here 

20 of the ;0 households are correctly categorized. Interestingly these 

divisions group most of the village sample into the poor and average 

categories, expand the range of monetary units for these categories, and 

emphasize the difference between the wealthiest household, the shaykh's 

(number 15) and the next most affluent. 

Some general statements about the predictive value of strongly 

correlated variables can be proposed here, but await further testing 

for verification. (1) The accuracy of a predictor depends directly upon 

the strength of its relationship to the variable being predicted. The 



problem of identifying highly correlated variables is discussed below. 

(2) When the predicting Tariab1e clusters into discrete units, it will 

provide more accurate discriminations than continuously distributed 

predictors. (3) Even when the distribution of the predicting variable 

is fairly continuous, a relatively accurate prediction can be obtained 

if the relationship between the two variables is strong. 

The problem of determining which compound attributes will be 

most strongly correlated with household wealth is not a trivial one. 

Although for Darnaj compound area is the only compound feature signifi

cantly tied to wealth, the comparative literature for Western Asia 

mentions a wide variety of other compound attributes including multiple 

courtyards (McHenry 1967; Armstrong and Hirabayaski 1956:425), two story 

dwellings (Hall, McBride and Ridde1 1973:247), glass-paned windows 

(Watson 1978), evidence of repairs (Kramer 1979, Armstrong and Hira

bayashi 1956:425). 

Perhaps as a generalization one can say that the differentiating 

feature should be so expensive that it cannot be easily afforded by 

average and poor households. When, as in Darnaj, domestic architecture 

is frequently constructed and/or torn down in response to household 

needs, the spatial and architectural features of the compound seem to 

provide equally good or better indices of household demography and eco

nomic status than compound contents. Hence, it is the task of the 

archaeologist to determine which compound features are expensive enough 

by local standards to function as wealth indicators. In historic 

periods documents concerning land sales or taxes, labor contracts for 

domestic construction, or the sale of building materials or houses may 
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give a firm data base from which the archaeologist can ascertain which 

compound features should act as indicators of affluence. Usually this 

type of documentation is lacking, however. In lieu of written records, 

the Darnaj data and available comparative materials provide some sugges

tions for establishing attributes which because of their expensiveness 

should correlate well with household wealth. 

The construction of multiple-storied dwellings may indicate that 

land prices are much higher than construction costs. Similarly, high 

population concentrations within an area could lead to land shortages 

and probably herald high land prices. Land prices may also be higher 

in areas suitable for development into permanent orchards and/or irri

gated land. Areas of low population concentrations and lands unsuitable 

or marginally suitable for agricul~ural or other development are likely 

to be relatively inexpensive. All of the above suppositions are, of 

course, based on the assumption that land is privately owned. This is 

not always so and in fact even in recent times some West Asian lands 

have been tribally rather than individually owned. 

When construction costs are very high, room number should be 

strongly related to household wealth. These costs will increase when 

imported building materials are used and/or specialist labor is employed. 

Both room number and dwelling area should also reflect household wealth 

when land shortages are very severe and land prices high. Such a situ

ation may occur frequently in cities and walled towns. When the avail

able land is all owned and to a large extent occupied by buildings, the 

newcomer normally must either rent or p~chase a house at a rate deter

mined by factors such as size, room number, and location. 
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When two alternative construction features are available and one 

is sufficiently more expensive than the other it will signal affluence. 

Imported materials and evidence of the use of construction specialists 

for some features are two indicators of high costs tied ~o the use of 

specific structural attributes. Construction costs are expected to be 

particularly influenced by the choice between alternative building 

materials and styles when the decision to invest in a single more costly 

attribute implies the necessity of utilizing others as well. Thus, in 

Darnaj it is possible to use glass-paned windows with the traditional 

mudbrick wall materials and beam roofs. The man who chooses to build 

stone or concrete block walls, however, feels he must invest in glass 

windows, metal doors and concrete floors and roofs as well. In addition, 

since none of his neighbors are very conversant with the construction 

techniques required for these novel materials, he must hire building 

specialists. 

A cautionary tale must be added to the above observations. 

These assume that the current householder is essentially responsible 

for building, buying or renting his own accommodations. The existence 

of long-standing inherited domestic property can obfuscate the relation

ship between the spatial, architect,',,:'-u., and structural properties of 

the dwelling and the socioeconomic ch8ractoristics of the current resi

dents. For example, while in Damascus I visited a home occupied by a 

family probably best ,classified as lower middle class. The house itself 

however was a huge, Umayyad-period mansion with fountains, mosaics, and 

carved ceilings. It had been passed down in the family for generations 

and, while the present residents were not using many of the rooms and 



were unable to afford upkeep, they were vehement about the necessity of 

keeping the house in the family. Obviously, at the time the house was 

built the family were quite affluent and it may have been a good indi

cation of household wealth, but would not aid in predicting the 

affluence of the 1980 occupants. 

Prestige, Wealth, and Material Possessions 

Three village men were asked to rank the thirty sample households 

on a 1-5 scale (very wealthy, wealthy, average, poor, very poor). In 

most cases this rating agreed fairly well with the wealth rating based 

on ownership of land and animals (Table 60). Although there are some 

deviations, the correlation between the two is high. In general, the 

three respondents seemed quite knowledgeable about the economic affairs 

of their neighbors, including ownership of land and animals. This is 

probably because the village is very small and because most of the vil

lagers are related to one another. Either the household head or his 

wife in almost all the households sampled were closely related (first 

cousin or closer) to well over half of the other households sampled. 

Affluence is not solely determined by capital assets, however. 

All agreed that a man could be a good farmer or a bad, a good money 

manager or a wastrel. In addition, other factors such as household 

demography influence current economic standing. Thus, for several of 

the households the raters were able to specify the reasons that their 

wealth assessments were lower or higher than might have been predicted 

from land and animal holdings alone. Some examples will illustrate the 

point. 
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Table 60. Comparison of local wealth ratings with those based on owner-
ship of land and animals. -- 1 = very wealthy, 2 = wealthy, 
3 = average, 4 = poor, 5 = very poor. 

Relation of Local 
Rating to Rating 

House Wealth Rating Wealth Rating Based on Land and 
Number (capital assets) (local ranking) Animals 

1 2 2 sa.'lle 
2 4 4 same 
3 1 1 same 
4 3 3 same 
5 5 5 same 
6 2 1 1 wealthier 
7 5 3 2 wealthier 
8 3 3 same 
9 3 3 same 

10 1 1 same 
11 3 3 same 
12 3 2 1 wealthier 
13 5 5 same 
14 3 3 same 
15 1 1 same 
16 2 2 same 
17 2 1 1 wealthier 
18 2 3 1 poorer 
19 2 3 1 poorer 
20 4 4 same 
21 2 2 same 
22 2 3 1 poorer 
23 3 3 same 
24 4 3 1 wealthier 
25 5 2 3 wealthier 
26 5 5 same 
27 4 3 1 wealthier 
28 4 3 1 wealthier 
29 3 3 same 
30 5 4 1 wea.l thier 



Both households 19 and 18 received lower local wealth ratings 

than would have been expected. The head of Household 19 is a woman, a 

widow, with no SODS. This would not necessarily prevent her from farm

ing at least some of her own land. Women frequently are active partici

pants in most agricultural activities and Household 29, despite the fact 

that all its adult members were female, farmed all its own land. Never

theless, the land owned by Household 19 was being rented out on a share 

cropping basis 9 and the income received from it was, hence, considerably 

less than if the owners were farming it themselves. The lack of a male 

head may also considerably lower the prestige of this household, regard

less of its capital assets. The head of Household 18 owns land, but 

does not farm it himself, as he spends most of the year doing wage labor 

in Kuwait. His wife works in others' fields to earn food for her 

family's consumption. While wage labor in places like Kuwait and Saudi 

Arabia has the potential for being quite lucrative, this man has a repu

tation for squandering his money and not providing adequately for his 

family. At present he says he is going to save up and acquire a second 

wife. 

Conversely, Household 25 received a higher local rating than 

would have been expected on the basis of its holdings in land and ani

mals. This household is composed of an elderly couple with grown sons 

who are working in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia and are good about sending 

money home to augment their parent's income. 

Since there are some discrepancies between household wealth as 

determined by holdings in land and animals and as determined by local 

ratings, there is the possibility that there will be differences in the 
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statistics computed on these two bases. In most cases these are very 

minor and do not change the significance or lack of significance if only 

the indices of spacial allotment and room number or object ownership are 

considered. Two structural features, however, exterior wall plastering 

and roof type appear to be more related to the local wealth ratings than 

to wealth as determined by capital ownership (Tables 61 and 62). 

There are two possible explanations for this: (1) the local 

ratings may be a more accurate index of wealth than the ownership of 

land and animals; or (2) some individuals may be utilizing local stereo

types about the appearance of the compound of an affluent household to 

enhance their own prestige. 

If local ratings, because they take into account factors not 

included in a simple tally of capital resources, such as household 

demography, the personality characteristics of household members, and 

additional sources of income, are a more accurate index of wealth than 

holdings in land and animals, it is logical that some of the less per

vasive indicators of household wealth may correlate with them, but not 

with the ratings based on capital assets. This assumes that more ex

pensive exterior finishes and roof types are, indeed, invested in more 

frequently by the affluent, but that the correlation is weak. Because 

the wealth/exterior finish and wealth/roof type relationships are slight 

they could, according to this rationale, be obscured by minor inaccura

cies in the wealth rating scale. More strongly correlated compound 

attributes, such as total compound area, would not be affected by these 

slight discrepancies in the wealth ratings. 



Table 61. Exterior wall finish distribution among wealth categories -- Wealth based on 
local ratings. 

Exterior Wall Finishes (number of rooms) 
Wealth Category LP, LP with 
(1 = wealthiest some Cement, LPMP, LPUP, 
5 = poorest) cement/pain t MPww LPMPUP MP MPUP UP Totals 

1 0 4 65 0 9 22 100 

2 12 0 32 16 28 12 100 

3 0 15 21 10 48 6 100 

4 0 14 14 14 50 ? 99· 

5 0 0 14 43 14 29 100 

Key: LP = lime plastered; MP = mud plastered; UP = unp1astered; ww = whitewash. Combinations 
of these symbols indicate rooms with multiple finishes. 

·All percentages are rounded to the nearest integer. This may cause discrepancies in total 
percentages. 

VI 

~ 



Table 62 .. Roof type distribution among wealth categories. -- Wealth based on local ratings. 

Roof Type 
Beam Pole Beam Beam Beam 

Wealth Category Beam Straw, Pole Pole Beam Part 
(1 = wealthiest Beam Beam Split Reed, Brush Brush Partial No Pole Plank 
5 = poorest) Cement Plank Pole Pole or Palm (limed) (unlimed) Roof Roof Plastic pt.Pole Totals 

1 0 11 15 22 0 2 33 13 2 2 0 100 

2 9 15 18 9 3 9 30 3 6 0 0 102-

3 0 21 9 10 13 21 9 12 3 0 1 99-

4 0 0 24 18 6 29 6 6 0 12 0 101-

5 0 0 8 25 8 25 25 0 8 0 0 99-

-All percentages are rounded to nearest integer. This may cause discrepancies in total percentages. 

~ 
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There are two pieces of evidence that argue against this inter

pretation. First, the spatial compound features shown earlier to be 

correlated with household wealth are not more strongly related to wealth 

as determined by local ratings than to capital wealth, as might be ex

pected if the latter were a less accurate index of actual wealth. Total 

compound area, for example, has a correlation coefficient of .89 with 

wealth based on ownership of land and animals and only .67 with wealth 

based on local ratings. Second, the houses that are causing the local 

ratings to correspond with exterior finish and roof types better than 

the ratings based on ownership of land and animals are not generally 

occupied by those households for which a ready explanation for the 

discrepancy between local and capital ratings is available. 

The alternative, but not mutually exclusive explanation is that 

villagers are manipulating local stereotypes to enhance their own pres

tig'a. The villagers of Darnaj have a fairly standardized stereotype of 

what the compound of a wealthy man should look like. They state that 

it should be large with many rooms, including a separate sitting room, 

look clean and orderly, have attractive structural features, and con

tain much bedding and other household goods. 

If Darnaj residents are indeed presenting a more affluent front 

by making their compounds conform better to local ideals, one would 

expect that those compounds which have received slightly higher local 

wealth ratings than might be expected would have incorporated the less 

expensive features associated with affluence into their compounds, while 

those with lower than expected ratings would have neglected to do so. 

Such features might include a separate sitting room, glass windows, 



more extensive and attractive exterior wall finishes, plank ceilings, 

and a high level of cleanliness and general maintenance. Table 63 

summarizes these compound attributes for those households who received 

local wealth ratings either higher or lower than their capital assets 

would merit. To a certain extent it supports the hypothesis of manipu

lation of local stereotypes. With the exception of Household 17, all 

of the households with higher than expected ratings have made obvious 

attempts to beautify their dwellings; those with lower than expected 

local ratings have not. Slightly under half of the former have separate 

sitting rooms, while none of the small sample of the latter do. Par

ticularly interesting is the ownership of glass-paned windows. Although 

all three of the households rated lower than their capital holdings 

warranted were wealthy (with respect to ownership of land and animals) 

none of them possessed formal glass-paned windows. Conversely, the 

list of households rated higher than their holdings in land and animals 

justified includes two households (24 and 27) with considerably more 

glass windows than might be expected. Similarly, the households rated 

higher by local standards had more attractive, higher quality exterior 

wall finishes. Plank ceilings, on the contrary, are common in both the 

over-and under-rated households and do not seem to corroborate this 

hypothesis. 

Thus, the relationship between compound attributes and wealth 

is complicated by the aspirations of the compound's inhabitants. When 

there are local stereotypes for the appearance of the home of an 

affluent family, some less well-to-do households may attempt to enhance 

their prestige by altering the attributes of their dwelling to 



Table 63. Tabulation of inexpensive, but prestigious, compound attributes observed for households with 
a disparity between wealth ratings based on capital assets and local wealth ratings. 

House 
Number 

Wealth Ratings 
Capital Assets/ 
Local Ratings 

separate 
Si tting Room 

Number 
of Windows 

Local Ratings Higher than Warranted by Capital Assets 

6 2/1 yes 2 

7 
12 

17 
24 

25 
2? 
28 

30 

5/3 
3/2 

2/1 
4/3 
5/2 
4/3 
4/3 
5/4 

yes 

no 

no3 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

01 

o 
o 
3 
o 
2 

o 
o 

Local Ratings ~ than Warranted by Capital Assets 

18 2/3 no 0 

Exterior 
Wall Finish 

cat. 1 

cat. 2 

cat. 2 and MP2 

UP 

cat. 1 and 2 

cat. 2 

cat. 2 

cat. 2 

cat. 1 

UP 

Plank 
Ceiling 

no 

yes 

yes 

no 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

Condition 

Average or 
Above Average 

Average 

Average 

Dirty 

Above Average 

Average 

Above Average 
4 Average 

Average 

Very Dirty, Weeds 
in Courtyard 

19 2/3 no 0 cat. 2 and MP yes Average 

22 2/3 no 0 cat. 2 yes Average 
Key: Category 1 = totally lime plaster, lime plaster and cement, or mud plaster and whitewash; 

Category 2 = some lime plastered rooms or parts of rooms; MP = mud plastered; UP = unplastered. 

lHas 2 very small windows with glass panes and 1 covered with p~astic; 2much of courtyard floor is 
limed. 3possesses a diwan currently being used as a storeroom; only house in sample with a formal ~ 
outhouse. ~ 
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correspond with this stereotype. They can, of course, invest only in 

those compound fea~es that are inexpensive enough to be affordable to 

them. Extremely costly possessions or spatial or architectural features 

simply cannot be purchased by the poor or middle class. Paridoxically, 

very wealthy households do not really need to augment their local stand

ing by investing in expensive compound features. In small villages, 

the affluent are easily identified by all and should feel no need to 

visibly demonstrate their worth, and while they can afford more expen

sive compound features they mayor may not utilize them. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The Darnaj case study and the comparative material available 

for the rest of Western Asia suggest several things about the relation

ship between wealth and compound architecture and contents: (1) the 

attributes of the compound correlating with household wealth will vary 

from area to area; (2) the most reliable indicators of affluence are 

attributes that are too costly to be easily afforded by average and 

poor households; (3) compound attributes with a strong correlation with 

household wealth can be a fairly accurate predictor of individual house

hold affluence; (4) those compound features correlating most strongly 

with wealth are more likely to be architectural attributes than moveable 

possessions; (5) some artifactual and architectural attributes are not 

useful for the interpretation of wealth differentiation simply because 

of strong correlations with other socio-demographic variables; and (6) 

since the dwelling is a very visible sign of a household's affluence, 

the wealth-material culture relationships may be made more complex by 
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an individual's attempt to enhance his local prestige by making his 

compound correspond as closely as possible to local stereotypes of the 

home of a wealthy man. 



CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS 

Of the extinct societies of the past only the less perishable 

physical traces such as pottery, chipped stone, bones, seeds, buildings, 

and in a few cases, written documents remain. From these the archae

ologist hopes to reconstruct a once dynamic social system. This demands 

that, in addition to discovering, recording~ descrlbing, and dating, 

the archaeologist must interpret the evidence. The production of 

archaeologically-derived statements about social, political, and eco

nomic organization requires the implicit or explicit use of rules for 

discerning social facts from material artifacts. 

Traditionally, many of the analytic methods archaeologists have 

used to infer social behavior from material culture have been logically

derived propositions based upon the investigator's experience and 

intuition. Nevertheless, these inferences assume that they reflect the 

actual behavior of human beings and, hence, are ultimately founded on 

ethnographic analogy. Recently, it has become the role of ethnoarchae

ologists to research on-going behavioral systems, both to ascertain 

whether the interpretive methods currently used by archaeologists &re 

valid and to search for new means of relating social, political, and 

economic organization to the archaeological evidence. 

In the previous chapters I have described an ethnoarchaeological 

study of domestic architecture designed to examine the potential of 

354 
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dwelling structures for revealing the demographic and economic circum

stances of their inhabitants. The inescapable conclusion is that domes

tic architecture does reflect household socioeconomics. Furthermore, 

the analysis shows that architecture can be as effective for predicting 

socioeconomic variables as movable artifact types. and sometimes more 

so. In the Darnaj sample architecture and artifacts are equally accu

rate for predicting the number of co-residing conjugal family units. 

Using either the number of sitting and goods storage rooms or the 

presence of redundant dowry sets, 26 of the 30 sample households were 

correctly classified as including from one to four conjugal family units. 

For household size the highest architectural correlation is r = .82, 

while the highest correlation with an artifact type (primus stoves) is 

only r = .45. No artifact type tested correlated significantly with 

wealth independent of its intercorrelations with household size and 

structure; however, the architectural variable of total compound area 

produced a correlation of r = .87 and was significantly related to 

household wealth independent of its intercorrelations with the other 

household variables. 

In addition to demonstrating the relative value of domestic 

architecture as an index of socioeconomic variables, the Darnaj case 

study and comparative analysis has provided a basis for suggesting (1) 

the nature of the rules relating domestic architecture to household 

characteristics and, in consequence, the nature of ethnoarchaeological 

rules in general, (2) ways that domestic architecture can be used to 

discern socioeconomic variability in the archaeological record, and 



(3) means of excavating, recording, and publishing architectural data 

to maximize its utility as a socioeconomic indicator. 

The Nature of the Rules 
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1. Intuitively-derived rules for socio-cultural interpretation 

may not always be wholly valid and, therefore, need to be evaluated 

using ethnoarchaeological data. 

Wealth indicators are a good example of this from the Darnaj 

study. It is frequently assumed both by archaeologists and by the 

Syrian villagers that the presence of more expensive goods and archi

tectural features signals affluence. In reality only expenditurea that 

are far too costly to be afforded by any but the wealthy are reliable 

indices of wealth. In fact, some of the more expensive, yet still 

affordabl~, compound features may be selectively invested in by poorer 

households in an attempt to enhance their local prestige. Conversely, 

the affluent may not feel a need to impress and may, henceforth, appear 

poorer. 

2. Systematic and culturally explicable relationships between 

domestic architecture and household demography and economic status 

do exist. 

In the Darnaj case study, for example, there are very high cor

relations between household size and the area occupied by rooms designed 

for humans, between the number of sitting and goods storage rooms and 

the number of co-residing conjugal family units 9 and between total com

pound area and household wealth. Furthermore, these relationships all 

make sense in terms of the social, cultural, and economic milieu. 
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3. The observed correlations are not idiosyncratic to the Darnaj 

sample; they aI's characteristic of fairly large and, to some extent, 

culturally diverse areas. 

The comparative data, while neither as extensive nor as inten

sive as might be desired, clearly indicate that many of the relationships 

between material culture and socioeconomic variables observed in Darnaj 

are true of other areas in Western Asia as well. 

Statements 2 and 3, taken together, indicate the potential for 

the formulation of a corpus of principles for relating domestic archi

tecture and other compound characteristics to household demography and 

economic status. 

4. The relationships between domestic architecture and household 

socioeconomics are not independent of the social and cultural set

ting. They are both qualitatively and quantitatively influenced by 

factors such as climate, local SUbsistence strategies, cultural 

stereotypes, price structures, and land availability. 

For example, it has been suggested above that in Western Asia: 

(a) when building land is available, but expensive, total compound area 

will co-vary with household wealth; (b) when building land is both 

available and cheap, total compound size will reflect household size, 

but not household wealth; and (c) when building land is both scarce and 

expensive, compound size will not be indicative of either household size 

or household wealth. This means that rules designed to relate material 

culture to human behavior will generally not be in the form of simple 

statements that can be applied to all archaeological situations. In

stead they will be in the form of conditionals, specifying the state 



of a set of variables, then stating a material culture-behavior rela

tionship. (If a, b, c ••••• and z, then archaeological attribute A will 

have the following relationship to behavio~al attribute B •••• ) 

5. Many of the important relationships between socioeconomic vari

ables and domestic architecture show a high tolerance for variation 

in most aspects of the social, cultural, and natural environment. 

The comparative examples from Western Asia include considerable 

variability in climate, ethnic group, sUbsistence strategy, etc. Yet, 

many of the same relationships between domestic arc~itecture and house

hold socioeconomics persist. Comparative material allows the influence 

of numerous variables to be assessed, and some to be dismissed before 

a~plying an ethnoarchaeological generalizatiQn. This is obviously 

crucial to the success of attempts to formulate methods for relating 

material culture to human behavior, since if too many variables greatly 

influence the form of each rule, the resultant number of rules will be 

impractical. 

To these five rather positive statements about the ethnoarchae

ologic al rules relating domestic architecture tl' demographic and 

economic variability, several caveats must be added. 

1. Under some conditions, household demographic and economic vari

ables are found for which no good architectural (and perhaps 

artifactual) correlates e,:ist. 

For instance, when land is very scarce or when housing costs 

are extremely high, as in many modern urban areas, it may be impossible 

for a household to alter its living arrangements in response to 



increased household size. In these cases, there may simply be no 

architectural correlate to household size. 

2. Even when a significant correlation exists, the predictive 

ability may be low because of a high degree of variability. 
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The actual spread of the data points may be fairly wide even 

when a correlation is high. This means that the prediction of very 

specific dependent variables is poor. Accuracy is significantly im

proved if both independent and dependent variables are grouped into 

categories such as high, medium, and low, rather than attempting to 

ascertain more specific values or to rank order specific cases. When 

the archaeological data cluster naturally, the divisions are both most 

accurate and easiest to produce. Even artificial, arbitrarily

constructed divisions of the independent variable can yield a respect

able prediction, however. 

In Darnaj the high inter-compound variability, from 6 to 58 

square meters of habitation space per person, shows that the 10.7 

square meters per person sample-wide average obviously is of no use for 

predicting individual household size. Nevertheless, despite a fair 

amount of intra-sample variability, over half of the households can be 

correctly classified as small, average, or large based on the area 

occupied by rooms inhabited by people rather than animals. 

3. The existence of a systematic relationship between an architec

tural attribute and a socioeconomic variable in one case does not 

necessarily allow quantified predictions of other cases in the 

sample, or of similar relationships in other situations. 
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Correlations demonstrate that a systematic relationship does 

exist between two variables, and give the direction and strength of the 

relationship. While the graph of any correlation does allow the assign

ment of numerical values, it is argued that the amount and nature of 

both intra- and inter-societal variability is such that the specific 

numerical values derived from one sample will probably not apply to 

others. Thus, in Darnaj household size is correlated with the area 

occupi9d by rooms designed for people. Cross-cultural differences in 

proxemics, activities performed and goods stored within room areas, and 

construction costs and techniques make it unlikely than an exact spatial 

formula derived from the Darnaj data would be applicable elsewhere. The 

large amount of inter-compound variability in space per person demon

~trates that the sample average of 10.7 square meters per person is not 

a psychological or cultural necessity, despite its similarity to Naroll's 

cross-cultural value of 10 square meters per person. 

4. The relationships between domestic architecture and household 

socioeconomic characteristics are statistical. 

No socioeconomic variables displayed one-to-one correspondences 

with any of the compound features examined, and, in most instances, the 

inter-compound variability was high. The relationships discussed must, 

thus, be considered statistical tendencies rather than invariable cor

respondences. This implies that socioeconomic int~rpretations of 

similar archaeological material must be couched in terms of probabil-

i ties. 
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Analyzing Domestic Architecture 

It is still too early to present a complete and tested program 

for the socioeconomic analysis of domestic architecture. Much more 

ethnoarchaeological work remains to be done, not only in Western Asia, 

but elsewhere in villages around the world. It is obvious that a site 

dating to 6000 B.C. may have no real direct cultural continuity with any 

modern West Asian village. Therefore, in order for us to assert that a 

method for translating material remains into statements about household 

demography and economics will be applicable to a prehistoric West Asian 

community, we must be able to prove that it'"is at least general enough 

to apply to the India or China of today. With this caution in mind, I 

will make a few suggestions about procedures for identifying socioeco

nomic variability using d~mestic architecture. 

Most of the principles relating behavior to archaeology are 

conditional statements; in other words the rules are situationally

dependent. Therefore, the archaeologist cannot blindly apply interpre

tive procedures to unexamined data. He or she must first decide which 

rules are applicable. This entails defining the relevant variables for 

a specific research problem. For an eValuation of household demography 

and economic status basecl on domestic architecture the following sys

temic variables seem most important: (1) durability of construction 

(whether the structure is likely to be torn down or experience a change 

in function if it is no longer needed); (2) overall construction costs 

(including both material and labor); (3) the relative cost of optional 

structural attributes (in particular whether the choice of any feature 

raises construction costs appreciably); and (4) land prices. \:hile not 



directly necessary for discussing household demography or aconomics, 

information about local climate, sUbsistence strategies, and available 

building materials and techniques is needed for determining room function, 

an intermediate step in the socioeconomic analysis. Specifying the 

state of the aforementioned variables is not an easy task. The archae

ologist must utilize all the means at his or her disposal, including, 

when available, texts, archaeological evidence, geographical distribu

tions of raw materials, and ethnographic analogies. 

Socioeconomic variables are correlated with the quantities of 

different functional.F-~aces, such as courtyards and living rooms, so 

the first step in any analysis should be the assignment of room func

tions. This must be done on the basis of variability in structural room 

attributes both between and within compounds. Since the archaeologist 

usually lacks any type of emic room classification, she must determine 

room types on the basis of clusterings of structural features from a 

large sample of compounds. Both the comparative data and the informa

tion from Darnaj suggest that a prodl~c~ive strategy is to (1) decide 

which activities one might exp~ct to be carried out within the compound, 

(2) posit logically expect~d structural characteristics associated with 

different room functiol~, given the local climate and building tech

niques, and (3) assign functional designations to individual rooms to 

maximize the correspondence between observed and expected structural 

features. 

For West Asia today, the most well insulated, aesthetic, sturdy, 

and costly rooms will be those used for entertaining and habitation. 

Utility and animal rooms will be less aesthetic, sturdy and costly. 



Goods and storage rooms are somewhat variable with regard to aesthetic 

qualities, but always have a roof that is impermeable to rain to protect 

the items within, while utility and animal rooms are frequently poorly 

roofed or roofless. 

The next step in analysis is determining household demographic 

structure. Again, variability within and between compounds is the key, 

and a large sample of dwellings should be compared. It is feasible to 

ascertain whether or not some households include more than one conjugal 

unit, since multiple unit households are usually characterized by a 

duplication of basic household goods and/or activity and storage areas. 

In the Darnaj case study and elsewhere in Western Asia it is a cultural 

norm that each conjugal family must have at least one room of its own, 

hence the number of sitting/goods storage rooms in a compound correlates 

strongly with the number of co-residing conjugal family units. Simi

larly, each conjugal family owns a corpus of basic domestic implements, 

many of them received as part of the dowry, making redundancy in the 

ownership and storage of sets of domestic equipment another indication 

of multiple families. 

As discussed above, the correlations between material attributes 

and household size may not be such as to allow cross-cultural computa

tion of exact population numbers. Thus, the study does not support any 

method for directly transferring spatial measurements into popUlation 

estimates. A more satisfactory method of estimating populations seems 

to be the use of numbers of households, with an average household size 

derived from ethnographic data in the region. This can be refined 

further by taking into account the perce-:,'tages of single and multiple 



conjugal family households, using the criteria described above. Based 

on ethnographic evidence from Western Asia, five persons per household 

seems a reasonable estimated average for single unit households and 6.5 

for multiple unit households. 

While there may be no firm predictive link between living areas 

and household size, these two variables may still be highly correlated. 

In the Darnaj sample the correlation between household size and the area 

devoted to rooms designed for people is .82 (r2 = .67). This allows the 

delineation of large from small households, although it does not provide 

any specific numerical equivalent for either. It is not to be expected 

that a measure of living area will always correlate highly with house

hold size. It will do so only when the architecture is flexible enough 

to build, tear down, or alter frequently as the requirements of the 

household change, and when building costs are low enough to allow any

one, regardless of economic status, to build in response to demographic 

needs. The situation in Baghdad (Al-Azzawi 1969:91) provides a contrast 

to that in Darnaj, for there housing is expensive, and poor families 

have less area per person than wealthy ones. 

For attempting to ascertain relative household wealth, it is 

imperative that attributes too costly to be easily afforded by average 

and poor households be used. Hence, as in Darnaj where land prices are 

high, household affluence will correlate positively with total compound 

area. Similarly, when construction costs are expensive, room number 

will correlate positively with household wealth. 

This is a highly simplified view of the types of procedures 

that can potentially be used to discuss household demography and 



affluence on the basis of archaeological evidence. It is clear that 

while such an analysis ~ possible, its execution will never be a simple 

matter. The conditional nature of the interpretive principles them

selves makes it necessary to hypothesize systemic conditions such as 

land availability and construction costs which will in many cases be 

hard to justify. Nevertheless, despite the inherent complexities of 

the problem, the prognosis is optimistlc, and the need for additional 

ethnoarchaeological work to test and refine procedures for relating 

domestic architecture and other household artifacts to demography and 

economic status is imperative. 

The Requisite Data Base 

Not all archaeological evidence of house remains can be used to 

discuss household demography and economic status. A socioeconomic 

analysis demands a large sample of completely excavated domestic quar

ters for which architectural features ha~e been recorded in detail. 

Despite the fact that much excavation has been done in Western Asia 

there are few sites for which the appropriate data have been (or may 

have been) collected and still fewer for which such data have been 

reported in the literature. 

One obvious reason is that excavation biases toward temples, 

palaces, and administrative areas have led to a relative paucity of 

exploration in domestic areas. Others are the problems of obtaining a 

large enough sample, insuring that all the houses in the sample are 

completely excavated, and demonstrating their contemporaneity. 

Sample size is currently the largest single obstacle to dis

cerning household socioeconomic characteristics. The two or three 
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houses usually uncovered is not an adequate sample for an analysis based 

on the delineation of intra-site variability. Most of the observations 

used in the analytic process described above rely on the assumption that 

complete floor plans are available, thus any incompletely excavated 

residences must be omitted from the sample. This is particularly a 

problem in tell sites where the domestic remains of interest may be 

encountered many meters below the surface, making horizontal exposures 

difficult and resulting in the recovery of only fragmentary house plans. 

In some sites preservation may also be a problem; especially when sub

sequent use of an area has obliterated portions of a dwelling. 

The entire sample used should be roughly contemporary, both 

because the entity being discussed is the socioeconomic composition of 

a community at one point in time, and because temporal stylistic changes 

might confuse the analysis and lead to the erroneous postulation of 

economic variability. Complete temporal control is impossible, but 

rough contemporaneity can be demonstrated on the basis of artifactual 

or stratigraphic evidence or, preferably, both. 

The thorough recording and reporting of domestic architecture 

is mandatory, if socioeconomic analyses are to be performed. Archae

ological reports tend to present plans of each stratigraphic level 

excavated, but show little in the way of architectural detail, and 

almost never provide room by room descriptions of construction tech

niques, remodeling and rebuilding episodes, evidence of room use (such 

as blackened areas), and room contents, Hopefully, in most cases, this 

information exists in the form of field notes, but in some older exca

vations it does not and even today many field projects do not require 



systematized recording of all the architectural detail of interest. 

When dwellings are discussed in detail, it is usually in terms of a 

"typical" house. 

The excavations conducted at Ur (Woolley and Mallowan 1976) may 

provide a published data base with sufficient size, contemporaneity and 

architectural detail to allow an analysis of household demography and 

economic status. In addition to presenting a map of the old Babylonian 

residential quarter, Woolley and Mallowan describe over 60 houses indi

vidually, including information about floor and wall construction, evi

dence of use, and remodeling phases. There are, however, two drawbacks 

to the data. First, only large room contents are mentioned. This is 

not an insurmountable problem. While room contents are useful, espe

ciall,' for deciding room functions, I have demonstrated that architec

ture itself is sufficient for discerning socioeconomic variables. The 

second drawback is more serious. Woolley and Mallowan (1976) assert 

that the dwellings they excavated were two-storey buildings, with only 

evidence of a first storey remaining. Stone (198l) has recently coun

tered this, stating that the thinness of the walls at Ur indicates that 

they were only a single storey. If Stone is correct, the Old Babylonian 

residences of Ur provide an example of previous work suitable for an 

analysis of household demography and economics. 

The shortcomings of the available data can be avoided by 

archaeologists interested in the household socioeconomics of the past. 

This requires conscious planning of excavation strategies and recording 

techniques as well as analysis and reporting. Sites which allow large 

horizontal exposures should be chosen, for it is only a very wide 
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exposure that will yield an adequate oample of complete, contemporary 

dwellings. Given the limited excavation budgets of today, this implies 

the preferential selection of single period sites or sites where the 

period of interest is near the surface. Sites like Bouqras or Tell Taya 

that can be extensively mapped from surface traces are ideal. 

Recording techniques must also be standardized with specific 

forms demanding detailed information on each room. A minimal recording 

system should have information about interior and exterior wall finishes 

for each wall; wall condition, repairs, blackening, and construction 

material (including details such as composition and uniformity of bricks, 

use of broken bricks~ source of stones, etc.); floor type, condition 

and repairs; roof type; presence of roof ventilation holes; window and 

door sizes, locations, and closures, and room contents, as well as, of 

course, floor plans diagramming the position of all observable features. 

Summary and Prospectives 

If archaeologists are to discern household socioeconomic attri

butes from the material remains of extinct societies, they must utilize 

explicit procedures for translating the archaeological evidence into 

statements about sociological characteristics. Ethnoarchaeology pro

vides a means for generating the required interpretive rules. 

The foregoing ethnoarchaeological study of a Syrian village has 

attempted to ascertain the statistical relationships between domestic 

architecture and household size, composition, and wealth. It cannot be 

claimed, however, that any study of a single village or area can provide 

definitive principles for archaeological analysis. The development of 

such a methodology requires an understanding of the ways that social, 
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cultural, and environmental conditions alter the relationships between 

material culture and socioeconomic variables, and this demands the 

examination of comparative data from a wide variety of locales. Some 

roughly comparable ethnoarchaeological studies have been undertaken 

(Horne 1980a, 1980b, 1981, n.d.; Jacobs 1979; Kramer 1979; Watson 1966, 

1977, 1978, 1979) and more are needed before a complete and securely 

verified corpus of principles for relating household socioeconomics to 

archaeological data can be developed. 

For the moment, using the data from Darnaj in conjunction with 

comparative materials from elsewhere in Western Asia, I have suggested 

some tentative conditional statements which may serve to predict socio

economic variables. It is not to be assumed that this ethnoarchaeologi

cal study can be directly and uncritically applied to the interpretation 

of an archaeological site. The potential of ethnoarchaeological re

search for generating analytic principles has, however, been demon

strated. It is asserted that ethnoarchaeological research can no longer 

remain peripheral to the discipline. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE RESEARCH PROCEDURE 

The ethnoarchaeological case study of Darns;j, Syria took place 

the summer of 1980. During this time I lived with a family in Tall al 

, ASharah. 'Asharah is similar in many ways to Dar-4aj j the study vil

lage. It is larger and has a small market center, however. The COM

pounds are arranged almost identically, and the women do many of the 

same daily chores. It had major advantages as a research base in that 

it is accessible by paved road, and has been modernized with piped 

water and electricity. Furthermore, from a previous archaeological 

field season in 1977 with Giorgio Buccellati and Marilyn Kelly

Buccellati at the site of Tall al 'Asharah (Terqa) I was already 

acquainted with a family with whom I could live. The research team 

consisted of myself, my husband, John Whittaker, aud our Syrian inter

preter, Ahmed Salih Al-Toufiq. Both my husband mad I had studied modern 

standard and Levantine colloquial Arabic. before ~)ing to Syria, however 

a local interpreter both facilitated communication and allowed us to 

gain ready entry and cooperation from the households interviewed. 

Sampling StrategY 

A map of the village was drawn using Syrian Arab Republic 

Euphrates Project maps originally prepared to aid in planning for the 

Tabqa Dam. These are excellent 1:5000 maps of sufficient detail to 
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show individual houses. Although a field check of the maps revealed 

that there had been both construction and destruction of house compounds 

since their preparation, the basic layout of the village remained un

altered and many dwellings could still be identified. Those compounds 

that were still in the same or similar locations were used as landmarks 

and the original maps were revised using a compass and pacing distances. 

The result was a very rough map of the current village showing the 

approximate position of compounds. Exact locations were not required 

for the project and, since we lacked surveying equipment and time, no 

detailed maps were drawn. 

Thirty compounds, each representing a single household, were 

selected. Two of these we were unable to use, one because the household 

head refused permission and the other because the family was gone during 

the time we were interviewing. Two other households were substituted. 

In 1970 the population of Darnaj was officially 1410 (Mr. Rene 

Chabot, personal communication 1980). This should be considered 

approximate since population figures obtained from village mukhtars' 

have been shown to be inaccurate in other places (Armstrong and Hira

bayashi 1956). Nevertheless, the sample should represent somewhere 

between 10 and 15 percent of the village. 

Procedures 

Thirty houses were mapped, ~hotographed and described. Wall 

thickness, exterior and interior wall finish, wall height, roof con

struction, floor type, and the type and location of doors and windows, 

niches, shelves, and all other built-in features were recorded for each 

room. The major features and furnishings of each room were sketched 
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onto the map and lists of room contents were made. Room interiors and 

exteriors were photographed to provide later corroboration of the field 

maps and lists. 

All major features of the courtyard were recorded, photographed 

and described. Courtyard walls were examined for breaks and places 

where it was possible to look over the wall. The garbage dump, toilet 

area, and bread oven were recorded for compounds that possessed them. 

Often these were located outside the compound walls. After 30 house

holds had been recorded, ratings for cleanliness and maintenance were 

given for each household. 

All mapping was done with a previously calibrated pace. Sev

eral wall thicknesses were measured, then, as these seemed to be 

standardized, because of uniform brick thicknesses, they were recorded 

merely as thick (about 50 cm wide) or thin (about 25 cm wide). The 

height of walls was also estimated rather than measured exactly. 

For each of the 30 houses mapped an interview was conducted so 

as to obtain infp.~mation on household demographics and economy, court

yard and room use, and the building history of the compound. Demo

graphic information included age, sex, and relationship of all compound 

inhabi tants, current employment, amount of land and number and kind of 

animals owned, herding strategies used, and possession of vehicles suoh 

as cars, motorbikes, or bicycles. The attempt to ascertain court yard

and room-use patterns was approached from three angles. For each room 

the respondent was asked what the room was used for and what kind of 

room it was. He or she was then presented with a list of activities and 

asked where each activity was performed in (a) the summer, and (b) the 
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winter. Preparation of food, cooking, washing dishes, but~hering, 

sleeping, entertaining, and storage of grain, flour, water, and dried 

vegetables were among the activities listed. Third, it was noted for 

each compound where activities "ere taking place during the interview, 

a several hour span. Questions were asked about the initial building 

date of the compound, changes made since its construction and the place 

of residence before the erection of the present dwelling. When indica

tions of rebuilding or change in room use were noticed in the mapping 

phase, but not mentioned by the respondent, he or she was questioned 

about these. Building costs and considerations were also discussed. 

The history of the tribe and region, subsistence strategies and 

local sociopolitics and economics were discussed with several village 

members including the local village shaykh. Three villagers were asked 

to rate each of the sample households on a five point scale ranging from 

very wealthy to very poor. Subsequently, they discussed what accomplish

ments or possessions made them consider a man wealthy or poor and how 

one could ascertain the wealth of a new acquaintance based on a mere 

inspection of his compound. 

Women were interviewed about their daily schedules. I was able 

to obtain only very sketchy schedules, but did get some information on 

household activities and food preparation and storage. In addition I 

did extensive observation of the household routine in the household in 

which we lived. 

Analysis 

The data from Darnaj were examined and statistically analyzed 

to ascertain relationships between the recorded compound attributes and 



three socioeconomic variables: (1) household size; (2) number of co

residing conjugal family units; and (3) household wealth. Individual 

analyses are discussed in relevant places throughout the body of the 

text. 
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In addition, comparative materials from elsewhere in Western 

Asia were used to determine: (1) the degree of general applicability 

of the Darnaj results; and (2) the probable effects of cultural, social, 

and environmental variability in factors such as SUbsistence strategy, 

religion, and land prices and availability, on the material culture

behavior relationships observed in Darnaj. Of the comparative data 

utilized, three, Nissen (1968), Sweet (1960) and Watson (1966, 1977, 

1978, 1979) were amenable to statistical analysis. These were analyzed 

(or re-analyzed) to make them as comparable as possible to the Darnaj 

sample. Since the manipulations used to permit these analyses are not 

obvious, they are described in detail below. 

Nissen (1968) provides a map of 17 abandoned compounds of the 

southern Iraqi village of Khanaziriya and census data for each unit, 

obtained from the head of the one family still living in the village. 

He states that no information on household wealth was available. 

Nissen's data are very hard to work with because of the small scale and 

the poor quality of the map. In addition there is what seems to be an 

error in the census data. Households 9 and 10 both have exactly the 

sam~ family composition of husband and wife, two sons, the husband's 

mother, and a daughter of the man's sister. This household composition 

is rather unusual and it seems extremely unlikely that two adjacent 

compounds would be occupied by families of such atypical structure. 
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Hence, I have assumed that there is an error in the Nissen article and 

have omitted both compounds 9 and 10 from the sample. 

Sweet (1960:53) provides a map of Tell Toqaan, a Syrian village 
• 

located about 50 km south-southwest of Aleppo (Sweet 1960:8). The map 

is merely a sketch, made by the local school master and has no scale. 

It does reveal dramatic differences in compound sizes, however. There-

fore, despite the obvious drawbacks of working with rather inaccurate 

data, rough estimates of the sizes of compounds were calculated and 

utilized as raw data. Sweet's census of Tell Toqaan (Sweet 1960:240-• 
247) includes information on family size and type (nuclear, extended, 

or polygamous). In ~ddition it lists the economic status of the head 

of household by occupation and land holding status. Since this informa-

tion is rather vague, I classed all of the residents, except for the 

o~penter whose economic status seemed ambiguouB,into either category 

1, above average, or 2, average and below with respect to wealth. Land-

lords, land holders, shareholders and men with property in sheep were 

placed in category 1. The rest, laborers and shopkeepers were put into 

oategory 2. The three landlords were omitted from the final analysis 

since they are not permanent village residents. In addition 10 house-

holds listed in the census were not included on the map and therefore 

could not be included in the analysis. 

Watson (1979) presents a plan of the Iranian village of 

Hasanabad (Watson 1979:35), a detailed household census (Watson 1979: 

42-46), and information on individual ownership of animals (Watson 

1979:94) and land rights (Watson 1979:65). In addition she provides 

detailed plans of all or part of the compounds occupied by the 
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households numbered 4, 5, 7, 8, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 28, 29, 

32, 36, 37, 42, and 44. This gives a raw data base with which to ex

amine most of the man-architecture relationships studied in Darnaj. For 

the purposes of my study, it was found useful to regroup the Hasanabad 

census data as described below. 

Watson (1979:42-46) basically groups her census data by nuclear 

family. When single relatives are living in the same compound as a 

nuclear family they are considered members of the family. When patri

lineal extended or joint families occur (Watson 1979:223) she separates 

them into several nuclear families. 

Households 5 and 28 consist of a father, his grown son, and 

that son's unmarried children, all of whom share a courtyard. Although 

it is not specified that household tasks are shared, the presence of only 

one saj (bread-making pan) and one summer kitchen shelter ma:' indicate 

that they are (Watson 1979:143). Nuclear families 10, 26, and 31 

(three brothers and their families) also share a courtyard. In addi

tion to sharing the courtyard and a stable, families 10 and 26, both of 

which are small (husband and wife, and husband, wife and tvo small 

children), share a living room; 31 shares another room with the brother's 

mothar. A single compound is also shared by families 2 and 18. While 

the kinship diagram (Watson 1979:222-227) shows the husband of Household 

18, Husain, to have no r~latives known elsewhere Watson (1979:2230) says 

that his compound is an example of an extended family and refers to Aga 

Pasha, the head of Household 2, as Husain's brother (Watson 1979:57, 

60). Assuming that the text rather than the kinship diagram is ccrrect, 

this is another instance of a compound shared by brothers. A third 
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instance of co-residing brothers is illustrated by families 14 and 42. 

A third brother is head of lramily 21. While this brother does not cur

rently share a compound with his other brothers, Watson's map (1979:35) 

makes it clear that he once did so. The wives of families 2l and 42 are 

sisters. In all of the above cases it seems reasonable to regard the 

aforementioned patrilineal extended families sharing single compounds 

as single "households." 

There are also two Ci9,SeS in Watson's data of non-patrilineal 

family units occupying single compounds. Aga Askar, the head of House

hold 1 lives with his mother's brother, Khan Ali, the head of Household 

25. There is some ambiguity (see below) as to whether the compound may 

not include the elderly mother of Aga Askar, Khan Ali's sister as well. 

They share the courtyard, an animal pen and a combination dung-storage 

and stable room (Watson 1979:45). This may be a rather special case, 

since Aga Askar's family is young (Watson 1979:42) and he neither owns 

animals (Watson 1979:94) nor has rights to a piece of farmland (Watson 

1979:65, 76). His nearest patrilineal relative is his father's 

brother's son (Watson 1979:227). Furthermore, the uncle with whom he 

lives has no children. It seems likely that Aga Askar and Khan Ali 

have effectively merged their households as a matter of economic con

venience. Hence they too can be considered as a single household. 

The final case, that of families l2~ 29, and 34 is slightly 

less clear. The men of families 29 and 34 are married to two sisters. 

They share a courtyard and a dunghoap (Watson 1979:154). Household 12 

is headed by the sisters' brother. Watson does not list 12 as sharing 

the courtyard with 29 and 34 (Watson 1979:158). The living room of 12 
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does not open onto the central courtyard. But 12 does not have a court

yard of its own and at least one room (a stable) does open only onto the 

courtyard shared by 29 and 34. Watson (1979:229) notes that these three 

families are very close, presumably because they are linked, not only by 

kinship, but by a similar economic status. While Charagh Ali's family, 

number 12, is of middle economic status, Najaf (number 34) and Merim 

Charchi (number 29) are among the poorest men in the village (Watson 

1979:230). I group these three families as one household. 

Several compounds had to be omitted from the analysis. Com

pound 44 is both shown on the village plan and a detailed diagram of 

its living room is given (Watson 1979:150), but no Household 44 is 

listed on the census. While the owner is purported to be Tamas (Watson 

1979:150), the only two people with the name Tamas listed in the census 

are the five year old son of Amir, the head of Household number 8 and 

the 27 year old son of Hasan, who, according to Watson, lives with his 

70 year old father in compound 16. 

Neither households 41 nor 43 are shown on the map. Forty-one 

consists only of the 70 year old mother of Aga Askar. Since Aga Askar 

lives with his mother's brother, it seems likely that his mother shares 

that compound as well; nevertheless, since she is listed separately and 

no numerical designation on the plan refers to her, she was discarded 

from my analysis. Likew~se, Household 43 is not shown on the map, 

possibly because the occupants had moved away from the village during 

or just prior to Watson's field season. It also was omitted from my 

sample. 
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House 40 is hard to classify, because it is occupied by a family 

of 7, yet, according to the plan has only a utility/dung storage/wood 

storage room definitely assigned to it. Adjoining this room is a 

utility room whose owner is not specified and this may also belong to 

Household 40. No living room is noted for 40, although perhaps a room 

adjoining the utility room and labeled with a question mark is 40's 

living room. Because of these ambiguities 40 has also been omitted 

from the sample. 

The omission of the individual cases noted above and the com

bining of co-residing conjugal family households into single multiple 

family households reduced the number of compounds from 44 to 32. Rooms 

labeled "abandoned" were not included in any compound, although rooms 

currently being rented by gendarmes were included as part of the com

pound. The gendarmes were not included in the census counts however. 
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